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MESAEP
Mediterranean Scientific Association of Environmental Protection e.V.

The 15th International Symposium on Environmental Pollution and its Impact on Life in the Mediterranean Region
was organised by MESAEP and other international and national institutions in Bari, Italy from October 7 to 11,
2009.
The objectives of this symposium were to provide a forum for interested scientists of different countries to:
•

exchange recent results related to environmental pollution processes and their effects on natural resources,
public health and economy in the Mediterranean region

•

discuss current scientific, technological and legal issues to avoid or reduce the degradation of the Mediterranean environment

•

provide suggestions and recommendations to regulatory authorities on environmental quality and safety in the
Mediterranean and other neighboring countries.

The General Theme of the Conference was:
“Environmental Threats in the Mediterranean Region: Problems and Solutions”.
The main results of the 15th symposium papers are included in six successive issues of the international journal
“Fresenius Environmental Bulletin” (FEB):
Issue 1: Agricultural, domestic and industrial wastes - Soil quality, pollution, degradation and desertification
Issue 2 and 3: Water quality and pollution
Issue 4: Outdoor and indoor air quality and pollution - Crops and food quality and pollution - Environment and
human health
Issue 5: Animal health risks - Intercompartmental element fluxes and climate changes and effects on the ecosystem
and human health
Issue 6: Biodiversity and sustainability - Sustainable mobility and renewable energy use to combat pollution Natural and artificial radioactive pollution
The results of this symposium will contribute undoubtedly to the advancement of the environmental scientific
knowledge and hence, to the improvement of the Mediterranean region environment.
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DETERMINATION OF HEAVY METALS, POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS AND POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS IN
Mytilus galloprovincialis FROM CAMPANIA COASTS, ITALY
Francesco Paolo Serpe*, Mauro Esposito, Pasquale Gallo,
Marco Salini, Pasquale Maglio, Tiziana Hauber and Luigi Serpe
Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale del Mezzogiorno – Portici (NA), Italy

ABSTRACT
The marine environment represents a part of the ecosystem vulnerable to chemical pollutant contaminations because of the extended and prolonged release of these contaminants from urban, industrial and agro-livestock
wastewaters. Filter feeders, such as mussels (Mytilus galloprovincialis), can bio-accumulate heavy metals and persistent chemicals, such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), but
there are just a few data about their presence in shellfish
farms located in Campania (Italy), in which the mussels
breeding is one of the most important commercial activities. A survey on the classified sea farms in Campania
was conducted, and it allowed us to identify and monitor
the main areas of breeding. The results of the monitoring
plan showed a heterogeneous distribution of these contaminants depending on areas with a general major contamination at shores located near strongly urbanized and industrial
areas, in some cases abandoned. The heavy metal (lead,
cadmium, chromium and mercury) levels were always below the maximum limits assessed by the EC, and all samples
were compliants also for the 11 PAHs studied, although a
maximum level was assessed by EC for the only benzo[a]pyrene. Finally, an evaluation of non-compliances for
non dioxin-like PCB (ndl-PCB) levels was not possible
because of the missing of a specific regulation, although
only low levels were found.

KEYWORDS:
Campania, mussels, heavy metals, PAHs, PCBs.

INTRODUCTION
The Tyrrhenian basin includes a wide range of sources
of heavy metals and persistent chemicals which can be
accumulated by the aquatic organisms through the trophic
chain or the sediments [1, 2]. These factors, joined with the

general low turnover rate of the Mediterranean waters [3],
cause a high anthropogenic impact on the marine ecosystem with many effects on human and animal health. Indeed,
heavy metals (cadmium), PAHs and PCBs can change the
endocrine balance of bred or wild animals and humans [4,
5] they reach through the foods. Their toxic effects range
from fertility disorders to carcinogenesis [6-8]. Mussels are
filter feeder organisms belonging to the edible bivalves
(lamellibranch) molluscs that have the peculiarity of swallowing and accumulating, together with nourishment, heavy
metals and persistent chemicals including PCBs and PAHs
[2]. In Italy, the fishing is an important commercial activity
and the sea products consumption represents a key component of the Italian people diet. In Campania, the majority
of the fish commerce is constituted by the mussels breeding [9]. Therefore, the aim of the present work was to
assess the contaminant levels in shellfish farms located in
Campania in order to protect the public health and to monitor the pollution status of the Campania Sea, using mussels
as bio-indicators of chemical contamination.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The first step of the present work consisted of a survey on the classified [10] actively producing sea farms
located along Campania coasts (Fig. 1), that allowed us to
identify 4 main areas of interest: Domitio coast, Pozzuoli
gulf, Napoli gulf and Salerno gulf. In these areas, samples
of Mytilus galloprovincialis were collected and analyzed
to determine the contents of heavy metals, PAHs and
PCBs. The sampling was carried out between January 2007
and March 2009. All samples were from farms in which
mussels are harvested before the commercialization, in natural beds or in long-line plants. The mussels were shelled,
homogenized and stored at -20 °C until analysis.
Thirty-four samples were analyzed for the presence of
11 toxic PAHs. The analytical method [11] was developed
in agreement with Commission Decision 2002/657/CE [12]
and Commission Regulation 333/2007/EC [13], and con-
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sisted of an alkaline 2-hours long digestion with 2M KOH
in methanol (Carlo Erba) of 2 g of wet and homogenized
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FIGURE 1 - Mussel production areas monitored in Campania during 2007-2009.

tissue, liquid-liquid extraction with cyclohexane (Carlo
Erba), solid phase clean-up (Sep-Pak vac 3-ml system,
Waters) and HPLC determination with fluorescence detection (Merck HPLC system equipped with a 2.1 x 50 mm x
1.8 µm C 18 column, Agilent).
The determination of 18 ndl-PCBs was performed on
42 mussel samples; the optimized method consisted of an
organic extraction with diethyl ether (Carlo Erba) of the
PCBs from 5 g of wet and homogenized tissue, followed
by mineralization with H2SO4 (Carlo Erba) on solid support
(Extrelut NT3, Merck), solid phase clean-up (Florisil 6-ml
system, Isolute) and gas-chromatographic analysis with
electron capture detection (ECD; Perkin Elmer Autosystem
XL equipped with a 30 m x 0.25 mm GC column with
0.25 µm as stationary phase particle size, Phenomenex).
Levels of lead, cadmium, chromium and mercury were
determined on 142 samples after microwave mineralization (Milestone Ethos system) of 0.75 g of tissue in presence of 35 % HNO3 and 7.5 % H2O, and subsequent quantification by atomic absorption spectroscopy (Perkin Elmer
AAS 800 and AAS3110).
All samples were from areas classified as A or B category on the basis of criteria provided by Decreto legislativo 1992/530 [14] and Regulation 854/2004/EC [10].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The trend of levels of the 11 PAHs determined in 34
samples of Mytilus galloprovincialis collected at several
sites in Campania region, are presented in Fig. 2 and
Table 1. Concentrations are expressed as µg/kg of mussel
shelled and wet, and are corrected for the recovery factor
according to Reg. 2007/333/EC [13]. Levels below the
limit of detection (LOD) of the method (0.2 µg/kg) are considered to be equal to zero. Values were all below the
maximum residue limit (LM) of 10 µg/kg, being assessed
for benzo[a]pyrene [15]. The highest levels of BaP were
found in Bacoli (4.0 µg/kg) and S.Lucia in Naples (5.0 µg/
kg), that are located near their respective harbors (Fig. 1)
while the total amount of the 11 PAHs was also high in
Pozzuoli (Fusaro lake and Lucrino, 18.1 and 22.7 µg/kg respectively); the lowest levels of BaP, as well as the other
PAHs, were found in Castelvolturno (0.8 µg/kg) and Ercolano (<LOQ). Although all samples were compliant for
the BaP, it was higher than other findings in mussels, i.e.
from the Adriatic sea (Italy), that indicate values below
the instrumental detection limit for BaP in all samples,
whereas, as in the present work, they show higher levels
of other PAHs [16]. Levels of BaP in Campania Sea are
higher also than in Ionian sea (Italy) [17].
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FIGURE 2 - Average distribution of benzo[a]pyrene against its LM in 34 mussel samples from Campania during 2008-2009.

TABLE 1 - Summary of results of the analyses of PAHs in mussels from
Campania during 2008-2009 (PAH groups are ordered for decreasing toxicity).

Mean value
Median value
Min.
Max.
SD
N° of samples
Acronyms:

Benzo[a]Pyrene
(µg/kg)
1,7
1,4
< LOQ
5,0
1,2
34
BaA
5MC
BbF
BkF
DhA
IcP

Σ of BaA, 5MC, BbF, BkF, DhA, IcP
(µg/kg)
8,8
7,6
< LOQ
21,0
5,5
34
= Benzo[a]Anthracene
= 5-Metilchrysene
= Benzo[b]Fluoranthene
= Benzo[k]Fluoranthene
= Dibenzo[a,h]Anthracene
= Indeno[1,2,3-cd]Pyrene

Σ of Chr, DlP, DeP, DiP, DhP
(µg/kg)
4,2
1,0
< LOQ
20,6
5,9
34
Chr = Chrysene
DlP = Dibenzo[a,l]Pyrene
DeP = Dibenzo[a,e]Pyrene
DiP = Dibenzo[a,i]Pyrene
DhP = Dibenzo[a,h]Pyrene

TABLE 2 - Summary of results of the analyses of heavy metals and sum of 18 ndl-PCBs in mussels
from Campania during 2007-2008-2009 (Levels of mercury were always below the LOQ of the method).

Mean value
Median value
Min.
Max.
SD
N° of samples

Pb
(mg/kg)
0.419
0.371
0.048
1.203
0.286
142

Cd
(mg/kg)
0.077
0.068
< LOQ
0.195
0.047
123

For the non dioxin-like PCBs (ndl-PCBs), maximum
residue limits have not been assessed yet and their trends
during 2008 and 2009 are reported in Table 2. PCB concentrations appeared at low levels, testifying a low anthropogenic influence on PCB contamination. Mussels indeed
accumulate PCBs from wastewaters whereas they are present [18] as in Bacoli sea, in which the mean value for the
sum of 18 ndl-PCBs was 19.6 µg/kg. The PCB contamination was observed to be absent in other sites, such as Ercolano.
With regard to heavy metals, levels of lead, cadmium
and chromium in 2007, 2008 and 2009 are reported in

Cr
(mg/kg)
0.297
0.254
0.032
0.827
0.183
94

Σ 18 ndl-PCBs
(µg/kg)
8,8
7,5
1,0
21,6
6,2
42

Fig. 3 and Table 2, and concentrations are corrected for
the recovery factor and expressed as mg/kg. For lead, cadmium and mercury, all samples never exceeded the values
of LM [15], in particular, the levels of mercury were always below the LOD of the method (0.030 mg/kg). Chromium concentrations are only suggestive because a LM
does not exist; moreover, the chromium determination reported is the sum of Cr(VI) and Cr(III) (non-toxic). A statistically significant difference in the concentrations of lead
and chromium ranging from 0.048 to 1.203 mg/kg and
0.032 to 0.827 mg/kg, respectively, was observed. Lead
level results are similar to those of other monitoring plans
carried out in the Mediterranean Sea [19, 20], in which a
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FIGURE 3 - Average distibution of Pb, Cd and Cr in 142 mussel samples from Campania against their LMs (only Pb and Cd).

variability depending on the sampling sites was observed.
The highest levels of lead were found again in Bacoli
(1.076 mg/kg), S.Lucia (1.079 mg/kg), Lucrino (1.102 mg/
kg) and, in addition, in Ercolano (1.203 mg/kg) where only
low levels of PAHs and PCBs were found. Concentration
of cadmium was relevant in Battipaglia (0.170 mg/kg)
where other analytes were not detected, but was absent in
the areas of Torre Annunziata and Punta Cavallo in Naples.
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Sprovieri, M., Feo, M.L., Prevedello, L., Salvagio Manta, D.,
Sammartino, S., Tamburrino, S. and Marsella, E. (2007) Heavy
metals, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and polychlorinated
biphenyls in surface sediments of the Naples harbour (southern
Italy). Chemosphere 67 (5), 998-1009.

[3]

European Commssion (2007) Sea mussels as marine pollution sensors in the Mediterranean sea. DG Environ. News
Alert Service 70 of 21 June, 1-1.

[4]
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(5), 383-92.

[5]

Colborn, T., Vom Saal, F.S. and Soto, A.M. (1993) Developmental Effects of Endocrine-Disrupting Chemicals in Wildlife
and Humans. Environ. Health Perspect. 101 (5), 378–384.

[6]

Perera, F., Tang, D., Whyatt, R., Lederman, S.A. and Jedrychowski, W. (2005) DNA damage from polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons measured by benzo[a]pyrene-DNA adducts in
mothers and newborns from Northern Manhattan, the World
Trade Center Area, Poland, and China. Cancer Epidemiol.
Biomarkers Prev. 14 (3), 709-14.

[7]

Keshava, C., Divi, R.L., Whipkey, D.L., Frye, B.L., McCanlies, E., Kuo, M., Poirier, M.C. and Weston, A. (2005) Induction of CYP1A1 and CYP1B1 and formation of carcinogenDNA adducts in normal human mammary epithelial cells treated with benzo[a]pyrene. Cancer Lett. 221 (2), 213-24.

[8]

Hamilton, J.W., Kaltreider, R.C., Bajenova, O.V., Lhnat,
M.A., McCaffrey, J., Turpie, B.W., Rowell, E.E., Oh, J.,
Nemeth, M.J., Pesce, C.A. and Lariviere J.R. (1998) Molecular basis for effects of carcinogenic heavy metals on inducible gene expression. Environ. Health Perspect. 106 (Suppl.
4), 1005–1015.

[9]

Italian Ministry of Economical Development (2000) PON Pesca
2000-2006. Available on:
www.dps.mef.gov.it/documentazione/qcs/PONpesca/1_Analisi.
pdf (Access date: September 2009)

CONCLUSIONS
The results of the monitoring plan show a general
presence of pollutants in farms located near urbanized and
industrial areas. However, the situation that appeared during the carrying out of the plan, revealed itself more comforting than expected. Marine organisms like mussels can
accumulate and bio-magnificate various contaminants, and
it can be a risk source for consumers. At the same time,
mussels can be identified as useful bio-indicator species
for assessing the eco-health of aquatic environments [1, 18,
20, 21]. Using the LM values assessed by the European
Community for the environmental pollutants (10.0 µg/kg
for BaP, 1.5 mg/kg for lead, 1.0 mg/kg for cadmium and
0.5 mg/kg for mercury) as criteria for the quality and food
safety of the mussels, it can stated that the Campania products (objects of the present study) are safe because none of
them, in any period of the year and for any pollutant, presented levels above the EC LMs.
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IMMUNOTOXIC EFFECTS OF THE
ANTIFOULING COMPOUND SEA-NINE 211TM
ON HAEMOCYTES OF AN EDIBLE BIVALVE MOLLUSC
Francesca Cima* and Valerio Matozzo
Dipartimento di Biologia, Università di Padova, Via Ugo Bassi 58/B, 35131 Padova, Italy

ABSTRACT
Sea-Nine 211TM (4,5-dichloro-2-n-octyl-4-isothiazolin3-one) has recently been introduced as a primary biocide
in the formulations of new antifouling paints for the boat
hulls in place of the organotin compounds. In this study,
immunotoxic effects of various sublethal concentrations 0.1 to 10 µM - of Sea-Nine 211TM on the edible Manila
clam Ruditapes philippinarum were evaluated in vitro.
By means of assays with short-term haemocyte cultures, the
influence of the xenobiotic on both cell morphology and
functionality was evaluated. Although no effect on cell adhesion was observed, severe and irreversible morpho-functional effects occurred similarly to those reported for organotin compounds. At 1 µM (282.2 µg/l), Sea-Nine 211TM
exerted significant (p < 0.001) inhibitory effects on cell
spreading, yeast phagocytosis, hydrolytic enzyme (β-glucuronidase) activity, induced apoptosis and caused oxidative stress, the latter demonstrated through a decrease in cytoplasmic glutathione content. Data suggest that the biocide
Sea-Nine 211TM is immunotoxic and represents a potential
risk for benthic filter-feeding invertebrates living in the water-sediment interface and, as a consequence of bioaccumulation, for human health. However, further studies need to
validate functional responses of clam haemocytes as immunomarkers in field conditions, like those measured in
the present study in Sea-Nine 211TM-exposed cells.

KEYWORDS: Ruditapes philippinarum, haemocytes, antifouling
TM
compounds, Sea-Nine 211 , immunotoxicity

INTRODUCTION
The new compound Sea-Nine 211TM (4,5-dichloro-2n-octyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one) has recently been used, together with other pesticides, as a primary biocide in the
formulations of antifouling paints for boat hulls with a low
impact on aquatic ecosystems in place of the organotin compounds (OTCs), which have been banned by IMO-MEPC

after 2003 due to their high toxicity towards many nontarget aquatic organisms. However, few papers are available
in the literature about negative effects of these chemicals to
aquatic organisms, non-target species in particular. Nevertheless, evidences on their persistence in the marine environment and their possible antagonism and/or synergism
with other antifoulants are scarce [1].
The half-life of Sea-Nine 211TM in the marine environment is remarkably shorter than that of tributyltin (TBT,
an OTC). In both anaerobic and aerobic conditions, SeaNine 211TM shows a lower time of degradation than 1 h,
and degrades more quickly under light conditions, revealing a high photodegradation, whereas TBT has an average
lifetime from 6 to 9 months in both aerobic and anaerobic
conditions [2]. In addition, Sea-Nine 211TM differs from
TBT for the slow bioaccumulation, the rapid distribution between sediment and water column and the stable binding
with sediment particles, where degradation occurs in short
time. The Acceptable Maximum Environmental Concentration (MAEC) index considers the highest environmental
concentration to which a compound does not provoke risks
to non-target organisms. On the basis of the UK Environmental Quality Standard, values for Sea-Nine 211TM and
TBT are of 63 ppt [3] and 2 ppt [4], respectively. In comparison with other antifouling compounds, Sea-Nine 211TM
seems to have a low environmental impact [5]. Indeed,
when Sea-Nine 211TM was marketed (1996), it won the
Green Chemistry Challenge Award of the US EPA in the
category Designing Safer Chemical Products. In the formulation of antifouling paints, Sea-Nine 211TM is present
at concentrations from 1 to 3%, often in combination with
zinc pyrithione and Diuron. However, its toxicity has been
revealed afterwards, resulting very high for a great number
of organisms, mainly when compared to that of other alternative antifoulants. For example, Sea-Nine 211TM was 67 times more toxic to embryos of Mytilus edulis than dichlofluanid, and 170 times more toxic than Irgarol 1051 [6].
Other studies, focused on the evaluation of xenobiotic toxicity to both marine organisms and development of sea-urchins [7, 8], highlighted that both TBT and Sea-Nine 211TM
are today the most toxic antifouling compounds on the
market. The toxicity of these compounds is clearly
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aspecific, considering the severity of the effects observed
in all the tested organisms. The presence of Sea-Nine
211TM in sediments (till 4.6 ng/l) and in coastal waters
(till 9.4 ng/l) [9] may expose resident animals to stress
conditions.
The edible Manila clam, Ruditapes philippinarum is
widespread and economically relevant in the Lagoon of
Venice (Italy). This clam species has previously been used
in a number of both in vitro and in vivo studies to assess
immunotoxicity of various contaminants, such as heavy
metals [10] and TBT [11, 12]. In the present study, shortterm haemocyte cultures were prepared and cells were
exposed to various concentrations of Sea-Nine 211TM in
order to evaluate negative effects of the contaminant on
both haemocyte morphology and functionality.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Specimens of Ruditapes philippinarum (Veneridae)
were collected in a reference site - an area for clam culture - of the Lagoon of Venice and kept in the laboratory in
tanks containing aerated seawater - salinity of 35 ± 1‰,
and temperature of 17 ± 0.5° C - and a sandy bottom, and
fed with microalgae (Isochrysis galbana). Clams were acclimatised in the laboratory for 7 days before haemolymph
sampling.
Haemolymph was individually collected from the posterior adductor muscle with a plastic syringe containing
300 µl of 0.38% Na-citrate in 0.45 µm-filtered seawater
(FSW), pH 7.5-8.0, as an anti-clotting agent. In each experiment, five pools of haemolymph from three animals
each were used. Haemolymph was then centrifuged at 780 x
g for 10 min, the supernatant was discarded and haemocytes were resuspended in an equal volume of FSW. For
cell culture, 60 µl of haemocyte suspensions (at a concentration of 5-6 x 106 cells/ml haemolymph) were placed in the
centre of each culture chamber - a Teflon ring, 15 mm internal diameter and 1mm thick, glued to a siliconised glass
slide covered with a coverslip - just touching the back of
the coverslip. The culture chambers were then kept upside
down for 30 min at room temperature to allow adhesion
of the haemocytes to the coverslips.
Sea-Nine 211TM (4,5 dichloro-2-n-octyl-4-isothiazolin3-one) was kindly supplied by the Italian branch of Rohm
& Haas as a 32.6% solution in o-xylene. It was separated
from o-xylene by Prof. G. Galiazzo (Dept. of Organic
Chemistry, University of Padova) through aluminium oxide
according to Knappe and Rohdewald [13], suitable for column adsorption chromatography, and eluted with hexane.
After extraction, a yellowish powder was obtained, which
represented the pure (98-99%) compound. Stable stock solution (10 mM) was obtained by dissolving Sea-Nine 211TM in
95% ethanol and stored at room temperature in the dark.
Working solutions were obtained by dissolving the stock

solution in FSW. In controls, 0.1% of 95% ethanol was
added to FSW instead of Sea-Nine 211TM.
After adhesion of haemocytes to the coverslips, cells
were exposed for 60 min to FSW containing Sea-Nine
211TM at nominal concentrations ranging from 0.1 (28.2
µg/l) to 200 µM (56,446 µg/l) in FSW. In short-term cultures (60 min at 25 °C), cell mortality was determined with
the Trypan Blue exclusion test. This assay was carried out
also to calculate LC50 value for Sea-Nine 211TM.
For the measurement of adhesion index, haemocytes
were left to adhere for 60 min to clean coverslips in the
presence of Sea-Nine 211TM. Slides previously coated with
poly-L-lysine (50 µg/ml, Sigma) were used as reference
controls (100% adhesion). Cells were then fixed for 30 min
at 4° C in a solution of 1% glutaraldehyde and 1% sucrose
in FSW and stained for 5 min in 10% Giemsa solution.
Coverslips were then mounted on glass slides with an
aqueous medium (Acquovitrex, Carlo Erba) and the total
number of haemocytes adhering to the substratum in 10 optic
fields at 1,250 x was counted and expressed as an adhesion
index then compared to the number of cells counted in similar conditions on poly-L-lysine-coated slides.
For the cell-spreading index and the phagocytic index
determination, percentage of haemocytes with amoeboid
shape and containing ingested yeast cells (yeast:haemocyte
ratio = 10:1), respectively, was estimated after exposure of
haemocyte monolayers to Sea-Nine 211TM, fixation, staining with 10% Giemsa solution for 5 min and mounting as
described above.
In the apoptotic index determination, two assays were
performed to determine both early and late apoptosis.
To evaluate early apoptosis, living cells were exposed for
60 min to Sea-Nine 211TM and then incubated with FITCcoupled annexin-V (Annexin-V Fluos Roche Diagnostics),
according to the manufacturer’s instructions, to detect the
presence of phosphatidylserine in the outer leaflet of the
plasma membrane of living cells, a marker of early apoptosis. After 15 min, cells were observed under a fluorescence microscope, equipped with I2/3 filter block for FITC
excitation, to evaluate the percentage of fluorescent cells.
To determine late apoptosis, haemocytes exposed for 60 min
to Sea-Nine 211TM, were fixed for 30 min at room temperature in 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.1% glutaraldehyde in
an isotonic salt solution (ISO: 20 mM Tris, 0.5 M NaCl,
pH 7.5), rinsed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS: 1.37 M
NaCl, 0.03 M KCl, 0.015 M KH2PO4, 0.065 M Na2HPO4,
pH 7.2), incubated in 0.3% H2O2 as blocking solution and
then washed in PBS. Cells were incubated in the permeabilisation solution (0.1% Triton X-100 in 0.1% Nacitrate) for 2 min at 4° C. Samples were then rinsed twice
with PBS and incubated in the TUNEL reaction mixture
(In situ cell death detection kit, Roche) for 60 min at 37°
C according to the manufacturer’s instruction. After this
step, haemocytes were incubated with peroxidase-conjugated anti-FITC antibody, stained with 0.05% 3-3’ diaminobenzidine (DAB) in PBS containing 1.5% H2O2,
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mounted and observed under the light microscope. The
percentage of cells with stained (brown) nuclei indicating
DNA fragmentation was then calculated.
For the measurement of lysosomal activity index, i.e.
the percentage of haemocytes showing histoenzymatic
staining properties for β-glucuronidase, a simultaneous
azo-coupling detection method, following Hayashi et al.
[14], was used to detect enzymatic activity. After Sea-Nine
211TM exposure, aldehyde-fixed monolayers were kept at
37° C for 2 h in 20% naphtol AS-BI β-glucuronide (dissolved in dimethylformamide) in buffered hexazonium-prosaniline (0.1 M Na-acetate buffer, pH 5.0). Positive sites
appeared magenta.
For the determination of the glutathione (GSH) index,
i.e. the percentage of haemocytes with reduced glutathione
content in their cytoplasm, after treatment with Sea-Nine
211TM monolayers were washed in FSW, stained for 10 min
at 37° C in 40 mM chlorobimane - a fluorescent dye specific
for GSH with λmax of 461 nm - solution in FSW, obtained
from a 20 mM stock solution in 95% ethyl alcohol, and
then rinsed in FSW. Living cells were immediately observed under a fluorescence microscope equipped with an
ultraviolet light filter block. Positive sites appeared fluorescent blue.
All experiments were repeated five times (n = 5) using five independent samples. Haemocytes - 200 cells per
coverslip distributed in at least ten fields - were counted
under a Leitz Dialux 22 light microscope at a magnification of 1,250 x. Results were expressed as mean ± SD.
Indexes were compared with the χ2 test with the exception
of the adhesion index, where data were compared with
Student’s t test with the SAS statistical package (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Determination of LC50 value that is exposure concentration resulting in 50% mortality was calculated according to the probit method (SPSS 11.0, SPSS
Corp., Chicago, IL).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effects on cell morphology and viability

LC50 value was 25 µM (7,055 µg/l) after 60 min at
25° C. In controls, cell mortality did not exceed 5% on a
total of 300 cells. Therefore, Sea-Nine 211TM concentrations ranging between 0.1 (28.2 µg/l) and 10 µM (2,822
µg/l) used in the present study were considered sublethal.
Results regarding LC50 value obtained in R. philippinarum
haemocytes can be compared with those of other sentinelorganisms. Interestingly, in a recent study, Cima et al.
[15] recorded the same LC50 value (25 µM) for Sea-Nine
211TM in haemocytes of the compound ascidian Botryllus
schlosseri.
Sea-Nine 211TM did not cause neither the detachment
of haemocytes from the monolayer nor their cytolysis
(data not shown), similarly to what previously reported

for the adhesion capability of B. schlosseri haemocytes
[15]. Conversely, in sea-urchin, cytolysis was observed in
Sea-Nine 211TM-exposed eggs (1 µM = 282.2 µg/l) [8].
In R. philippinarum, four cell types were previously
identified in the haemolymph: haemoblasts, serous cells,
and two types of immunocytes, namely granulocytes and
hyalinocytes, which were further divided into two morphological types, round and spreading haemocytes [16]. The
round haemocytes have a spherical shape with a rather
regular surface; on the contrary, the spreading haemocytes,
or amoebocytes, have a variable form with many cytoplasmic protrusions namely pseudopods, sometimes very
branched. In the present study, the percentage of amoebocytes (cell-spreading index) markedly decreased in
haemocytes exposed to at 1 µM (282.2 µg/l) Sea-Nine 211TM
(Fig. 1a). The amoebocytes withdrew their pseudopodia
and become small globular cells. This was an irreversible
effect probably due to the fact that cells underwent an
apoptotic shrinkage: in controls, the average diameter was
about 10-12 µm, whereas that of cells after exposure to
10 µM Sea-Nine 211 TM was about 3-5 µm. The reduction in size associated with the change of morphology was
also irreversible. Even after repeated washings with FSW
cells did not restore their original amoeboid morphology.
The phagocytosis index reflects the capacity of cells
to engulf target particles in vitro. This behaviour is closely
related to both cell morphology and the capacity of cells to
activate themselves for chemotaxis. In the present study,
yeast cells were used as target-particles. They were easily
phagocytised by immunocytes in controls, where the haemocytes maintained their original size, although, as regards
spreading haemocytes, withdrew their pseudopodia and
assumed a spherical shape after phagocytosis. At 1 µM,
haemocytes of R. philippinarum phagocytised with more
difficulty, as demonstrated by significant decreases in the
phagocytosis index (Fig. 1b). According to what previously
was observed in B. schlosseri after exposure of haemocytes
to Sea-Nine 211TM [15] and TBT [17], decreased phagocytosis index recorded in haemocytes of R. philippinarum
was probably due to the negative effects of Sea-Nine 211TM
on cytoskeletal components, limiting cell motility and altering deeply cell morphology.
Cell death appears first as an alteration of integrity
and permeability of the plasma membrane followed by a
decrease in cell size and a condensation of nuclear DNA.
Cells completely disrupt without leading to any inflammatory process and the apoptotic bodies are engulfed by
professional and occasional phagocytes. This phenomenon
can be related with the altered homeostasis of the cytosolic
calcium [18] and probably to the induction of oxidative
stress [19]. In the present study, Sea-Nine 211TM induced
apoptosis in immunocytes of R. philippinarum at a concentration of 1 µM: cells became small and roundish and
developed cytoplasmic blebs. Annexin V is a calcium-binding protein, which seems mediate the flow of calcium ions
across the phospholipidic membrane [20]. This protein has
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also a high affinity for the phosphatidylserine, that is put
out on the outer side of the plasmalemma when the cell
begins apoptosis. Therefore, it is used in assays to highlight cells as soon as they begin apoptosis (“early apoptosis”). After exposure to Sea-Nine 211TM, R. philippinarum
immunocytes positive to Annexin V increased significantly
(from a concentration of 1 µM), in comparison with the
control ones (Fig. 1e). The capability of Sea-Nine 211TM to
induce apoptosis was also evaluated by means of the observations of the level of chromatin fragmentation (“late
apoptosis”) through the TUNEL reaction. This reaction revealed a significant increase of the number of nuclei with
broken DNA after exposure to 1 µM Sea-Nine 211TM
(Fig. 1e) suggesting that the apoptotic events occurred very
rapidly within 60 min of exposure.
Effects on cell functionality

In bivalves, β-glucuronidase is an hydrolytic enzyme
located in the lysosomes where it plays an important role
in the recycling of cell components. Glucuronisation, that

is the conjugation with the glucuronic acid, leads to both
the conjugation and the excretion of endogenous substances and is also important in the detoxifying metabolism of xenobiotics [21]. The exposure of R. philippinarum haemocytes to Sea-Nine 211TM caused a significant
decrease in β-glucuronidase activity at a concentration of
1 µM (Fig. 1c). In a previous study, Cima et al. [12] observed that β-glucuronidase was significantly inhibited
after exposure of haemocytes from R. philippinarum to
TBT. Results of the present study highlighted that a reduction of lysosomal membrane stability probably occurred
in short-term Sea-Nine 211TM-exposed cells, causing haemocyte degranulation and release of hydrolytic enzymes (including β-glucuronidase) into the haemolymph.
The glutathione tripeptide (γ-glutamyl-cysteinyl-glycine) is present in the cytoplasm of all the animal cells
with concentrations ranging between 0.5 to 10 mM, where
it plays an important role as an antioxidant compound protecting the cell against free radicals. Glutathione can also act

FIGURE 1 - Cell-spreading (a), phagocytic index (b), lysosomal activity index for β-glucuronidase (c), GSH index (d), and apoptotic index (e)
of Ruditapes philippinarum haemocyte cultures incubated with Sea-Nine 211TM (grey bars; in the case of apoptotic index, data are expressed
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with grey bars for annexin V assay and with black bars for TUNEL assay) at concentrations of 0.1, 1 and 10 µM. Asterisks: significant differences with respect to controls (C, white bars: incubation in FSW; in the case of apoptotic index, C1 and C2 indicate control for annexin V
and TUNEL assay, respectively). **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
TABLE 1 - Toxicity index LOEL (Lowest Observed Level) of TBT and Sea-Nine 211TM
from in vitro assays with Ruditapes philippinarum and Botryllus schlosseri haemocytes
ANTIFOULING COMPOUND (µM)
TBT (a)
TBT (a)
Sea-Nine 211TM (b)
Sea-Nine 211TM (b)
(BIOSENSOR) (R. philippinarum)[11,12]
(B. schlosseri) [15]
(R. philippinarum)*
(B. schlosseri) [15]
BIOMARKER
LC50
–
–
25 µM
25 µM
ADHESION INDEX
No effect
No effect
No effect
No effect
CELL-SPREADING INDEX
0.01 µM ↓
0.1 µM ↓
1 µM ↓
1 µM ↓
PHAGOCYTIC INDEX
0.05 µM ↓
1 µM ↓
1 µM ↓
0.1 µM ↓
APOPTOTIC INDEX
–
10 µM ↑
1 µM ↑
0.1 µM ↓
LYSOSOMAL ACTIVITY INDEX
0.05 µM ↓
0.1 µM ↓
1 µM ↓
No effect
GSH INDEX
–
0.1 µM ↓
1 µM ↓
1 µM ↓
* The present paper;
a
Tributyltin chloride: 0.01 µM (3.254 µg/l), 0.05 µM (16.27 µg/l), 0.1µM (32.54 µg/l), 1 µM (325.49 µg/l), 10 µM (3,254 µg/l), 25 µM (8,135 µg/l);
b
Sea-Nine 211TM: 0.1 µM (28.22 µM)

as a non-enzymatic reducing agent helping cells in maintaining the cysteine residues in a reduced form on the protein surface. Generally, glutathione is present in the cells
in a reduced form (GSH) and the percentage of its oxidised
form (GSSG) is considered as a measure of cell toxicity
[22]. Indeed, without the protection by GSH against oxidative stress, cells can be heavily damaged or die. The exposure to Sea-Nine 211TM (1 µM) showed a significant decrease in the number of haemocytes containing GSH, suggesting that the xenobiotic deeply altered the oxidation
status (Fig. 1d). Results obtained in the present study confirm those obtained in teleosts [23], since cell cultures of
Onchorhynchus mykiss and Onchorhynchus tshawytscha
exposed to Sea-Nine 211TM at concentrations of 0.014 mg/l
and 2.6 mg/l, respectively, showed a significant decrease in
the GSH content

toxicity assays performed in the present study with those
previously carried out with TBT [11] (Tab. 1) effective concentrations of the latter appear remarkably lower than those
of Sea-Nine 211TM suggesting higher immunotoxic effects
of TBT to aquatic organisms. In addition, haemocytes from
the compound ascidian B. schlosseri appear more sensitive
in term of both apoptotic and phagocytosis index, showing
significant differences with controls already at the concentration of 0.1 µM [15] (Tab. 1).
In conclusion, the preliminary results obtained indicate
that bivalve haemocytes represent a suitable model for evaluating Sea-Nine 211TM toxicity in aquatic invertebrates.
However, further studies in both laboratory (in vivo exposure) and field conditions (in situ exposure) are required to
validate functional responses of haemocytes like those
measured in the clam ones exposed to Sea-Nine 211TM.

CONCLUSIONS
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Morpho-functional indexes were previously proposed
as useful biomarkers to evaluate toxicity of xenobiotics,
such as OTCs, on bivalve haemocyte cultures [12]. Their
application in the present study allowed to highlight that
Sea-Nine 211TM, alternative to OTCs and considered less
toxic towards non-target organisms, is able to provoke
negative effects on important functional responses of R.
philippinarum haemocytes potentially reducing immunosurveillance in clams. However, by comparing results of
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

A 20-year period of soil survey data highlighted the
progressive loss of soil organic matter content in northern
Italy agricultural lands. Because this trend is related to the
decrease in the availability of manure obtained by zootechnical activity, the national authorities have stimulated
the use of compost in order to reduce the soil fertility loss.
This study aimed to evaluate the effects of tillage activity, compost and manure fertilisation on soil microarthropod community. Samples were taken from a sorghum
monoculture and a peach orchard over a five-year period
from 2003 to 2007. The abundances of soil microarthropod
groups were generally evaluated at order level. The Acari/
Collembola ratio (A/C), Shannon diversity index (H’),
evenness index (E), QBS-ar index and V index were also
calculated.

From the 1980s to now, data obtained by soil surveys
highlighted a progressive reduction of soil organic matter
amount in northern Italian agricultural soil. This trend is related to the increase of intensive monocultures and chemical fertilising that replaced the traditional agricultural
practices and farming rotation, and the decrease of zootechnical activities with a consequent reduction in the farmyard manure availability. The organic matters yearly lost
with decomposition, leaching and crop removing is not
completely replaced, leading to a progressive reduction in
the soil organic matter content, that affects soil structural
stability [1]. Degradation of soil structure increases soil
erosion, reduces the effect of chemical fertilisers and changes
soil porosity, determining an unfavourable environment for
crop growth [2].

The peach orchard showed a higher share of typical
steady soil organisms (Diplopoda, Diplura and Pauropoda)
and QBS-ar scores compared with the sorghum monoculture, highlighting its suitable conditions for soil fauna. In
the sorghum monoculture, tillage reduced Symphyla abundances and taxon richness, whereas the same effect on
Acari abundances and QBS-ar values seemed to be lightened by compost fertilisation. Significant effects of compost use were observed only for Acari in the sorghum monoculture, and for Collembola and Diplura in the peach orchard. In all these cases abundance increases were noticed.

Organic wastes are usually stored in dump areas with
the respective high management costs and problem of environmental impacts. On the other hand organic wastes could
become an easy available and cheap source of organic matter after composting processes. The use of compost obtained
by organic waste in agricultural activity allows to convert
waste materials in a useful resource. Therefore, the national
authorities have over recent years stimulated both the use
of compost to reduce the soil fertility loss and researches
aiming to assess its effects on both agricultural production
and soil environment [3-5].

Detrimental effects of compost on the density or diversity of soil microarthropods were not found in any of
the tested cultivation typologies, supporting the use of these
substances to add organic matter into soil.

Soil represents an important substrate for a large part
of global biodiversity, especially in agricultural ecosystems.
Edaphic fauna contributes to determine physical, chemical
and biological characteristics of soil, and it is simultaneously affected by them. Soil organisms are involved in
many aspects of organic matter decomposition, regulation of microbial activities and nutrient cycles. Moreover
edaphic fauna affects porosity, aeration, infiltration and
distribution of organic matter in soil horizons [6]. Observations on the impacts of agricultural managements of
microarthropod communities have shown that high inputs
of intensively managed systems tend to promote low diversity, whereas lower input systems conserve it [7,8]. Modern
agricultural practices like ploughing, chemical fertilisation and pesticide use frequently cause a degrade of soil

KEYWORDS: microarthropods, soil quality, compost, no tillage,
bioindicators, QBS-ar
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environmental conditions, that leads to a reduction in abundance and in a simplification of animal and plant communities, where species able to bear stress predominate and
rare taxa decrease in abundance or disappear [9]. The result
of this biodiversity reduction is an artificial ecosystem that
requires human constant intervention and extra running
costs, whereas natural ecosystems are regulated by plant
and animal communities through flows of energy and nutrients, a form of control progressively lost with agricultural intensification [10]. For these reasons, recognitions on
soil fauna biodiversity and functions have grown over the
past 20 years, in order to develop indexes of quality based
on soil organism diversity [11,12], that allows a cheaper
and easier evaluation of soil quality. The QBS-ar, used in
the present research, is one of such indexes.
Fertilisers affect soil invertebrates both with a direct
action on them and in consequence of the change induced
on vegetation. The nutrient enrichment effects of organic
and inorganic fertilisers might be comparable, but the former provides additional food material for the decomposer
community. Decomposer populations in soil are often foodlimited and benefit from organic amendments. Collembola,
mites and many other microarthropod taxa feed (in different amount) on decomposer, and a change in the abundance of these latter organisms (bacteria and fungi) could
affect soil fauna in a bottom-up relation [13] that could increase or reduce the abundance of specific groups, producing a change in the biodiversity. Even though the relations between the addition of organic matter and the
change in composition of soil microarthropod community is
not completely understood, its effects were observed in previous studies on edaphic fauna [14, 15]. But adverse effects
can arise following the spreading of large quantities of
animal manure or related organic wastes [16], such as the
accumulation of trace metals in soil. In fact many trace
elements contained in organic wastes can reduce the
abundance and diversity of soil microarthropod communities, or can influence the survival potential and the rate of
growth of more sensitive species [17]. The spreading of
higher amount of not stabilized organic fertiliser could also
determine anoxic condition and the environmental risks due
to a potential higher accumulation of nitrates in soil must be
taken into account.
This study analysed the edaphic fauna composition of
orchard and sorghum cultivation plots treated with different doses of compost and manure fertilisers. In particular,

the present research aims to evaluate if organic fertilisation
and tillage affect negatively the biodiversity and the abundance of microarthropod community. The presence of taxa
more sensitive to agricultural activity, such as typical steady
soil organisms (Pauropoda, Symphyla and Diplura) was
evaluated and the use of different amounts of spread fertilisers was tested in order to highlight dose depended effects. The responses of diversity and soil quality indexes
to tillage and fertilisation stresses were also evaluated.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area

The study was carried out on the lands of two experimental farms named Stuard and Marani, which are situated
in northern Italy. Stuard farm is located near the city of
Parma (44°50’20”N, 10°15’42”E), in the centre of the Po
Valley. Soil is classified as Udifluventic Ustochrepts [18]
or Haplic Calcisol [19], and its texture is silty-loam. The
experimental design consisted of five neighbouring plots,
each one 55 metres long and 5.4 metres wide. All plots were
cultivated with sorghum from spring 2002 to the end of the
study. Four plots were conventionally tilled and fertilised
with: compost (C40S, C10S), manure (LS) or not fertilised (TS). One plot (NLS) was not tilled and not fertilised
(Table 1).
TABLE 1 - Characteristics of agricultural treatments tested in Stuard
farm.
Plot code

Fertilisation

C40S
C10S
LS
TS
NLS

compost
compost
manure
not fertilised
not fertilised

Yearly fertiliser
dose (Mg/ha)
40
10
10
0
0

Tillage system
conventional tillage
conventional tillage
conventional tillage
conventional tillage
no-tillage

Marani farm (44°28’04”N, 12°12’18”E) is also situated in the Po Valley but near the Adriatic Sea, in the Ravenna province. Soil is classified as Aquic Ustochrepts [18]
or Calcaric Cambisol [19], and its texture is silty-loam.
Five plots of a peach orchard (cultivar Stark Red Gold)
planted in 2001, were treated with different fertiliser techniques (Table 2): amended with compost at planting (CIM)
or yearly (C5M, C10M), fertilised with manure at planting
(LM) and not fertilised (TM). Plot sizes were 3.5 metres
large and 5.5 metres long, peach rows were moderately
tilled.

TABLE 2 - Characteristics of agricultural treatments tested in Marani farm.
Yearly fertiliser dose
(Mg/ha)
CIM
compost
5*
LM
manure
5*
C5M
compost
5
C10M
compost
10
TM
not fertilised
0
* CIM and LM were yearly fertilized only by 2005.
Plot code

Fertilisation

Fertilisation method
10 Mg/ha at planting. By 2005 fertilised yearly with 5 Mg/ha in March
10 Mg/ha at planting. By 2005 fertilised yearly with 5 Mg/ha in March
Fertilised yearly with 5 Mg/ha shared out in March (60%) and September (40%)
Fertilised yearly with 10 Mg/ha shared out in March (60%) and September (40%)
Not fertilised
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In both studied sites, the used compost was obtained
by a mix of urban solid waste, agro-industrial and lignocellulosic rejects. Chemical analyses showed the following average results: pH 7.9, organic matter content 50.2%,
total Kjeldahl nitrogen 2.38% and C/N ratio 11. Compost
chemical characteristics result quite constant during the
trial period [20, 21].
Samples

In each plot, three soil cores with an area of 100 cm2
and 10 cm deep were picked up in each sample date. Stuard
plots were sampled seven times from October 2005 to
September 2007, in spring, summer and autumn. Marani
samples were collected in spring and autumn from September 2005 to September 2007, for a total of five sample
dates. Only in the case of QBS-ar index evaluation, the
data obtained by previous studies carried out from July
2003 to July 2005 were also used. Both in Stuard and
Marani these latter data were collected in the same plots
and with the same methods of the present research (Tables 3, 5). Soil samples were sealed in polythene bags and
transported to the laboratory within 24 hours. The Berlese-Tullgren funnel was used for microarthropod extraction, and the specimens were collected in a solution of
75% alcohol and 25% glycerine in volume [22]. Extracted
specimens were observed under a stereomicroscope at low
magnification (10-40x) and identified at different taxonomical levels: classes for Myriapoda (Diplopoda, Chilopoda, Symphyla, Pauropoda) and order for insects,
Chelicerata and Crustacean (Isopoda). The organisms
belonging to each biological taxon were counted in order to
estimate their density, at the sampled depth (0-10 cm),
relating the number of specimens and the sample area to a 1
m2 of sur-face.

adaptation. The QBS-ar index value is obtained summing
the EMI of all the collected groups. If, in a group, biological forms with different EMI scores are present, the higher
value (the more specialised form) is selected to represent
the group in the QBS-ar calculation. The sampling methodology provides that three soil cores are taken into each
sample site and combined in a single sample.
In order to assess the magnitude of an agricultural
practice response (fertilising, tillage) the V index [26] was
also used. This index was calculated as:

V=

2M CT
−1
M CT + M NT

where MCT and MNT are taxa abundances or index
values for the tillage (CT) and no-tillage (NT) conditions.
The V index value was calculated for each sample date and
a mean of these data was used to calculate an overall magnitude. In this study, the V index usually used in tillage and
no-tillage comparisons, was also applied to highlight the
effects in fertilised and no-fertilised plots or between manure and compost amended areas. In these cases the control
plot was put into the V index calculation formula as NT
and the treated plot as CT. Six magnitude categories were
provided for the V index [27]:
Extreme inhibition by tillage (or treatment): V< -0.67
Moderate inhibition by tillage (or treatment): -0.33 >V>
-0.67
Mild inhibition by tillage (or treatment): 0 >V> -0.33
Mild stimulation by tillage (or treatment): 0 <V< 0.33
Moderate stimulation by tillage (or treatment): 0.33 <V<
0.67
Extreme stimulation by tillage (or treatment): V> 0.67

Indexes

The biodiversity of soil communities was evaluated
using the number of observed taxa (NT), the ShannonWeiner [23] diversity index (H’) and Pielou’s evenness index (E). The calculations of these diversity measures were
obtained using the number of specimens observed in each
sample identified at the taxonomical level mentioned above.
Soil quality was estimated with the Acari/Collembola
ratio (A/C) and the QBS-ar index. The first indicator is
based on the densities of Acari and Collembola communities, where in natural conditions the ratio of the number of
mites compared to the number of Collembola is bigger than
one. On the contrary, in case of degraded soil, this ratio
shifts towards Collembola and its value diminishes [24].
The QBS-ar index [25] is based on the concept that the
higher the soil quality the higher the number of microarthropod groups morphologically well adapted to the soil
habitat there will be. Soil organisms are separated in biological forms according with their morphological adaptation to the soil environment; each of these forms is associated to a score named EMI (eco-morphological index),
which ranges from 1 to 20 in proportion to the degree of

In the Stuard site, the V index was applied at the following comparisons: NLS vs. TS, TS vs. C10S, TS vs.
C40S and TS vs. LS. By contrast, at the Marani site TM vs.
LM, TM vs. CIM, TM vs. C5M, TM vs. C10M, CIM vs.
LM were compared.
Statistical Analysis

Taxa abundances and index values (H’, E, NT and A/C)
were evaluated using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) in
order to highlight differences among tested treatments in
each study area. The main effects in the ANOVA model
were treatments (fixed factor) and sample date (random
factor) nested within treatments. Taxa abundance data were
ln(x+1) transformed before the analysis, whereas H’, E, NT
and A/C index values were ln(x) transformed because there
were no zeros as values. Bonferroni’s test was used for
pairwise comparisons among treatments. In order to evaluate the QBS-ar index values the non-parametric test Friedman’s ANOVA was applied. For this latter index, there
was only a single value for treatments in each sample period because, as mentioned above, its sampling methodology
provides the combination of three samples in one. Pair-
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wise comparisons among treatments were done using
mean rank differences [28]. All the statistical analyses were
performed using the software SPSS 15.0.
RESULTS
Stuard farm

A total of 14944 organisms were collected during the
study in Stuard farm. Collembola was the dominant taxon
with 53.7% of specimens, whereas only the 34.6% belonged
to Acari. Coleoptera at a larval (5.5%) or adult stage (1.6%),
Diptera larvae (1.7%) and Symphyla (1.5%) were the other
taxa which reached at least the 1% collected specimens.
The ANOVA highlighted significant differences in microarthropod abundances in Stuard (Table 3) among treatments only for Acari (p<0.05) and Symphyla (p< 0.001).
Pairwise comparisons showed a significant higher abundance of Acari in not-tillage plot (NLS) only compared
with LS and TS, whereas Symphyla were collected in significant higher numbers in NLS as compared with all other
Stuard treatments, which showed no significant differences
among them. In NLS the number of the observed taxa (NT)
was also significantly higher (p<0.05) in comparison to all
other treatments; on the contrary, no significant differences were observed in the H’, E and A/C indexes. Statistical analysis highlighted significant differences in QBSar index values only in the comparisons NLS vs. TS and
NLS vs. LS. In both cases, the index value was higher in
NLS treatments.
Comparing NLS and TS, the V index (Table 4) showed
an overall moderate inhibition by tillage of Acari abundance
(V= -0.442 ± 0.090), and in two samplings (03/05/06 and
20/09/07) extreme inhibitions were observed. The same

comparison also highlighted an overall moderate inhibition
of Collembola density, but different and conflicting values
were obtained during the trial. In fact, in 6 out of 7 sampling dates, inhibitions from mild to extreme were obtained;
on the contrary, in one case moderate stimulation by tillage
was observed. Moreover the V index highlighted an extreme inhibition by tillage of Symphyla abundance both in
overall mean (V = -0.856 ± 0.057) and specific date values,
whereas only an overall mild inhibition of NT (V = -0.138
± 0.032) was observed. Comparing NLS and TS, a mild
inhibition in the QBS-ar index was noticed as well. An
overall moderate and mild stimulation of Acari abundance
was observed in C10S and C40S in comparison to not
fertilized plot TS (V = 0.383 ± 0.120 and V = 0.298 ±
0.109). The V index values obtained from TS vs. C10S
and TS vs. C40S agreed with the results of the ANOVA
analyses and showed specific date values which generally
ranged from mild to extreme stimulations, with higher values observed in both cases in October 2006 (0.863 and
0.766 respectively). An overall mild stimulation (V = 0.262
± 0.127) of Acari abundance was also observed in TS vs.
LS despite the variations in specific date values and the
absence of significant differences in the statistical analysis. A mild or moderate overall inhibition of Symphyla
density was observed in all the comparisons of TS with the
three fertilised plots (LS, C10S and C40S), but quite different values were highlighted by the specific date values.
Marani farm

In Marani 13328 specimens were collected. On the contrary as observed in Stuard, Acari was the dominant taxon
with 66.3% of specimens, whereas only 22.1% belonged
to Collembola. The abundance level of at least the 1% was
also reached by Diplopoda (4.0%), Symphyla (2.4%),
Diplura (1.8%) and Pauropoda (1.0%).

TABLE 3 - Taxon mean abundances (ind./m2) and index mean values ± standard error of mean for each agricultural treatment in Stuard
farm. ANOVA test for the effect of treatments on microarthropod abundances and index values. Data of taxon abundances, H’, E, NT and
A/C were sampled in: 19/10/05, 03/05/06, 20/07/06, 10/10/06, 12/04/07, 16/07/07 and 20/09/07. Friedman's ANOVA for QBS-ar index. QBS-ar
samples were collected in: 16/07/03, 17/09/03, 26/04/04, 08/07/04, 25/11/04, 03/05/05, 06/07/05, 19/10/05, 03/05/06, 20/07/06, 10/10/06, 12/04/07,
16/07/07 and 20/09/07
Taxon
Acari
Chilopoda
Coleoptera adults
Coleoptera larvae
Collembola
Diplopoda
Diplura
Diptera larvae
Pauropoda
Protura
Symphyla
Index
H'
E
NT
A/C
QBS-ar

df
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
df
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
df
4

F
2.903*
0.743
0.780
0.304
0.785
0.572
2.239
0.668
0.305
1.123
9.946 ***
F
0.740
0.378
3.842*
1.051
χ2
33.778***

C10S
±
1646
±
6
±
28
±
53
±
621
±
172
±
0
±
336
±
9
±
6
±
12
C10S
1.03
±
0.13
0.48
±
0.06
8.71 e
±
0.68
2.86
±
1.18
C10S
98
±
6

4577 d
12
97
130
2226
176
0
361
9
9
24 e

2748 d
18
133
494
3200
6
0
91
30
3
18 e
1.02
0.49
8.57 e
1.51
102

C40S
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
C40S
±
±
±
±
C40S
±

448
6
25
354
870
4
0
38
17
3
6

2769 e
21
161
1495
5732
21
0
249
45
0
21 e

0.05
0.03
1.07
0.48

1.07
0.48
9.57 e
1.47

7

91 e

LS
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
LS
±
±
±
±
LS
±

587
15
32
1389
2342
9
0
214
39
0
15

1350 a,b,e
6
118
149
3333
76
0
64
67
3
61 e

0.09
0.04
1.04
0.65

1.02
0.48
8.43 e
1.90

6

98 e

TS
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
TS
±
±
±
±
TS
±

197
4
26
100
1133
69
0
47
67
3
32
0.04
0.02
0.48
1.08
5

* p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. Significant differences in pairwise comparisons: a=C10S, b=C40S, c=LS, d=TS, e=NLS
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NLS
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
NLS
1.22
±
0.51
±
11.29 a,b,c,d
±
1.22
±
NLS
c,d
126
±
4237 c,d
21
230
218
9863
49
9
15
9
0
567 a,b,c,d

1088
8
87
117
4244
17
6
8
6
0
152
0.11
0.04
0.89
0.61
8
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TABLE 4 - V index values in Stuard farm. Only values obtained by taxon abundances and indexes discussed in the text were reported in the table. Mean = mean
of specific date values. E.S. = standard error of mean.
Taxon/Index
Acari

Date
NLS vs TS TS vs LS TS vs C40S
19/10/05
-0.177
0.233
0.119
03/05/06
-0.714
0.597
0.381
20/07/06
-0.333
0.174
0.183
10/10/06
-0.434
0.647
0.766
12/04/07
-0.522
-0.158
0.585
16/07/07
-0.160
-0.160
0.013
20/09/07
-0.756
0.502
0.041
Mean
-0.442
0.262
0.298
E.S.
0.090
0.127
0.109
Collembola
19/10/05
-0.136
-0.104
-0.164
03/05/06
-0.577
0.252
-0.363
20/07/06
-0.509
0.111
0.000
10/10/06
0.457
0.627
0.314
12/04/07
-0.520
-0.078
0.187
16/07/07
-0.375
0.259
0.459
20/09/07
-0.931
0.444
0.063
Mean
-0.370
0.216
0.071
E.S.
0.165
0.100
0.106
Symphyla
19/10/05
-0.627
-0.375
-0.833
03/05/06
-0.923
0.333
0.000
20/07/06
-1.000
n.c.
n.c.
10/10/06
-0.756
-1.000
-0.667
12/04/07
-0.875
-1.000
-0.333
16/07/07
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
20/09/07
-0.957
-1.000
0.333
Mean
-0.856
-0.608
-0.300
E.S.
0.057
0.265
0.213
QBS-ar
16/07/03
-0.179
-0.189
0.071
17/09/03
-0.117
-0.194
-0.064
26/04/04
-0.197
-0.198
-0.093
08/07/04
-0.113
-0.056
-0.194
25/11/04
-0.054
-0.268
-0.103
03/05/05
-0.093
0.024
-0.177
06/07/05
0.129
-0.045
0.146
19/10/05
-0.109
0.082
0.054
03/05/06
-0.174
-0.090
0.040
20/07/06
-0.350
0.013
0.019
10/10/06
-0.052
-0.026
0.190
12/04/07
-0.248
-0.025
0.208
16/07/07
0.126
0.063
0.015
20/09/07
-0.123
0.272
0.032
Mean
-0.111
-0.046
0.010
E.S.
0.034
0.037
0.033
NT
19/10/05
-0.083
0.120
0.043
03/05/06
-0.182
-0.059
-0.125
20/07/06
-0.273
0.000
0.000
10/10/06
-0.111
0.000
0.238
12/04/07
-0.158
-0.067
0.000
16/07/07
0.000
0.125
-0.077
20/09/07
-0.158
0.238
-0.143
Mean
-0.138
0.051
-0.009
E.S.
0.032
0.043
0.049
n.c.= Not computable value (undefined or indeterminate).

The statistical analysis showed significant differences
in Collembola abundances (p<0.001) of the Marani plot,
highlighting two clusters of treatments: the first one consisting of the lower dose compost plots CIM and C5M,
and the second grouping C10M, LM and TM (Table 5).
The numbers of collected specimens in the first group of
plots were significantly higher than in the second group,
but in both cases no differences among the treatments of
each cluster were noticed. This trend in Collembola abun-

TS vs C10S
0.696
0.286
0.115
0.863
0.307
-0.041
0.454
0.383
0.120
-0.260
-0.727
-0.040
0.259
-0.237
0.706
0.063
-0.034
0.170
-0.467
0.000
n.c.
-1.000
-1.000
1.000
0.000
-0.245
0.309
0.006
-0.093
0.041
0.034
0.016
-0.138
-0.045
0.039
0.145
-0.099
-0.105
0.000
0.163
-0.042
-0.006
0.024
0.043
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.059
0.125
-0.143
0.012
0.031

dances was also pointed out by the A/C ratio (p<0.01),
whose pairwise comparisons highlighted significant differences among CIM and C10M, LM, TM, whereas C5M
showed differences only with LM and TM. Despite these
differences the A/C ratio was generally higher than one,
the value below which the index points out a degradation
in the soil environment. Only in 15 out of the 75 examined soil samples Collembola were in higher number than
Acari, and 14 of these were collected in CIM or C5M plots.
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Statistical analyses also highlighted significant differences
in Diplura abundances (p<0.01) and pairwise comparisons
pointed out that they were generally related to the higher
number of these organisms collected in C10M compared
with CIM, LM and TM. A significant higher abundance of
Diplura was also observed in C5M but only in comparison
with TM. Significant differences were neither observed
using diversity measures (H’, E and NT) nor soil quality
index QBS-ar.

0.693 ± 0.138 respectively). This magnitude was also observed in 4 out of 5 sampling dates for each of the two
comparisons mentioned above. Moderate stimulation of
Collembola abundance by compost fertilisation was also
observed in the mean V index value (0.352 ± 0.116) of TM
vs. C10M, although this magnitude was noticed only in
2 out of 5 sampling dates and in the other cases the V index
values were in the mild stimulation range. The magnitude
obtained by TM compared with LM, reached only a value
of 0.195 ± 0.181 (mild stimulation), but with conflicting
specific date values. The overall moderate inhibition in
the A/C ratio was observed in all the comparisons of not
fertilised treatment (TM) with the compost-fertilized plots
(TM vs. CIM V = -0.627 ± 0.096, TM

The significantly higher abundances of Collembola in
C5M and CIM (low compost dose plots) compared with
TM agreed with the overall results of the V index values
(Table 6), which in both comparisons showed the extreme
stimulation effect of compost (V = 0.669 ± 0.129 and

TABLE 5 - Taxon mean abundances (ind./m2) and index mean values ± standard error of mean for each agricultural treatment in Marani
farm. ANOVA test for the effect of treatments on microarthropod abundances and index values. Data of taxon abundances, H’, E, NT and
A/C were sampled in: 06/09/05, 16/05/06, 11/09/06, 10/05/07 and 21/09/07. Friedman's ANOVA for QBS-ar index. QBS-ar samples were
collected in: 10/07/03, 11/09/03, 18/05/04, 12/05/05, 06/09/05, 16/05/06, 11/09/06, 10/05/07and 21/09/07.
Taxon
Acari
Chilopoda
Coleoptera adults
Coleoptera Larvae
Collembola
Diplopoda
Diplura
Diptera Larvae
Pauropoda
Protura
Symphyla
Index
H'
E
NT
A/C
QBS-ar

df
4,20
4,20
4,20
4,20
4,20
4,20
4,20
4,20
4,20
4,20
4,20
df
4,20
4,20
4,20
4,20
df
4

F
0.796
0.607
0.116
0.213
8.790***
0.687
5.143**
0.156
1.247
0.734
0.460
F
0.776
1.082
0.480
5.069**
χ2
3.732

CIM
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
CIM
1.15
±
0.46
±
12
±
1.78 c,d,e
±
CIM
169
±

6934
76
59
72
4976 c,d,e
416
106 c
25
187
127
335

2624
28
24
39
1371
131
28
10
104
55
137
0.11
0.05
1
0.82
8

C5M
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
C5M
1.14
±
0.47
±
12
±
2.46 d,e
±
C5M
153
±

9583
30
72
55
4004 c,d,e
365
272 e
34
123
30
280

4480
8
14
20
486
262
73
25
43
25
90

4870
42
64
72
1690 a,b
811
420 a,d,e
21
42
76
272

0.12
0.05
1
1.18

1.32
0.57
11
4.10 a

12

151

C10M
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
C10M
±
±
±
±
C10M
±

1783
27
22
39
540
321
135
9
13
51
107

12203
55
76
72
1006 a,b
446
140 c
47
174
34
187

0.18
0.08
1
1.49

1.04
0.41
13
10.73 a,b

14

154

LM
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
LM
±
±
±
±
LM
±

6887
35
42
23
214
219
49
32
76
21
73

3936
25
89
38
849 a,b
208
59 b,c
25
51
59
263

0.20
0.07
1
3.62

1.16
0.48
11
8.01a,b

12

170

* p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. Significant differences in pairwise comparisons: a=CIM, b=C5M, c=C10M, d=LM, e=TM

TABLE 6 - V index values in Marani farm. Only values obtained by taxon abundances
and indexes discussed in the text were reported in the table. Mean = mean of specific
date values. E.S. = standard error of mean.
Taxon/Index
Collembola

Diplura

A/C

Date
06/09/05
16/05/06
11/09/06
10/05/07
21/09/07
Mean
E.S.
06/09/05
16/05/06
11/09/06
10/05/07
21/09/07
Mean
E.S.
06/09/05
16/05/06
11/09/06
10/05/07
21/09/07
Mean
E.S.

TM vs CIM
0.841
0.798
0.762
0.916
0.149
0.693
0.138
0.600
1.000
0.400
-0.455
0.714
0.452
0.247
-0.539
-0.782
-0.669
-0.841
-0.302
-0.627
0.096

TM vs C5M
0.856
0.924
0.594
0.766
0.203
0.669
0.129
0.714
1.000
0.538
0.529
0.818
0.720
0.089
-0.406
-0.800
-0.776
-0.614
-0.156
-0.550
0.121

2310

TM vs C10M
0.667
0.043
0.287
0.565
0.197
0.352
0.116
0.429
1.000
0.750
0.644
0.935
0.752
0.103
-0.366
-0.137
-0.492
-0.488
-0.292
-0.355
0.066

TM vs LM
0.702
0.241
0.128
0.322
-0.416
0.195
0.181
0.200
1.000
0.333
0.059
0.867
0.492
0.187
0.167
0.166
0.371
-0.100
0.104
0.142
0.075

TM
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
TM
±
±
±
±
TM
±

776
10
21
12
408
93
30
12
22
30
81
0.14
0.06
1
2.57
8
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vs. C5M V = -0.550 ± 0.121, TM vs. C10M V= -0.335 ±
0.066). On the contrary, an overall mild stimulation was
observed in manure fertilisation (V = 0.142 ± 0.075).
Compared with TM plots, all fertilised treatments showed
overall positive V index values for Diplura abundance,
which means moderate stimulation for CIM and LM, but
extreme stimulation for C5M and C10M.
DISCUSSION
Stuard farm

Previous studies have highlighted the adverse effect
of tillage on Acari populations agreeing with the reduction in abundance observed in LS and TS plots [29,30].
On the contrary, the lack of significant differences in compost treatment plots (C10S, C40S) with NLS pointed out as
in the present research compost fertilisation seemed able to
moderate the degradation due to ploughing. This positive
effect of compost was also highlighted by the higher mite
abundances in C10S and C40S compared with TS, even
though all these plots were tilled. The V index confirms the
negative effects of tillage on mites and highlights the same
degradation for Collembola population [31,32], but differences in index values were observed among sampling
periods, especially for the springtails. Differences in seasonal values of the V index were partially caused by the
relatively quick response of agricultural practices and the
recovery ability that characterised these taxa [33].
Symphyla abundance comparisons suggested that
ploughing is the main factor of population reduction,
highlighting the importance of physical effect of agricultural activity on this taxon. In fact, they are soft body
arthropods which can be easily crushed if located near soil
surface during tilling; in addition, ploughing destroys the
channels used by Symphyla to move [34]. The weight of
physical stresses caused by ploughing was confirmed by
the high magnitude of V index inhibition in the comparison NLS vs. TS.
The observed reduction of taxon richness (NT) in tilled
plots was related to the inconstant presence in these samples of organisms well adapted to the soil environment such
as Diplopoda and Diplura, suggesting that conventional
agricultural management affects not only the abundance
but also the composition of edaphic community. Negative
effects are especially clear in the case of rare taxa such as
Diplura [35].
The QBS-ar value comparisons highlighted that the
negative effects of ploughing on soil quality were moderated by compost fertilising, as previously observed for Acari
abundance. On the other hand, the index values observed in
all the five Stuard treatments were within the range usually
recorded in monoculture agricultural land [36]. The little
magnitude of QBS-ar inhibition by tillage combined with
the data concerning taxon abundances above discussed
point out that the negative effect of tillage mainly acts on

the abundance of some groups rather than on a large reduction of taxon number (TN) or biodiversity (H’).
Marani farm

The greater percentage of typical steady soil taxa (such
as Symphyla and Pauropoda) in the Marani microarthropod
communities in comparison with Stuard, highlighted its
better conditions of soil environment [37]. In fact, the tree
canopy of orchard reduced the impact of abiotic stresses
such as rain and heat [6,38]. Moreover, the land constantly
covered by grass between the peach rows was a suitable
environment for soil microarthropod communities and a
potential source of coloniser organisms after agricultural
activities. These results suggest an overall effect of the
cultivation typology on the composition of the edaphic
community, not related with the fertilisation treatment.
The observed increase of Collembola abundances in
compost treated plots agreed with other researches that
highlighted the general positive effect of the organic fertilisers on the population of this taxon [39,40]. On the other
hand, the lack of significant differences in the comparison
between not fertilised plot (TM) and the higher compost
fertilised treatment (C10M) indicated the possible presence of a dose-dependent response, as also suggested by
the differences in stimulation magnitudes of V index
values observed in the comparisons of the three compost
treatments with TS. Previous studies have indicated that
the increase in springtail abundance is related to the microbial growth derived by adding organic material to the
soil, which increases the food availability for Collembola
[41,42]. Manure and compost were added in equal yearly
amounts (5 Mg/ha) in the LM plot and lower compost dose
plots CIM and C5M, but significantly higher Collembola
numbers were collected in compost-amended plots. These
data highlighted the different effects of manure compared
to compost in low doses on Collembola population.
The difference among treatments highlighted by A/C
ratio values was mainly caused by the increase of Collembola population in low dose fertilised treatment. In fact the
plots with a significant higher number of Collembola (CIM
and C5M) also showed significant lower A/C ratio. Moreover, mean and specific date values of the A/C ratio observed in the Marani plots generally showed good soil
community health (values higher than one) despite the
inhibition highlighted by the V index in compost-fertilised
treatments.
Positive effects of continuous compost fertilisation
were observed on Diplura abundances, whose highest density was collected in higher compost dose treatment. This
taxon is closely associated with the soil ecosystem, but they
are less studied and seldom found in large numbers. As far
as is known, their general ecology is similar to Collembola
[43]. Diplura are known to prey on little organisms such
as small arthropods and enchytraeidae [22] and, as supposed for Collembola, organic material input could be
related to an increase of their food availability.
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CONCLUSIONS
Soil microarthropod communities of the Marani farm
showed a higher share of typical steady soil organisms
and consequently higher QBS-ar index values in comparison to Stuard ones. These data agree with the hypothesis
that soil fauna composition and soil biological quality are
closely related to cultivation typology [31,36,44].
In Stuard farm, Symphyla abundances and taxon diversity (NT) resulted mainly sensitive to the physical effect
of agricultural management. On the contrary, the negative
effect of tillage on Acari abundances and QBS-ar seems to
be lightened by compost fertilisation, suggesting that their
responses are related to a whole of physicochemical factors. In fact, continuous conventional tillage caused a decrease in the content of soil organic matters [45], but the
use of compost is known to improve soil fertility mainly by
increasing these substances [46]. Although the mean value
of Acari abundance was higher in C10S than in C40S, a
clear dose response was not observed. The lack of significant increase of this taxon in the manure fertilisation plot
highlights that the positive effect of compost is not only due
to the organic material added but also to its quality [47].
In Marani only the A/C ratio showed significant differences among treatments, although its mean values were
all in the range of undegraded soils. The variations in this
indicator are mainly related to the positive effect of a compost fertilisation in lower dose on Collembola abundance.
On the contrary, in higher compost dose plot the abundances
of this taxon were not different to those observed in unfertilised plot, suggesting a dose range for the positive effect
of compost fertilisation on Collembola. Moreover, the
differences in the number of collected Collembola specimens in manure and compost fertilised confirmed that the
characteristics of organic material added is a key factor to
lead the response of soil fauna, as above observed in case
of mite abundances of Stuard. Continuous compost fertilisation increased the Diplura population, whose prey number might be risen by the organic materials added.
Negative effects of compost use on soil fauna abundance or biodiversity were not observed in any of the
studied sites, supporting the use of these substances derived by waste in order to add organic matter into the soil.
In spite of this, compost fertilising effects differed in the
two studied cultivations. In fact, no index or taxa showed
significant differences among treatments in both sites. For
these reasons, further research is required to evaluate the
effects of compost fertilising on soil organisms in different crops, agricultural managements and soil typologies.
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VITELLOGENIN INDUCTION IN THE CLAM, Ruditapes
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

In the present study, potential exposure to xenoestrogens was evaluated in the clam Ruditapes philippinarum
and the crab Carcinus aestuarii, both from the Lagoon of
Venice. Animals were collected in 4 sites (Ca' Roman,
Valle di Brenta, Marghera, and Palude del Monte), differently influenced by anthropogenic impact and natural conditions. Vitellogenin (Vg)-like protein levels were measured in digestive gland and haemolymph. The survival-inair test was also performed on clams, since it is useful in
detecting general stress conditions in bivalves. Clams from
Palude del Monte had higher Vg levels in haemolymph
than those from Valle di Brenta and Ca’ Roman. In digestive gland, statistically significant differences in Vg levels
were detected in clams from Marghera with respect to those
from Valle di Brenta. In crabs, statistically significant higher
Vg levels were observed in haemolymph of animals from
Palude del Monte, with respect to crabs from Ca’ Roman.
No statistically significant differences were recorded in crab
digestive gland. Significantly increased resistance to air exposure was observed in clams from Palude del Monte, compared with that of clams from the other sites. LT50 values
fell from 11 days in clams from Palude del Monte to 5
days in ones from Ca’ Roman. The present study demonstrates that measurement of Vg levels is a valuable biomarker in biomonitoring estuarine environments, highlighting a similar pattern of variation in both species. Although the animals used have different habits, the twospecies approach identified a peculiar condition for Palude
del Monte, a licensed area for clam culture.

KEYWORDS: xenoestrogens, clams, crabs, vitellogenin, alkali
labile phosphate assay, survival-in-air

In the last few decades, efforts have been addressed towards developing feasible, sensitive, reproducible and costeffective assays for measuring the biological effects of contaminants in marine organisms. In this context, biomarkers defined as quantitative measures of changes at differing biological levels indicative of exposure to contaminants, radiation and environmental parameters - have been proposed
as sensitive “early warning signals” of biological effects
in environmental quality assessment. Particular attention
has been addressed to responses at molecular, cellular [1,2]
and biochemical levels [3], as they are considered to indicate the earliest signals of environmental disturbance.
The Lagoon of Venice is adversely affected by high
levels of industrial contaminants from the industrial zone
of Porto Marghera, urban untreated sewage from the cities
of Venice and Chioggia, and agricultural pollutants [4,5].
In a recent study, Pojana et al. [6] found high levels of natural and synthetic estrogens in water, sediments and bivalves from the Lagoon of Venice. Vitellogenins (Vg) are
the major precursors of egg-yolk proteins, vitellins (Vn),
which provide energy reserves for embryonic development
in oviparous organisms. In mature females, Vg are generally synthesised in response to endogenous estrogens, such as
17β-estradiol, released into the bloodstream and then
stored in developing oocytes. In males, the Vg gene, although present, is normally silent, although it may be activated by xenoestrogens.
In our previous studies (performed in June and November 2007), a suite of biomarkers was used in both the
clam Ruditapes philippinarum and the crab Carcinus
aestuarii to discriminate sampling sites in the Lagoon of
Venice [7,8]. In the present study, Vg-like protein levels
were measured in digestive gland and haemolymph in both
R. philippinarum and C. aestuarii, from the Lagoon of
Venice, with the aim of comparing the sensitivity of the
two species to xenoestrogens. In particular, crabs were
collected in the same month (November) and from the
same sampling sites examined by Locatello et al. [7], but
in a different year. Clams were collected in November 2008
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(the present study) during the resting phase, and results were
compared with those obtained in clams collected in June
2007, during the pre-spawning phase [8].
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sampling sites

Bivalves (sexually undifferentiated) and crabs (intermoult males) were collected by a mechanical rake in November 2008 in four sites of the Lagoon of Venice (Fig. 1):
Ca’ Roman (45°14' latitude N, 12°16' longitude E),
influenced by intense fishing, passage of shipping and urban effluents from the city of Chioggia (salinity of 35.45
PSU, temperature of 12.6°C);
Valle di Brenta (45°11' latitude N, 12°15' longitude
E), close to the inner border of the Lagoon (salinity of
31.26 PSU, temperature of 7.8°C);
Marghera (45°26' latitude N, 12°16' longitude E),
characterised by high industrial contamination levels (salinity of 27.95 PSU, temperature of 15.3°C);
Palude del Monte (45°28' latitude N, 12°21' longitude E), an area licensed for clam culture (salinity of 14.84
PSU, temperature of 11.5°C).

After sampling, animals were immediately transferred
to the laboratory.

The following tissues were sampled in clams.

Digestive glands from 10 individual clams per site
were excised.
The following tissues were sampled in crabs.
Before haemolymph sampling, crabs were anesthetised in ice for 5 minutes. Haemolymph (500 µL per crab)
was individually collected from the base of the walking
legs of 12 individuals per site with a 1-mL plastic syringe.
The carapace of the crabs from which haemolymph
had been collected was opened and the digestive gland
was then excised.
After collection, all tissues were placed in 2-mL Eppendorf tubes in ice and immediately frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at –80°C until processing.
Determination of Vg-like proteins: ALP assay

Vg-like proteins were determined in both cell free
haemolymph (CFH) and homogenised digestive glands by
the indirect alkali-labile phosphate assay (ALP) [9]. For
both species, pooled haemolymph was centrifuged at 780 g
for 10 min. The supernatant, corresponding to CFH, was
used for analyses. Digestive glands were kept in ice, added
with 1 mL of 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.5, containing
0.15 M KCl, 0.5 M sucrose, 1 mM EDTA and 40 µg/mL
aprotinin (Sigma), and homogenised with an Ultra-Turrax
T8 homogenizer (IKA-Werke). They were then sonicated
for 2 min at 0°C with a Braun Labsonic U sonifier at 50%
duty cycles, and centrifuged at 12,000 g for 30 min at 4°C.
Supernatant (SN) was collected for ALP assay. Five hundred µL of CFH or homogenised digestive gland SN were
mixed with 500 µL of t-butyl methyl ether (Sigma) for
30 min at room temperature. A Vortex agitator was used
to mix these emulsions at least 3 times during the extraction period. A 400-µL sample of the ether phase was then
mixed with 100 µL of 2 M NaOH for 60 min at 50oC, to
allow hydrolysis of bound phosphates.
The levels of free phosphates were determined in
the aqueous phase according to the phosphomolybdenum
method of Stanton [10]. A standard curve of known concentrations of inorganic phosphate was drawn. Results are
expressed as µg ALP/mg proteins. Protein concentrations in
clam CFH and homogenised digestive gland SN were quantified according to Bradford [11] and in crabs by the Biuret method (Sigma, T1949) .

FIGURE 1 – Sampling sites in Lagoon of Venice.

Tissue collection

Haemolymph (at least 200 µL/clam) was individually
collected from the anterior adductor muscle with a 1-mL
plastic syringe. Haemolymph was then pooled to obtain 5
samples per site, from 5 clams each. Pooling was necessary because individuals did not provide enough haemolymph protein material for ALP analysis.

Survival-in-air test

On their arrival at the laboratory, 30 clams from each
sampling site were carefully washed in seawater, checked
for vitality, and kept in closed plastic boxes in humiditysaturated conditions, at a constant temperature of 17°C.
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Mortality was recorded daily. Animals were considered
dead when their shells gaped and failed to shut again after
external stimulus [12]. LT50 (air exposure time resulting in
50% mortality) values were determined.
Statistical analysis

Data were checked for normal distribution (ShapiroWilk's test) and homogeneity of variances (Bartlett's test).
Results were compared with a one-way ANOVA, followed
by the Duncan post-hoc test. When ANOVA assumptions
were not fulfilled (e.g., when comparing Vg-like protein
levels in haemolymph from crabs), the non-parametric
Mann-Whitney U-test was used to perform pairwise comparisons between treatments. In the survival-in-air test, LT50
values were determined according to Kaplan and Meier [13]
and the significance of differences between groups was
tested with the Gehan and Wilcoxon test [14]. Results are
expressed as means ± SE. The software package Statistica
5.5 (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK, USA) was used for statistical
analyses.

A

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, sexually undifferentiated clams from
Palude del Monte had significantly (p<0.05) higher Vg levels in haemolymph than those from Ca’ Roman and Valle di
Brenta (Fig. 2A). In digestive gland, animals collected at
Marghera showed significantly (p<0.05) higher Vg levels
than ones from Valle di Brenta (Fig. 2B). Conversely, in a
previous study performed in a different year and month of
the resting phase, Vg-like protein levels in both haemolymph and digestive gland from R. philippinarum and
Cerastoderma glaucum did not show statistically significant variations among the study areas in the Lagoon of
Venice [15]. Interestingly, Vg variation patterns in digestive gland were not similar to those observed in haemolymph, suggesting that the phases of Vg production in R.
philippinarum alternate with those of transport. In addition, digestive gland Vg levels were lower than those in
haemolymph, as previously observed in the same clam
species [15]. Overall, results from both tissues indicate
exposure to estrogenic compounds of clams from Marghera and Palude del Monte, and confirm the responsiveness
of Vg induction in quiescent clams, as previously observed in a laboratory study [16].

Ruditapes philippinarum haem olym ph
160
140

µg ALP/mg protein

120
100
80
60
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Ruditapes philippinarum digestive gland

µg ALP/mg protein

20

15

10

5

0
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FIGURE 2 - Vg-like protein levels, expressed as µg ALP/mg protein, in haemolymph (A) and digestive gland (B) from
R. philippinarum. CR: Ca’ Roman; VB: Valle di Brenta; MA: Marghera; PM: Palude del Monte. Values are means ± SE.
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FIGURE 3 - Vg-like protein levels, expressed as µg ALP/mg protein, in haemolymph (A) and digestive gland (B) from
C. aestuarii. CR: Ca’ Roman; VB: Valle di Brenta; MA: Marghera; PM: Palude del Monte. Values are means ± SE.

Similar results to those obtained in clams were also
shown in crabs. Although the highest haemolymph Vg
levels were observed in crabs from Marghera, a significant difference (p<0.05) was found between animals from
Palude del Monte and those from Ca’ Roman, the latter
having the lowest Vg value (Fig. 3A). No significant differences among the study areas were shown in crab digestive gland (Fig. 3B). In our previous study [7], significant
differences in Vg content were detected in digestive gland
of crabs from the same sampling sites examined in the present study, the highest values being recorded at Palude del
Monte and the lowest at Ca` Roman. In that study [7], significantly higher Vg levels were found in the haemolymph
of crabs from Palude del Monte, when compared with
those of crabs from Valle di Brenta [7]. Interestingly, results
from both studies (the present one and that of Locatello et
al. [7]) indicate that Palude del Monte crabs were potentially subjected to exposure to xenoestrogens. The responsiveness of Vg induction to xenoestrogens has also
been demonstrated in laboratory studies in both C. aestuarii
exposed for 7 days to 4-nonylphenol [17] and C. maenas
exposed to contaminated sediment samples [18].

The survival-in-air test is considered to be one of the
simplest, most feasible, sensitive, reproducible and costeffective methods for evaluating the negative effects of environmental stress in euryoxic bivalves. Significantly increased resistance to air exposure (p<0.001) was observed
in clams from Palude del Monte, compared with ones from
the other sites. Significant differences (p<0.001) were also
observed between clams from Ca’ Roman and those collected at Valle di Brenta and Marghera, as well as between
Marghera and Valle di Brenta (p<0.05). The LT50 value fell
from 11 days in Palude del Monte clams to 5 days in ones
from Ca’ Roman (Fig. 4). Interestingly, the results from the
survival-in-air test showed an opposite pattern of that obtained in Vg assay: poor environmental conditions do not
always correspond to reduced physiological responses in
marine organisms [19]. In previous studies, survival in air
was not negatively affected in mussels, both transplanted
and indigenous, from polluted sites in the Lagoon of Venice [20,21]. This absence of significant differences in mussels from variously contaminated sites was explained by the
high trophism of the Lagoon, as increased food availability
may disguise the negative effects of contaminants [22]. In
the present study, Ca’ Roman clams had the lowest LT50
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FIGURE 4 - Survival-in-air response of R. philippinarum, expressed as percentage of clams surviving each day.
LT50 values are shown in days. CR: Ca’ Roman; VB: Valle di Brenta; MA: Marghera; PM: Palude del Monte.

values, suggesting both possible exposure to pollutants (not
estrogenic) able to reduce clam tolerance to aerial exposure,
and less favourable environmental conditions for clams,
mainly due to sediment features and hydrodynamics.
The present study demonstrates that measurement of
Vg levels is a valuable biomarker in biomonitoring estuarine environments. Results highlighted a similar pattern of
Vg variations in clams and crabs (mainly in haemolymph)
at the monitored sites. In particular, although the animals
used in this study have different habits, the two-species
approach identified peculiar conditions at Palude del Monte,
which is an area licensed for clam culture. In this regard, it
is worth noting that high levels of contamination (of DDTs
in particular) have recently been found in clams from the
same site [8], indicating that more attention should be paid
to environmental assessments, in order to ensure the adequate quality of products for human consumption.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this work was to carry out a genotoxic
monitoring on small rodents living in protected areas to
determine the baseline values and to establish if some of
these areas may be used as reference points for successive
genotoxic monitoring. To this purpose, peripheral blood
micronucleus test was applied for the first time to a high
number of free living rodents (N=500). Six protected areas,
located in the Centre of Italy, were studied. In total 241
Apodemus sylvaticus, and 259 Apodemus flavicollis were
analysed. Results obtained show that the mean frequency
of micronucleated erythrocytes is lower than the threshold
value (2ME/1000E) established for laboratory mice. Micronuclei frequency and the percentage of animals with ME/
1000E ≥ 2 are significantly (p < 0.001) higher in A. sylvaticus living in “Castelporziano” Estate and in “Circeo” National Park than in those living in “Lago di Penne” Regional Natural Reserve and “Lucretili Mountains”. Similar
results were obtained in A. flavicollis. Animals living in
“Castelporziano” Estate show micronuclei frequency and
percentage of individuals with ME/1000E ≥ 2 significantly higher (p < 0.005) than mice from “Gran Sasso -Laga”
National Park and “Lago di Penne” Regional Natural
Reserve. In conclusion, data obtained indicate that “Castelporziano” Estate and “Circeo” National Park are exposed to
non negligible genotoxic impact. Results may be the basis
for a genotoxic monitoring which has to be performed applying, at regular intervals, peripheral blood micronucleus
test also in animals living in protected areas. This study
highlights the need to consider the risk of environmental
contamination inside the protected areas, to understand the
related problems and, consequently, to carry out an adequate management and control program of the territory.
KEYWORDS:
Apodemus, mutagenesis, micronucleus test, anthropic impact.

Protected areas, nowadays, represent the only historic
reference point that is useful to preserve a condition of
compatible naturalness which should not be limited to the
protection of endangered species. It should also be directed
to communities and ecosystem health, which are now being
subjected to the damages of isolation and exogenous contamination, and also to damage due to anomalous connectivity which is becoming increasingly favourable for alien
species.
The territorial fragmentation and consequent loss of
biological connectivity, which do not allow many animal
species to find the continuity necessary to open additional
niches for better panmictic expansion, represent the main
degradation risk for protected areas. In fact, the restricted
dispersal of biological species, beginning with the experience of insularity, involves a tendency toward the endogamy for inbreeding, which, over time may lead to the extinction of these meta-populations for the accumulation of
lethal or at least, genetically incompatible information.
Environmental factors, which are hardly ever disadvantageous and generally ascribable to pollution, negatively
affect populations, which should be protected, favouring
opportunistic species, often with broad ecological valency,
that are better able to resist the anthropic impact because
of their intrinsic biological characteristics.
Faced with this scenario, it is necessary to enhance research in protected areas, and in perspective, biomonitoring
may be introduced as it consists of a method which ensures, through the use of biological parameters, the detection also of slight biological and ecological modifications.
The aim of this work was to carry out genotoxic monitoring on small rodents living in protected areas to determine the baseline values, to establish if some of these areas
may be used as reference points for successive genotoxic
monitoring, to evaluate the environmental quality in likely
uncontaminated areas, which could be exposed to chemical and/or radioactive contamination sources and finally
to create a database to compare different monitored areas
at spatial-temporal levels.
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Mammalian species, in particular rodents, may be considered more relevant for monitoring purposes because of
their ability to concentrate contaminants in their tissues and
organs and to give important information on the environmental health of the territory they live in [1, 2]. Rodents
were successfully used as bioindicators of environmental
impact because they are very widespread and easily collected [3]. Several mutagenicity tests (chromosome aberrations, micronucleus test, comet assays), were performed
to determine genotoxic effects in wild rodents exposed to
chemical [4-10] and/or radioactive contamination [11-13].
Nevertheless, there are little terrestrial vertebrate ecotoxicological data [14] regarding National Parks and protected
areas. Therefore, it is important to study both healthy and
intact biological communities to prevent serious conservation problems.
For this purpose, in the present work the peripheral
blood micronucleus test, a cytogenetic in vivo non invasive test widely used to detect genotoxic damage, was applied for the first time to a high number (N=500) of wild
rodents living in six protected areas located in the Centre of
Italy.
The micronucleus test in peripheral blood was selected
as an indicator of chronic damage since it was previously
demonstrated that the frequency of micronucleated erythrocytes in peripheral blood indicates the accumulation of
damage throughout the exposure period to contaminants
[15].
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study areas

Six protected areas located in the Centre of Italy: “Gran
Sasso-Laga” National Park, “Lago di Penne” Regional Na-

tural Reserve and “Majella” National Park located in the
Abruzzo Region and “Lucretili Mountains” Regional Natural Park, “Castelporziano” Estate and “Circeo” National
Park located in the Latium Region were studied (Fig. 1). In
“Gran Sasso -Laga” National Park, live traps for collecting
rodents were positioned in a site located in a beech forest,
called Pelinga. “Lago di Penne” Regional Natural Reserve,
located near “Gran Sasso and Laga Mountains” National
Park, far from inhabited centres, is included in a zone defined as a total conservation area. In this area traps were
positioned near the edges of the lake and in three different
habitats: oak wood, graminaceous glade and shrubs. In
“Majella” National Park the site of trapping was located in
a beech forest in the “Orfento” River Valley. In “Lucretili
Mountains” Natural Park animals were collected in sites
characterised by two different types of habitat (beech and
mixed woods).
In “Castelporziano” Estate traps were positioned in
sites characterised by mixed woods of live oaks.
In Circeo National Park traps were located at four different sites chosen on the basis of their different characteristics: 1) along two embankments of a dyke; 2) on the
eastern shore of Lake Sabaudia; 3) on Circeo Promontory;
4) on the edges of an agricultural area.
Collection of animals.

Live traps were used for collecting specimens and the
Capture-Mark-Recapture method [16] was utilised. Animals captured were anesthetised with diethyl ether, marked
with auricular tags [17] and measured. The trapping sessions were carried out monthly from 2004 to 2007. In
“Majella” National Park and in “Gran Sasso -Laga” National Park animals were collected only in spring and
summer be-cause of climate conditions (such as snow).
Young and adult animals were differentiated on the basis of
weight according

Abruzzo

Latium
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FIGURE 1 - Map of Italy: location of studied sites. Abruzzo Region:
“Gran Sasso -Laga” National Park;
“Lago di Penne” Regional
Natural Reserve;
“Majella” National Park; Latium Region:
“Castelporziano” Estate;
“Lucretili Mountains” Regional Natural
Park;
“Circeo” National Park.
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to Dickman and Doncaster [18]. Samples of blood and of
auricle were taken from each specimen. Finally the animals were released.
The distribution of two rodent species collected in the
protected areas is indicated in Table 1. In total N=500 animals were collected (259 A. flavicollis and 241 A. sylvaticus). The number of animals is almost homogeneous in all
areas with the exception of the “Majella” National Park
where the lowest animal number was collected. The highest number (N=128 e N=110, respectively) was collected
in “Circeo” National Park and in “Lago di Penne” Regional
Natural Reserve. In “Lucretili Mountains” Regional Natural Park, “Castelporziano” Estate and “Lago di Penne”
Regional Natural Reserve both species were found, while
in “Majella” National Park and in “Gran Sasso-Laga” National Park only A. flavicollis was found and in “Circeo”
National Park only A. sylvaticus
Molecular identification of two Apodemus species (A. sylvaticus and A. flavicollis).

The molecular identification was carried out through
the Polymerase Chain Reaction with species-specific primers (PCR) and following sequencing. An ear fragment
(3-5 mg) was taken from each animal and maintained in
80% alcohol before DNA extraction. Qiagen (DNeasy
Tissue Kit) protocol was used. The Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR) was done on an aliquot of purified DNA
to isolate and amplify a region of mitochondrial gene
for cytochrome b, which is species-specific in each
species of Apodemus. The following couples of primers: SylUP 5’-AGGAGGATTCTCAGTAGAC-3’
and SylDN 5’-TTAATATGGGGTGGGGTGTTA-3’ for
A.
sylvaticus
and
FlaUP
5’AGCTACACTAACACGTTTC-3’FlaDN
and
5’GCGTATGCAAATAGGAAGTAC-3’ for A. flavicollis
were used to discriminate the species. Each sample was
tested with the two couples of primers to establish via sequencing which species it belonged to.
Micronucleus test.

Smears were prepared from blood collected from the
caudal vein of each animal. Slides were coded, fixed in
absolute methanol and stained with the May-GrunwaldGiemsa staining. Micronuclei (MN) were scored blindly by
the same analyst at 1000x magnification and micronuclei
frequencies were determined counting 2000 erythrocytes
per animal.

Statistical analysis.

Shapiro–Wilk’s test, Mann-Whitney and χ2 test were
used to analyse micronuclei frequencies. In addition, the
threshold value (≥2 ME/1000E), established for laboratory mice [19] was taken into account. Data obtained were
divided into 3 groups: 1) animals with frequency of micronucleated erythrocytes (ME/1000E) = 0; 2) >0 ME/1000E <
2 and 3) ME/1000E ≥ 2. Level of significance was established at p < 0.05. All tests were carried out using STATISTICA 6.0 package (StatSoft, Tul-sa, OK, USA).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The peripheral blood micronucleus test was applied in
all animals and the distribution of the micronucleated erythrocytes frequency (ME/1000E) is shown in Figure 2.
Results show that ME/1000E is lower (x = 1.28±1.47)
than the threshold value, and 30.8% of animals belong to
the first group (ME/1000E = 0), 38.4 % to the second (>0
ME/1000E <2) and 30.8 % to the third group (ME/1000E ≥
2). Significant differences in micronuclei frequency (MNFr)
were not observed between males (x=1.26±1.50) and females (x=1.27±1.43), and young (1.44±1.50) and adult
(1.08± 1.40) animals. Analysing the seasons of trapping, in
areas where animals were collected all the year round no
differences between animals trapped in autumn-winter (x=
1.49±1.33) and spring-summer ( x= 1.24±1.5) were observed.
The comparison between the two species (Table 2)
shows that MNFr and the percentage of animals with
ME/1000E ≥ 2 are significantly higher (Z=5.1698, p<0.001
and χ2 =14.69, p<0.0001, respectively) in A. sylvaticus (x
=1.62±1.65) than in A. flavicollis (x =0.97±1.21), whereas
the percentage of animals with ME/1000 =0 is significantly
lower (χ2=22.07, p<0.001) in the former. It should be underlined that A. flavicollis, stenoecious species, preferably
occupies woodlands, which are more protected from anthropic impact, whereas A. sylvaticus, euryecious species,
prefers open areas, also with more anthropic impact.
To better analyse the differences in MNFr, the comparison between species was carried out in three areas
where both species were syntopic (“Castelporziano” Estate,
“Lucretili Mountains” Regional Natural Park and “Lago di
Penne” Regional Natural Reserve). Results show (Table 3)

TABLE 1- Distribution of the analysed species in the studied areas. N= number of collected animals; n.p. = not present.
SITES
“Castelporziano” Estate
“Circeo” National Park
“Lago di Penne” Regional Natural Reserve
“Majella” National Park
“Lucretili Mountains” Regional Natural Park
“Gran Sasso -Laga” National Park

A. flavicollis
N
30
n.p.
59
36
43
91
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A.sylvaticus sylvaticus
N
31
128
51
n.p.
31
n.p.

Total
N
61
128
110
36
74
91
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FIGURE 2 - Peripheral blood micronucleus test. Distribution of the frequency of micronucleated erythrocytes (ME/1000E)
in all analysed rodents: N=500, y axis = number of individuals, x axis= ME/1000E = micronucleated erythrocytes frequency.

TABLE 2- Micronucleus test applied on two species. N = number of samples. *= p < 0.05.
Species

N

A. sylvaticus
A. flavicollis

241
259

ME/1000E
x
1.61±1.62*
0.97±1.21

range

ME/1000E ≥ 2

0-12
0-6.5

39.2%*
23.1%

>0 ME/1000E < 2

ME/1000E = 0

40.4%
36.7%

20.4%*
40.2%

TABLE 3 - Micronucleus test: comparison of ME/1000E in 3 areas where both species were present.*= p < 0.05.
Sites
“Castelporziano”Estate
“Lago di Penne” Regional
Natural Reserve"
“Lucretili Mountains”
Regional Natural Park

Species
A. flavicollis
A. sylvaticus
A. flavicollis
A. sylvaticus
A. flavicollis
A. sylvaticus

ME/1000E x
1.48±1.03
2.19±1.33*
0.8±1.10
1.31±1.58
1.12±1.10
1.13±1.9

Median
1.5
2
0
1
1
1

that in A. sylvaticus from Castelporziano the mean frequency
of ME/1000E and the percentage of individuals with
ME/1000E ≥ 2 are significantly higher (Z = 2.019, p =
0.043) than in A. flavicollis, whereas the percentage of individuals with ME/1000E=0 is significantly (χ2=3.68, p=
0.05) lower. However, in A. sylvaticus from “Lago di
Penne” Natural Reserve it was observed that only the percentage of animals with ME/1000E=0 is significantly
higher (χ2 = 4.10 p = 0.04) than in A. flavicollis. Significant
differences in MNfr between the two species collected in
“Lucretili Mountains” Natural Park were not found.
On the basis of these results, it could be hypothesized
that in the territories in which some contamination factor
is present, A. sylvaticus seems to be more sensitive as
bioindicator than A. flavicollis, whereas in areas characterised by negligible impact there is no difference in the
sensitivity as bioindicator between these two species.
Comparing data obtained in animals collected in all
studied areas (Table 4), it was observed that MNFr in A.

ME/1000E= 0
13.3%
3.20%*
52.6%*
33.30%
23.30%
43.30%

ME/1000E <2
50%
35.50%
25.40%
39.20%
51.20%
36.70%

ME/1000E ≥2
36.70%
61.3%*
22%
27.50%
25.50%
20%

sylvaticus from “Castelporziano” Estate is significantly
higher than in Circeo National Park (p= 0.03), “Lago di
Penne” (p= 0.001) and “Lucretili Mountains” (p= 0.0003).
In addition (Table 4), the percentage of animals from
Castelporziano with MNFr ≥ 2 is significantly higher than
that observed in “Lago di Penne” Regional Natural Reserve and “Lucretili” Regional Natural Park (χ2= 9.18; p=
0.0024 and χ2= 10.75, p= 0.001, respectively), whereas
the percentage of animals with ME/1000E = 0 is significantly lower (χ2= 8.52, p= 0.0035 and χ2= 11.69 p=
0.0006). The mean micronuclei frequency in A. sylvaticus
from “Circeo” National Park is significantly higher than
in A. sylvaticus from “Lago di Penne” Regional Natural
Reserve and “Lucretili Mountains” Regional Natural Park
(p= 0.03, p= 0.002, respectively). Furthermore, in A. sylvaticus from “Circeo” National Park the percentage of
animals with ME/1000E ≥ 2 is significantly higher than in
animals from “Lago di Penne” Regional Natural Reserve
and “Lucretili Mountains” Regional Natural Park (p= 0.048
and p= 0.02, respectively) and the percentage of animals
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with ME/1000E=0 is significantly lower (p= 0.0033 and
p= 0.0006, respectively) in these same areas. No significant
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TABLE 4 - A. sylvaticus: percentages of individuals in different groups observed in 4 sites. *= p < 0.05; **= p < 0.01; ***= p < 0.001
SPECIES
A. sylvaticus
ME/1000E = 0
ME/1000E < 2
ME/1000E ≥ 2
ME/1000E
x ± S.D.

3.2%***
35.5%
61.3%**

“Circeo”
National Park
14.1%**
43.0%
42.9%**

“Lago di Penne” Regional Natural
Reserve
33.3%
39.2%
27.5%

“Lucretili Mountains" Regional
Natural Park
43.3%
36.7%
20.0%

2.19 ±1.3**

1.71 ±1.6*

1.31 ±1.5

1.13 ±1.1

“Castelporziano” Estate

TABLE 5- A. flavicollis: percentages of individuals in different groups observed in 5 sites. *= p < 0.05; **= p < 0.01
A. flavicollis
ME/1000E =0
ME/1000E <2
ME/1000E ≥2
ME/1000E
x ± S.D.

13.3%**
50.0%
36.7%**

“Lago di Penne”
Regional Natural
Reserve
52.6%
25.4%
22.0%

1.48 ±1.1**

0.8 ±1.1

“Castelporziano”
Estate

36.1%
36.1%
27.8%

“Lucretili Mountains” Regional
Natural Park
23.3%
51.2%
25.5%

1.14 ±1.2

1.12 ±1.1

“Majella”
National Park

difference was observed between animals collected in the
“Lago di Penne” Natural Reserve and those collected in
“Lucretili Mountains”.
In particular, the range and the percentages of MNfr
show genotoxic damage in Apodemus sylvaticus living in
“Castelporziano” and “Circeo”, whereas those collected in
the other protected areas show MNFr values not too distant
from threshold values. The highest mutagenetic activity
observed in animals from “Castelporziano” Estate may be
related to toxic substance fallout due to its proximity to
the city of Rome, being on the flight path of two airports
(Fiumicino and Pratica di Mare) and being near a highway.
Several studies [20] demonstrated a diffusion of mutagens
(heavy metals and benzene) in this area. Genotoxic damage
observed in A. sylvaticus from “Circeo” may be explained
by the increasing impact of several human activities over
the last decades in this Park, which has suffered and has
been under the constant threat of intensive agriculture with
the use of pesticides and fertilisers in some neighbouring
areas.
The MNFr in A. flavicollis (Table 5) from “Castelporziano” Estate is significantly higher (p= 0.0002) than in
those from “Gran Sasso-Laga” Mountains and “Lago di
Penne” Regional Natural Reserve (p= 0.002). Furthermore,
the percentage of individuals with ME/1000E ≥ 2 is significantly higher (χ2 = 5.45; p = 0.002) than that observed
in “Gran Sasso-Laga” Mountains and the percentage of individuals with ME/1000E = 0 is significantly lower (χ2 =
11.42 p = 0.0003) than that observed in individuals from
“Lago di Penne” Regional Natural Reserve and in “Gran
Sasso –Laga” Mountains (χ2 = 11.40 p = 0.0007).

“Gran Sasso-Laga”
Mountains National Park
50.5%
33.0%
16.5%*
0.79 ±1.3

CONCLUSIONS
The main interest of this work is that it is the first reference to the application of a mutagenetic technique to a
high number of Apodemus living in protected areas.
To summarize, genotoxic monitoring, performed applying peripheral blood micronucleus test to 500 wild rodents (Apodemus sylvaticus and Apodemus flavicollis),
shows a significant increase in MNfr in animals collected
in coastal areas (“Castelporziano” Estate and “Circeo” National Park) in comparison with those collected in inland
areas (“Gran Sasso-Laga” National Park and “Lago di
Penne” Regional Natural Reserve). The above mentioned
inland areas may represent reference points, because MNFr
observed in Apodemus spp. collected there, may be considered as baseline values, whereas “Castelporziano” Estate
and “Circeo” National Park are characterized by a non
negligible genotoxic impact, as is shown by the significantly high MNFr values observed.
Furthermore, data obtained indicate that both species
are suitable bioindicators [21] even though A. sylvaticus
seems more susceptible than A. flavicollis for detecting
genotoxic damage due to environmental pollution.
Finally, these results suggest that contamination of
exogenous origin has to be evaluated and genotoxic monitoring has to be performed applying, at regular intervals,
the peripheral blood micronucleus test, not only in animals living in risk areas, but also those living in protected
areas and their surroundings, and Apodemus sp. is suitable
as a sentinel organism in natural regions where it is present.
In addition, it is suggested that the assessment of environmental contamination risk, inside and outside protected areas, has to be performed to understand the related
problems and, therefore, to carry out an adequate management and control program of the territory, in order to
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avoid the degradation and consequent decrease of biodiversity in protected areas and Parks.

[14] Udroiu, I., Cristaldi, M., Ieradi, L.A., Tanzarella, C. and Moreno,
S. (2008). Biomonitoring of Doñana National Park using the Algerian mouse (Mus spretus) as sentinel species. Fresenius Environmental Bulletin 17 (9b), 1519-1525.
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ABSTRACT
This study presents the estimated current diffuse pollution profile of Aras watershed located at the north-eastern
part of the country representing an under-populated and
less industrialized watershed. In the estimation of diffuse
pollutants, such as those arising from agricultural land,
livestock breeding, forests, meadows and pasture, dumpsite
leachate, septic tank effluents and atmospheric deposition;
the major factors to be determined are the areal data of
each land-use activity as well as the urban and rural population values. The paper refers to the distribution of these
major diffuse pollutants at each of the sharing provinces,
at watershed scale; the major diffuse N contribution is manure with 33%, followed by rural run-off and run-off from
meadows and pasture with the equal share of 22%. Excess
fertilizers contribute 12% to diffuse N pollution whereas
the share of septic tank effluents is 3%. Unlike N loads,
diffuse P loads arise from excess commercial fertilizers by
40%, followed by manure with 30%. Rural run-off contributes with 18% and septic tank outflow with 5%. The future loads for 2028 and 2039 are also estimated, and 3040% decrease is foreseen through the stepwise application
of ecological agriculture and animal breeding. Another
control measure proposed depends on the installation of
sanitary landfills and constructing more sewer systems to
both urban and rural sites. The basic aim of this study was
to put forth a guideline for identification of diffuse sources
of pollutants which will be followed in determining such
loads in the developing countries.

KEYWORDS: Agricultural activities, diffuse loads, land-use distribution, leachate, nitrogen and phosphorus

overland and reach surface water through run-off or infiltration of soil. Thus, unlike point sources of pollutants, diffuse sources are impossible to monitor at the point of origin
and their abatement is rather focused on land and run-off
management practices. Compliance monitoring is carried
out on land rather than in water. Another important aspect
of such sources is that the waste emissions and discharges
cannot be measured in terms of effluent limitations [1].
Extent of diffuse waste emissions expressed in the form
of nutrients (nitrogen, N, and phosphorus, P) is related to
certain uncontrollable climatic, geographic and geologic
conditions, and may differ from place to place and year to
year [2]. Besides the developed countries, detailed studies
on the determination of diffuse pollutants, and to better
understand their transportation mechanism on soil till they
reach the water media, are conducted by means of watershed models in Turkey representing a developing country
[3, 4]. However, application of the models need more input
data and time. Moreover, practical estimations can be
achieved in a shorter period of time where available data
are limited. This study forms an example of how such
calculations can also be practiced, especially in developing
countries, with the aim of putting forth the distribution and
respective rough loadings of different types of diffuse pollutants prevailing in a watershed.
The methodology of estimating the diffuse N and P
loads based on land-use activities will be discussed in this
study. The distribution and estimation of diffuse loads in
the study area will be mentioned based on the administrative boundaries to better present the existing situation to
the decision makers. Furthermore, control actions that
might be considered for the watershed will be referred
and outlined.
STUDY AREA

INTRODUCTION
Diffuse pollutants enter the receiving water-bodies in
a diffuse manner at intermittent intervals by means of meteorological events. As waste generation over an extensive
area of land is of concern, they are usually in transit with

Aras watershed is one of the 25 watersheds of Turkey. It is located at the north-eastern part of the country
forming boundaries with Armenia, Iran and Georgia. Its
geographical location is shown in Fig. 1. The watershed is
mostly a mountainous area with agricultural activities in
the valleys. An important characteristic of the watershed
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is its climatic condition. During winter which usually lasts
6 months, the temperature lies below 0 0C. The annual
average temperature values of the 3 major provinces of
the watershed are 4.7, 12.1 and 6.5 0C. This watershed has
not been studied so far regarding diffuse pollutants by the
national scientists. It represents an under-populated and
less industrialized region of the country. Population density of Turkey varies between 11-2.420 inhabitants/km2
with an average value of 92 inhabitants/km2 [5]; whereas
the watershed’s population density is 31 people/km2 [6].
The sharing provinces are shown in Fig. 1.

prevailing activities evolving such pollutants [7]. Therefore, determining the land-use and its distribution within
the watershed is the most important initial step to be followed.
The major land-use activities in the watershed are agriculture and livestock breeding whereas the minority is
devoted to industrial activities. The current land-use distribution of the watershed is presented in Fig. 3 whereas
Fig. 4 shows the province-based land-use distribution.
Especially over the past decade, many dams have been
constructed on the streams within the watershed to supply
water and energy to the north-eastern part of Turkey.

FIGURE 2 - The distribution of the urban and rural
population of the watershed within 1990, 2000 and 2007.

FIGURE 3 - The land-use distribution of Aras watershed.
FIGURE 1 - The geographical location
of the watershed and the sharing provinces.

Five provinces form the majority of the watershed’s
surface area that is 2,745,877 ha (Fig. 1), and 12% of the
overall area belongs to Agri, 19% to Ardahan, 23% to Erzurum, 13% to Igdir and 33% to Kars. The population of the
watershed is 858.737 according to 2007 data [6].
The distribution of the urban and rural population of
the watershed within years is shown in Fig. 2. The data on
population and the corresponding distribution among rural
and urban areas are gathered from the regular Census figures that are open to the public by the Statistical Institute
of Turkey (TUIK). The major economic sector of the watershed is agriculture. The identification of diffuse pollutants and the corresponding data inventory stage is the
fundamental part regarding the types of human-induced

FIGURE 4 - The province-based
land-use distribution of the watershed.

As is known, all types of diffuse pollutants are initially calculated based on the sharing provinces, and then, the
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overall representative values for the entire watershed are
determined.
ESTIMATION OF DIFFUSE POLLUTION LOADS
It is difficult to calculate the diffuse loads of pollutants arising from watersheds as they are distributed in a
disperse manner, thus they are estimated based on either
unit loads stated in literature or through watershed modeling studies. In this study, the significant diffuse polluting
sources arise from agricultural activities, livestock breeding, forests, meadows and pasture, urban runoff, rural runoff, atmospheric deposition including traffic emissions,
dumpsite leachate, and septic tank effluents.
During the rough estimation of these loads, minimum
data requirements are:
• Meteorological data regarding precipitation for predicting atmospheric deposition and run-off loads
• Current population and its distribution among the urban
and rural settlements to calculate domestic discharges
via sewer lines and/or septic tanks and leachate amount
arising from the unsanitary landfills
• Annual number of animals to estimate manure loads
• Areal values of each prevailing land-use activity for
calculating loads originating from agricultural activities,
forestry, meadows and pastures.
The latter data may be precisely determined by classifying a recent satellite image of the watershed in concern.
The unit loads derived from literature have to be multiplied by the areas allocated for the specified purposes of
land-use to come up with the estimated loads. Many studies utilize the areal values determined through satellites.
Moreover, changes in land-use distribution within years
can also be determined and illustrated through processing
of remotely sensed images and using Geographical Information Systems (GIS) as modern technological tools commonly in use in various fields of environmental engineering, especially in watershed studies [8-10].
It is impossible to travel the entire watershed and depict the prevailing activities. Rather, remotely sensed data
coupled with ground truth data gathered during site visits
are utilized to achieve more precise areal values. However,
no satellite images have been obtained in this study, besides those stated in the annual environmental situation
reports published by the sharing Provincial Directorates of
the Ministry of Environment and Forestry [6].
The basic aim of this article is to put forth a guideline
for identifying the major diffuse sources of pollutants of
the watershed, indicating their practical load estimations,
and the display of the achieved loads on provincial basis
utilizing GIS for attracting the attention of the decision
makers. As such, the methodology used will form a basis
for determination of diffuse pollutants in the other water-

sheds of Turkey as well as in the watersheds of developing countries facing available data scarcity.
Diffuse loads from forests, meadows, pastures, urban and
rural areas

The diffuse loads arising from forests, meadows &
pasture, urban and rural land are calculated by multiplying
the related areal values with the unit loads cited in literature. In this selection, the similarity of the climatic and
geological conditions with the watershed of concern is
taken into account. Table 1 refers to the selected unit loads
from literature. The unit loads used here were previously
determined after a thorough investigation of the prevailing
climatic conditions, geological and hydrological survey, topography, soil properties and conditions together with other
environmental characteristics of two neighborhood watersheds of the mega-city Istanbul. Such detailed, long-lasting,
and money-consuming studies are required for achieving
unit loads based on different land-use activities, and these
loads must be determined for each watershed separately. In
this study, the unit loads derived for Istanbul are directly
used in the Aras watershed considering the environmental
similarities of the regions. It is important to note, at this
stage, that a rough estimation of different diffuse loads is
the basic aim to be attained.
TABLE 1 - Unit loads used for various land-use activities [11, 12].
Land-use activity
Forests
Meadows and pasture
Urban area
Rural area

Nitrogen
(kg/ha. year)
2.0
5.0
3.0
9.5

Phosphorus
(kg/ha. year)
0.05
0.10
0.50
0.90

Diffuse loads from agricultural areas

The agricultural return flows carry excess fertilizers
applied on agricultural land. Thus, as an initial step during
the calculation of the diffuse agricultural loads, the annually applied fertilizer amounts are obtained from the official agricultural authorities based on the districts of the
provinces forming the watershed [13]. As the areal values
of each participating district are also given, the active N
and P amounts applied per district as well as the unit fertilizer application values are calculated. Then, the total application loads are calculated for each of the districts.
The crop uptake values of nutrients vary within certain ranges, however, it would be ideal if all the nutrients
applied are used by the crop. The crop uptakes highly depend on the climatic conditions, soil properties, type of crops
produced, form of the fertilizer applied, and the method and
frequency of application. In fact, uptake rates range between
40-80% of nitrogen applied, and only 5-20% of phosphorus
applied. As more fertilizers are applied, uptake becomes
less efficient. That is, the percentage of applied fertilizer
taken up by plants goes down as application amounts go up,
thereby increasing potential nutrient loss through run-off,
leaching and volatilization in the form of gaseous nitrogen. Losses from leaching and run-off combined are be-
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tween 0.5–5% of the phosphorus applied and 5–30% of
the nitrogen applied [14, 15]. In this study, the crop uptake values are assumed to be 50% and 20% for N and P,
respectively. Besides, the losses from the soil to the receiving water are assumed as 15% N and 5% P applied. The
rest, 35% N and 75% P fractions, is considered to be lost
through transportation reactions, such as ammonia volatilization, nitrification/denitrification, and P- adsorption on
soil. Table 2 summarizes the unit loads and corresponding losses of nutrients per each of the sharing provinces.
TABLE 2 - The unit loads and corresponding losses of nutrients
arising from the application of commercial fertilizers.

Provinces

Agri
Ardahan
Erzurum
Igdir
Kars
Total

Unit Loads (kg/ha/year)
N
17.07
51.13
29.25
356.57
24.56

P
2.87
51.23
34.56
508.55
25.60

Loss of nutrients by overland flow and infiltration
entering water environment - 15% N and 5% P
(kg/ha/year)
N
P
61640
3391
482269
137180
117222
46091
1732777
790027
755913
262456
3148821
1239144

Diffuse loads from livestock breeding activities

The animal manure generated from the livestock breeding activities in the watershed is utilized as natural fertilizer
in the agricultural activities. Therefore, it is important to
know the number of animals and their corresponding manure quantity and quality. The number of livestock breed-

ing animals for the year 2006 is obtained from Turkish
Statistical Institute [16-18].
Animal waste is the only output from the breeding activity as a diffuse polluting source. It is collected and rested
for a certain period of time prior to its use as fertilizer on
agricultural land. The estimation of the respective pollution loads will be performed on the basis of the emission
factors derived from literature (average weight of cow
(beef cattle) 636 kg, cow (dairy cattle) 431 kg, sheep 45 kg,
and poultry 2 kg [19]. The fate and behavior of both the
natural and commercial fertilizers are almost the same, and
thus parts of the nutrients are passed to the water environment by means of run-off and leaching. Therefore, it is
assumed that approximately 5-30% of N and 0.5- 5% P is
lost. If the same percent losses of 15% N and 5% P are
assumed as in commercial fertilizers, the unit losses of animal manure through water are calculated for typical manure
nutrient ratio. In the calculations, the weights of various
animal categories are considered to be 500 kg for cows and
cattle, 45 kg for sheep, and 2 kg for poultry, and so the
unit nutrient loads arising from livestock breeding can be
calculated accordingly.
The nitrogen and phosphorus unit loads emitted by manure highly varied according to the animal category, species
of the animal, nutritional habits, weight, and manure characteristics. Therefore, it is quite difficult to fix a deterministic
unit load. As an example, the manure nutrient values are
selected from a wide range of values cited in MoE [19]
with the aim of giving an idea of the order of magnitudes
of the unit loads (Table 3).

TABLE 3 - Typical manure nutrient values and losses to the water environment.
Animal category
Cows and cattle
Sheep and goats
Poultry

Nitrogen
(kg/ton of animal weight/day)
0.30
0.42
0.52

Phosphorus
(kg/ton of animal weight/day)
0.10
0.06
0.22

N Loss
(kg/animal/year)
8.2
1
0.06

P Loss
(kg/animal/year)
0.91
0.05
0.008

TABLE 4 - Production rates for animal wastes.

Animal category
Cows and cattle
Sheep/goats
Poultry

Total Nitrogen
(kg/ton of animal weight/day)
[20] (Agricultural Statis- [21] (Andreadakis et al.,
tics, 2001)
2007)
0.33
0.45
0.44
0.41
0.67
0.33

Total Phosphorus
(kg/ton of animal weight/day)
[20] (Agricultural Statis- [21] (Andreadakis et al.,
tics, 2001)
2007)
0.11
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.24
0.22

TABLE 5 - The selected unit loads for manure.
Animal category

TN
(kg/ton of animal weight/day)
Cows and cattle
0.30
Sheep/goats
0.42
Poultry
0.52
TN = total nitrogen, TP = total phosphorus

TP
(kg/ton of animal weight/day)
0.1
0.06
0.22
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TN
(kg/animal/year)
55
7
0.4

TP
(kg/animal/year)
18
1
0.2
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TABLE 6 - Estimated values related to solid waste generation and leachate properties.
Unsanitary dumpsites
(Provinces)

Cumulative amount of the stored solid wastes
tons
m3

Leachate
m3/day

Polluting loads of leachate (kg/year)
Total N
Total P

Agri
Ardahan
Erzurum
Igdir
Kars
TOTAL

179.380
153.837
453.068
251.049
589.312

193.178
165.671
487.919
270.360
634.643

23
32
71
25
110

3.304
4.725
10.303
3.642
16.021

83
118
258
91
401

1.626.646

1.751.771

261

37.995

951

TABLE 7 - The raw domestic wastewater unit loads for present and future together with septic tank effluent concentrations.
Unit load for
Unit load for
Unit load for
Unit load for
Unit load for
Unit load for
Septic tank effluurban population rural population urban population rural population urban population rural population ent concentration
(g/person/day) (g/person/day) (g/person/day) (g/person/day) (g/person/day) (g/person/day)
(mg/L)
for year 2024
for year 2024
for year 2039
for year 2039
TN
11
8
12
10
13
11
60
TP
1.8
1.3
2
1.6
2.2
1.8
10
TN = total nitrogen; TP = total phosphorus

As a conclusion, it can be stated that diffuse nutrient
loads varying within certain ranges necessitate uncertainty
analysis. This statement is valid for all types of diffuse
nutrient loads arising from the watershed. Table 4 is formed
where similar unit loadings are given from two different
references. The corresponding unit loads selected for this
watershed of concern are shown in Table 5.
Diffuse loads from dumpsite leachate, septic tank effluents
and atmospheric deposition including traffic emissions

In the watershed, there are no sanitary landfills and
thus, leachate arising from the dumpsites adds to the diffuse pollution budget. The solid waste generation for the
watershed is calculated to be 0.7 kg/capita/day. It is assumed that solid waste generation will differ during winter and summer periods as ash arising from heating practices usually increased waste generation during winter,
and winter values are taken as 0.9 kg whereas the summer
values are considered to be 0.5 kg in such areas [6]. The
corresponding quantity and quality values of leachate are
calculated based on some assumptions (one dumpsite for
every province within the watershed boundaries under operation since 1990). Another important assumption is that
there will be no solid waste arising from rural residents
where the kitchen wastes are either buried and/or utilized as
fertilizers as well as other solid wastes are used during
heating. Therefore, the solid wastes for the urban residential sites are calculated. During the calculation of leachate
quality and quantity, the net precipitation values are also
considered. Table 6 summarizes the estimated values related to solid waste generation and leachate properties. Details of the calculations are referred in Yontar [6].
Part of the urban areas and the villages are not connected to a sewer system. Therefore, the settlements in the
unsewered areas use septic tanks whose effluent is considered to be a part of diffuse pollutants. The rural popula-

tion of unsewered areas is multiplied by the water demand
(50 L/capita/day) to reach the quantity of water consumed
(80% of this water is assumed to be wastewater discharged
from the settlements). The septic tank effluent nutrient loads
are then calculated using the typical concentrations depicted
in [22]. TKN concentration is 60 mg/L whereas total P is
taken as 10 mg/L, and so septic tank effluent loads are calculated. TKN is assumed to be equal to total N for the septic
tank effluents. Table 7 indicates the present and future raw
domestic wastewater unit loads and septic tank effluent concentrations. The per capita unit loads for domestic
wastewater discharges arising either from urban or rural
settlements in Turkey are calculated based on a detailed
feasibility survey conducted by national wastewater scientists [23]. Slight increases in the unit loads within future
years are basically due to improvement in living standards.
The parts of the urban areas that are sewered, together
with the population benefited from municipality services
regarding wastewater collection, treatment and disposal,
are stated by the Statistical Institute of Turkey (TUIK) for
every province. Thus, detailed and updated information
exists on wastewater infrastructure. Domestic wastewater
that is collected by the sewer system is regarded as point
source of pollutants. Moreover, as there are no significant
industries active in the watershed, wastewater discharged
to the sewer system is assumed to be the only source of
point sources in the watershed.
Regarding the atmospheric deposition affecting the
watershed, the unit value of 10.3 kg/ha/year calculated for
a similar watershed in the western Black Sea Region of
the country with an annual average precipitation value of
836 mm/m2 is taken as representative value, and based on
a direct proportion, the unit loads of atmospheric deposition for Aras watershed are calculated for each of the
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sharing provinces [24]. It is important to note that the
annual average precipitation values for each of the provinces differ in the watershed. The unit N loads are, therefore, determined for each province and the corresponding
annual diffuse loads are calculated. It is assumed that 5%
of the overall surface area is affected by atmospheric deposition. The related calculations are given in Table 8.

FIGURE 5 - Distribution of the diffuse N loads within the sharing
provinces of the watershed.

TABLE 8 - Estimated unit N loads and corresponding
total N load arising from atmospheric deposition.
Provinces
Agri
Ardahan
Erzurum
Igdir
Kars
TOTAL

Unit load
(kg N/ha.year)
4.05
6.76
5.00
3.19
5.98

Polluting load
(kg N/year)
65224
180668
154043
56412
275181
731528

DISTRIBUTION OF
DIFFUSE POLLUTION LOADS

FIGURE 6 - Distribution of the diffuse P loads within the sharing
provinces of the watershed.

When the entire watershed is considered, the dominating diffuse nitrogen loads are estimated to be 33% due to
natural fertilizers (animal manure), followed by 22% rural
run-off and run-off from meadows and pasture. Agricultural excess N loads constitute 12% of the total diffuse N
loads and that of septic tank effluents is 3%. According to
the distribution of the phosphorous load, the majority is
shared by agricultural excess loads constituting 40% of
the total P loads, followed by animal manure (30%), rural
run-off loads (18%) and septic tank effluents (5%).
On the other hand, the illustrations given in Figs. 5
and 6, respectively, for N and P loads, are for alerting the
decision makers and other local authorities on the province-based distribution of diffuse pollutant loads. By utiliz-

ing these figures, one may easily rank the provinces according to their diffuse N and P emissions. Moreover, sourcespecific load presentations can also be shown if required, as
the total estimated values are obtained by the summation
of various types of diffuse loads.
It can easily be observed from Fig. 5 that Kars province dominates over the other provinces regarding diffuse
N loads, whereas Igdir province leads in diffuse P loads
(Fig. 6). Similar presentations put forth the distribution of
total diffuse loads in the participating provinces. It is important to note that the protective actions are currently taken
by the administrative units in the country as watershed management action plans, especially for this specific watershed,
have not been finalized yet.
CONTROL OF DIFFUSE
POLLUTANTS IN FUTURE
Within the context of this study, the projected diffuse
load calculations for the future (2028 and 2039) are calculated by considering and proposing a series of protective
actions against further deterioration of the watershed.
Such actions have a common understanding that controlat-source is the major point to be focused on. Otherwise,
it will be too difficult and even impossible to cope with
diffuse loads while they are transported on the soil from
the point where they arise till they reach the nearest water
environment. Prediction of the fate and behavior of these
different types of pollutants is a tiresome job; hence various actions need to be considered, especially on minimizing the loads that may arise by taking some non-structural
measures and, secondly, by some structural measures to
be taken along and around the stream banks [2].
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Non-structural measures suggested include some radical changes in cultivation pattern that would require less
irrigation, converting to more modernized agricultural
systems and utilizing technologies rather than the traditional agricultural practices. In other words, application of
best management alternatives, converting from the traditional agricultural activities to ecological agriculture must
be preferred. Livestock breeding activities also need to be
converted to ecological breeding usually practiced at larger
farms surrounded by fences and trenches to avoid the escape of the animals from a certain specified and conserved
area. In the application of ecological breeding, food and
water demand of the animals will be calculated beforehand
and thus the animals will be fed according to the calculated
amounts. Control measures for animal breeding also take
into account the physical properties of the shelters.
Structural measures are usually applied near the stream
banks and along the stream lines. Initially, it is important to
rehabilitate the stream lines with almost no elevation difference to the water level, and sufficient shaves must be
maintained through rehabilitation of the stream lines. Comparatively less amounts of sediment must be reaching the
streams of the watershed thorough run-off, and thus, such
structural measures must consider minimizing run-off and
flooding effects. Apart from rehabilitating the stream lines,
certain plantation may be used along the stream banks to
decrease erosion effects [1, 2].
Population projections for the years 2028 and 2039
are also calculated. As is known, there are various methods that may be used in estimating future populations. In
this study, population of the watershed has been forecasted
for the period of 2000-2050 using two different references.
One of these references belongs to the United Nations
Development Program (UNDP) and the other one is developed by the State Planning Organization (SPO) of Turkey.
Both institutions have specified population growth rates
for Turkey which are then applied to Aras watershed. All
population projections have been conducted based on the
2000 Census figures. Population forecasts are conducted
by taking into account the urban/rural population distributions. The proximity of the forecast is more likely to reflect
the precision of projections. In terms of comparison, the two
approaches have different advantages and disadvantages.
SPO provides population growth rates specific to each sharing province. However, it does not divide the population
into urban or rural, and it is valid for a period up to 2010.
The UNDP gives population growth rates for Turkey, in
general. But it has the break-down of urban and rural
population together with the projection period for 20002050 [25]. Thus, UNDP approach is considered to provide
a more concrete and reliable projection database for the
watershed. UNDP also provides slightly higher population
figures. Preferring the UNDP approach will correspond to
choosing the high population increase scenario, and as the
study is on a rough approximation of the diffuse loads, it
is considered that a bit higher population forecasts will
keep the authors on the safe side.

The projected populations will not be given in the article, but it is important to note that the projected population figures are used in the estimation of the future diffuse
loads. Besides, the same unit loads used for the calculation
of the current loads arising from various land-use activities,
such as forestry, meadows and pasture, rural and urbanrun-offs, are used in the calculations of the future loads,
and assuming no land-use changes, the same loads are still
valid for these specific land-uses, and no remedial actions
are therefore suggested. The diminishing loads refer to other
activities as explained below.
There is a great tendency for establishing sanitary landfills and for rehabilitating the existing unsanitary ones in
Turkey. Leachate arising from unsanitary landfills is recommended to be highly diminished in both quality and
quantity as sanitary landfills will be designed and constructed in future. The existing dumpsites will then be
rehabilitated and sequentially closed in the near future. The
leachate generated from the sanitary landfills will then act
as point source being collected and treated. Within the next
few decades, it is assumed that this watershed will be
replenished by sanitary landfills. Therefore, leachate in
future will only arise from the already existing solid waste
dumpsites as a diffuse source in a decreasing trend [6].
Some of the rural areas will still be using septic tanks
in future. Therefore, a certain amount of rural discharges
will be accepted as diffuse sources but, as will be observed
from the load calculations, their load will be highly reduced
due to population decrease in the rural areas.
As mentioned previously, to cope with the diffuse
sources of pollutants is a complex task as they reach the
water environment in a disperse manner. Factors like the
soil characteristics, climatic conditions and the intrinsic
properties of the fertilizers, manure and forest components
(decay material, top soil, etc.), together with the behavior
and fate of the nutrients transported on soil, highly affect
the transportation mechanisms on soil. As effective action
in-watershed controls is considered to reduce the nutrient
load that might reach to the water environment either
through run-off or penetration in soil. It is not possible to
completely get rid of diffuse pollutants, however, by taking
protective measurements, the loads may easily be reduced
up to a certain extend. Such actions include application of
best management agricultural practices like irrigation techniques, crop selection, time, frequency and amount of fertilizer applications, passing to organic agriculture where no
pesticides and commercial fertilizers are used, appropriate
reuse of animal waste in agriculture, and controlling nonagricultural areas.
Presently, in the calculations, it is assumed that there
will be a 30% decrease in the nutrient loads arising from
both the agricultural activities and livestock breeding in
2028, but a 40% similar decrease in both activities in
2039, based on international experience after realizing
some of the non-structural and structural remedial actions
referred above [26, 27]. The most important achievement
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in the reduction of nutrient loads will be through organic
agriculture and livestock breeding applications. More detailed surveys need to be conducted at the entire watershed
in future to search for the most realistic measures to be
taken so as to reduce the diffuse loads. As such, the load

estimations for the future are presented in Figs. 7 and 8, for
N and P loads, respectively. Apart from the illustrations,
the decrease in N and P loads are also numerically given in
Table 9.

FIGURE 7 - Diffuse N load distribution for the years 2028 and 2039.

FIGURE 8 - Diffuse P load distribution for the years 2028 and 2039.

TABLE 9 - Diffuse P load distribution for the years 2028 and 2039.

population density and negligible industrial facilities. The
methodology of estimating such pollutants are highly dependent on the areal values of different land-use activities,
population, and on unit loads for various activities. This
approach emphasizes on rough approximation of the diffuse pollutant loads; however, more detailed studies can be
achieved through watershed modeling applications. In the
case of utilizing models, more input data need to be produced which is a tiresome task to handle whenever limited data is available.

Years
2007
2028
2039

Total Diffuse Loads (kg/year)
N
Reduction
(%)
26.145.826
21.944.862
16
20.657.569
21

P
3.055.341
2.332.357
2.108.537

Reduction
(%)
24
31

CONCLUDING REMARKS
This study displays the determination and estimation
of diffuse polluting loads in terms of two important nutrients, N and P, in a watershed characterized by its low

The benefits of applying such a methodology used in
this study are displaying the roughly estimated loads per
administrative unit composing the watershed which can
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be demonstrated to the decision makers and other related
stakeholders of the watershed. Public participation and
awareness on diffuse loads is an important issue that has
not been exercised effectively so far, and sufficient emphasis has not been given to the adverse effects of such
pollution loads both on soil and in water. Training of the
farmers on best management practices ending in fewer
amounts of diffuse pollutants becomes particularly important
in watersheds like Aras where the majority of the economy depends on agriculture and livestock breeding. Point
pollutants are comparatively easier to cope with as their
source origin is observable. As mentioned in this study, the
province-based diffuse pollution can be presented as well
as the distribution of loads in the entire watershed. Moreover, some urgent and long-term protective measures are
referred in the article with the aim of enlightening the decision makers on the actions to be considered in future.
The diffuse loads undergo various transport mechanisms throughout the soil till they reach the water environment. In the water environment, these diffuse nutrients
especially N and P ones, lead to depletion of oxygen and
may cause eutrophication. The main water stream in the
watershed is the Aras River and its branches that pass
through the sharing provinces. Limited physical, chemical
and bacteriological water quality analyses have been conducted on the water samples taken from various stations of
the stream. Most of the updated information corresponding
to water quality is provided from the Environmental Situation Reports of each province. It is interesting to note that
both Erzurum and Igdir provinces evaluated the water quality in regard to irrigation purposes. In Turkey, the classification of irrigation water quality criteria consists of 5 classes
ranked from best to worst [28]. Erzurum and Igdir stated
that the river bears irrigation water quality of Class II but
mostly III, respectively. Ardahan refers that bad odor comes
from the river during summer and fish kills are frequently
observed in winter under the ice layer of the river, and that
snow melt carries high amounts of polluted sediment to the
river during spring. It is also reported that the river flowing
through Kars Province suffers from various diffuse pollutants by surface run-offs.

study attempts to put forth the total estimated diffuse loads
in the entire watershed and, more importantly, the share of
these pollutants can be presented on province-based form
which actually makes sense for the provincial authorities
as still the management is maintained by them. By indicating the loads per sharing province and the load distribution
of various diffuse sources in each province will attract the
attention of the stakeholders including the decision makers.
As seen from application of the proposed methodology in
the Aras watershed, one of the provinces (Kars) among the
rest dominates in N loads whereas another province (Igdir)
shares the majority of P loads. It is clearly observed that
loads and their distribution rely basically on the land-use
activities.
In conclusion, it can be stated that the proposed
method is an essential step that is easy to apply in the determination of the major diffuse pollutants in a watershed
with limited available data, and it is recommended to be
used in other developing countries.
This study will act as a road map for similar future studies. The subject of concern is part of the Integrated Watershed Management activities in the country that is at the
accession stage to join EU.

As limited numerical water quality values exist in the
published form indicating pollution in the water environment, the practical implementations of the proposed method
can give guidance for decision makers in developing countries in which scientists have to deal with limited data. It is
suggested to utilize current satellite images of the watershed to achieve more precise areal values for the prevailing
land-use activities during the application of the proposed
method. However, this methodology in its present form can
adequately help in screening the minor diffuse loads and
making a priority list according to the emitted amounts of
N and P from various human-induced activities. As such,
all the stakeholders may gain in knowledge and experience on different types of diffuse sources, and make use
of the estimated pollutant loads on making policy decisions and/or on taking protective measures. The present
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

During the last decades, the Mediterranean region is
suffering more and more from droughts. It has been recognized as one of the most vulnerable regions in the world
to climate change. Understanding the impact of climate
change on various components of water cycle is an important challenge for long-term sustainable management
of water resources. In this paper, the integrated hydrological model “Soil and Water Assessment Tool” (SWAT
2005) was used to study the impact of future climate on
water re-sources of a Mediterranean catchment. Future
climate scenarios for periods of 2010-2039 and 2070-2099
were generated from the Canadian Global Coupled model
(CGCM 3.1) for scenarios A1B, B1, and A2. These
CGCMs data were then statistically downscaled to generate future possible local meteorological data of precipitation and temperature in the study area. SWAT model was
run first under current climate (1986-2005) and then for the
future climate period to analyze the potential impact of
climate change on flow, evapotranspiration, and soil moisture across this catchment. Finally, Richter et al.’s Indicators of Hydrologic Alteration (IHA) were used to analyze
the flow regime alterations under changing climate. The
main results indicate that this catchment would suffer a
combination of increased temperature and reduced rainfall
that will reduce water resources in this area. Consequently,
summer droughts would be intensified. Different spatial
responses to climate change were observed in the catchment for near future simulations. Higher altitude regions
would experience an increase of the total water yield,
while a reduction is foreseen for lower parts. For far
future, a noticeable decrease would affect water resources in all part of the catchment.

KEYWORDS: Climate change, SWAT, CGCM, IHA, Hydrological
Modeling, Mediterranean climate.

There is a growing consensus in Earth systems sciences that global temperatures are increasing and will continue
to increase during the next century, leading to changes in
global climate patterns [1]. Different regions of the globe
are expected to respond differently to global warming; the
Mediterranean region has been identified as one of the
Earth’s primary ‘hot-spot’ for climate change, due to the
magnitude of expected changes to temperature and rainfall
patterns [2]. There is a high confidence that many semi-arid
and arid areas (e.g., the Mediterranean Basin, western USA,
southern Africa and northeastern Brazil) are particularly exposed to the impacts of climate due to climate change [3].
In the Mediterranean climatic zone, also labeled as
semi-arid or sub-humid [4], hydrological processes are
largely variable both in time and space due to the high variability of rainfall regime, in addition to the influence of topography and the spatial distribution of geology, soil and
land-use [5-7]. In fact, the Mediterranean has some particular characteristics that demand to put it high on the research agenda. Climate changes are expected to cause significant impacts on local watershed systems, both to the hydrological and ecological components, with consequences
for human activities and welfare [1,8].
These changes in the climate regime can influence natural processes of a watershed ecosystem [9-11] and have
long-term implications on economic and ecological processes [12].
In this study we report on the result of investigating the
impact of climate change on water resources in a Mediterranean catchment (Merguellil) located in central Tunisia for
the near (2010-2039) and far (2070-2099) future. We used
the Soil and Water Assessment Tool Model (SWAT 2005)
to study the effect of climate change at sub-basin level. We
specifically looked at the changes in various components
of the water balance including precipitation, evapotranspiration, total water yield, soil moisture and river discharge.
Finally, we analyze the flow regime alterations under changing climate using the Richter et al.’s [13] Indicators of
Hydrologic Alteration (IHA).
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The result will contribute to the scientific community’s understanding of climate change impact on water resources and provide information to support future water
resources planning and management in the Merguellil catchment and other catchments with the same climatic conditions.

work has an overall length of around 158 km. It is an intermittent river with a mean annual discharge of 0.6 m3/s
measured at Hafouz flow-gauge.

The Merguellil basin is located in Kairouan, center of
Tunisia (Fig. 1) between the parallels 39G 60N and 39G
78 N and the Meridian 7G 55E and 8 G 35 E [14]. It is
bounded by the Bellouta and Serdj mountains in the North,
by El Ala plateau, Touilla and Trozza mountaims in the
South, by Barbrou mountains and Kesra plateau in the
West, while the basin outlet is eastward along the Kairouan
valley.

This watershed presents a hilly topography (altitude
between 200 and 1200 m with a mean elevation value of
500 m) and has diversified condition of geology, morphology, vegetation and land-use. This semi-arid zone is
exposed to a high variability of rainfall in time and space.
Annual means vary between 300 mm in the plain and
500 mm in the highest parts. The annual mean temperature is 19.6 °C, with a maximum of 48 °C in August and
minimum of -2 °C in January. The mean annual potential
evapotranspiration is 1430 mm/year with a maximum of
1600 mm/year. Half of the catchment area is cultivated
with annual crops (wheat) and trees (olive and almond).
Grazing lands cover 30%, forest 19%, and urban areas 1%.
The population density in the Merguellil catchment remains very low and it is concentrated in the Hafouz and
Zebess regions.

The Merguellil catchment is characterized by a semiarid climate. It extends on an area of about 1200 km²
upstream of the El Haouareb dam (Fig. 1). The river net-

The water stress situation within the Merguellil catchment can be summarized as a limited resource facing an increasing water demand. Over 60% of the inflow collected

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Description of the study area

FIGURE 1 - Study area.
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by the El Haouareb dam infiltrate and recharge the aquifer
[15, 16].
The hydrologic simulator (SWAT)

SWAT is a basin scale, continuous time model that
operates on a daily time step and is designed to predict the
impact of management on water, sediment, and agricultural chemical yields in un-gauged basins [17]. The model
was developed by the United State Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service (USDA-ARS) to
assist water resource managers in assessing water supplies
and nonpoint source pollution on watersheds and large
river basins [18].
The model uses physically-based equations which allow greater confidence when applied to non-monitored watersheds [19], and is designed to operate using easilyavailable data. It requires specific information about weather,
soil properties, topography, vegetation, and land management practices occurring in the watershed.
The model divides the simulation area into sub-watersheds with assumed homogenous physical characteristics, linked in a cascade structure following the river network. Each of them is further divided into Hydrological
Response Units (HRUs), areas with a specific combination
of land use, soil type and slope. The central component of
the model is the daily calculation of the hydrological balance for each sub-watershed. The model takes into account
precipitation, evapotranspiration, surface runoff, subsurface
runoff and deep aquifer recharge. In this study, potential
evapotranspiration (PET) was simulated using Hargreaves
method [20]. Surface runoff is calculated using the Curve
Numbers method and subsurface runoff is calculated using
a kinematic model. The daily value of the leaf area index
(LAI) was used to partition the PET into potential soil
evaporation and potential plant transpiration. LAI and root
development were simulated using the “crop growth” component of SWAT, which is simplified version of EPIC crop
model (Erosion-Productivity Impact Calculator) [21]. This
component represents the interrelation between vegetation
and hydrologic balance. Soil erosion calculation is based
on runoff using the Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (MUSLE) [22, 23]. The fraction of rainfall and eroded
soil reaching the river network is then routed to downstream catchments. Water is routed using either the variable
storage routing method or the Muskingum river routing
method, which are both variations of the kinematic wave
model [24]. Sediment transport in the channel network is
calculated using a simplified version of the stream power
concept [23]; both channel erosion and sedimentation are
simulated. SWAT provides daily results for all the components of the hydrological cycle, soil water storage, soil
erosion and vegetation productivity, per HRU and subbasin.
The SWAT model was chosen as it had been extensively used in related studies that had similar objectives of
assessing the impact of climate changes [25-30]. In fact,
the model includes procedures to describe how CO2 con-

centration, precipitation, temperature and humidity affect
plant growth, evapotranspiration, snow and runoff generation, among other variables, and therefore is also used to
investigate climate change impacts.
Future climate data and model scenarios

A general circulation model (also known as a global
climate model, both labels are abbreviated as GCM) uses
the same equations of motion as a numerical weather prediction (NWP) model, but the purpose is to numerically
simulate changes in climate as a result of slow changes in
some boundary conditions (such as the solar constant) or
physical parameters (such as the greenhouse gas concentration). GCMs are widely applied for weather forecasting,
understanding the climate, and projecting climate change.
In this study we used the output of the third Generation of
the Canadian Global Coupled Model (CGCM 3.1) version
T63, which has a surface grid with spatial resolution of
roughly 2.8 degree lat/long and 31 levels in the vertical.
This model was developed by the Canadian center for
climate Modeling and analysis [31]. With this resolution,
The Merguellil catchment fells inside one grid box of the
CGCM. Results from the CGCM appear prominently in
several chapters in the IPCC report [3] (ie; chapter 8-12),
and from the basis of a variety of studies of climate change
[28,32]. In addition these CGCM data are available at daily
time step through the interactive webserver, for the IPCC
20th Century experiment (1961-2000) and for the IPCC
SRES A1B, A2, and B1 experiments (2001-2100). This
makes the model suitable for this study.
In order to best assess the expected climate change impacts on a species, ecosystem or natural resource in a region,
climate variables and climate change scenarios must be developed on a regional or even site-specific scale [33]. To
provide these values, projections of climate variables must
be 'downscaled' from the GCM results, utilizing either
dynamical or statistical methods [10]. The methods used to
convert GCM outputs into local meteorological variables
required for reliable hydrologic modeling are usually referred to as ‘downscaling’ techniques [34,35]. Without
downscaling, the climate is the same everywhere inside the
grid box of the GCM. This is clearly not very realistic and
does not give you confidence in the future climate projections at a specific location. The most important and fundamental part of statistical downscaling is to create a realistic
statistical model from observations. The main assumption
of these techniques is that the statistical relationships identified for current climate will remain valid under changes in
future conditions. Downscaling techniques may allow modelers to incorporate daily variability in future changes [36]
and to apply a probabilistic framework to produce information on future river flows for water resource planning
[37].
Within the GCM we analyzed three commonly used
scenarios: A1b, A2, and B1. The A1 scenarios are of a more
integrated world. The A1 family of scenarios is characterized by a rapid economic growth, a global population that
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reaches 9 billion in 2050 and then gradually declines, a
quick spread of new and efficient technologies. The A1B
scenario in this family depicts a world with a balanced use
of fossil and non-fossil fuel as a main energy source. The
A2 scenarios are of a more divided world. This scenario
describes a world of independently operating, self-reliant
nations; continuously increasing population; regionally oriented economic development and slower and more fragmented technological changes and improvements to per
capita income. The B1 scenario highlights a world with
more integrated, and more ecologically friendly. This scenario is characterized by a rapid economic growth as in A1,
but with rapid changes towards a service and information
economy; population rising to 9 billion in 2050 and then
declining in A1; reductions in material intensity and the
introduction of clean and resource efficient technologies; an
emphasis on global solutions to economic, social and environmental stability.
In this study, the CGCM data were statistically
downscaled for the period 1986-2000 using monthly linear regression model and monthly fourth degree non linear
model from observation in different climate stations (13
rainfall and 2 temperature gages). These models were
used in the literature [38, 28].
For each month and each station we define the linear
regression equations of the form:
T downscaled CGCM = a0 + a1T CGCM
P downscaled CGCM = a0 + a1P CGCM
and the fourth-order polynomial regression equations
of the form
Tdownscaled CGCM= A0 + A1*TCGCM+ A2*(TCGCM)2 +
A3*(TCGCM)3+ A4*(TCGCM)4
Pdownscaled CGCM= A0 + A1* PCGCM+ A2*(PCGCM)2 +
A3*(PCGCM)3+ A4*(PCGCM)4
to fit the monthly empirical relationships between the
CGCM data and the observed historical data for temperature and precipitation.
Where: T downscaled CGCM and P downscaled CGCM (predictands) are respectively the downscaled temperature and
pre-cipitation during the period 1961-2001
T CGCM and PCGCM (predictors) is the baseline temperature from IPCC 20th Century experiment of the CGCM
3.1/T63 model output.
With a0, A0 are constant, a1, A1, A2, A3, A4 are regression coefficients.
Indicators of Hydrologic Alteration (IHA)

The quantity, timing and duration of river flow are
critical components to water supply and water quality. The
five components of flow regime (magnitude, frequency,
duration, timing and rate of change) influence the ecological dynamics of river systems directly and indirectly through
their effects on other primary regulators [39, 40]. Hence,
climatic changes that create shifts in the timing and magnitude of low or high flow events or change the magnitude

of river flow at monthly, seasonal, or yearly time scales
could result in dramatically altered river systems [41]. The
potential impacts of future climate scenarios on river flow
characteristics were assessed using the Indicators of Hydrologic Alteration (IHA) software version 7 [42]. This software has been developed by the Nature Conservancy (TNC)
as an easy-to-use tool for calculating the characteristics of
natural and altered hydrologic regimes.
Current and predicted future flow regimes were evaluated using Richter et al.’s [13] Indicators of Hydrologic
Alteration (IHA). IHA was designed to examine changes in
flow regimes caused by dams, but its ability to compare flow
regimes makes it an ideal tool for this study. This program
takes daily stream-flow values and characterizes flow regime
in terms of five ecologically significant factors: magnitude,
duration, frequency, timing, and rate of change. Since we
were assessing the more subtle impact of climate on flow
regime, we decided to focus on a specific subset of 37 statistics calculated by the program that were more likely to be
sensitive to climate change. Specifically, we focused on
mean monthly discharge for each month, magnitude of the
1-, 3-, 7-, 30- and 90-day maximum and minimum flows,
timing of the 1-day maximum and minimum flows, and
number of zero days. We assessed also the variability in
monthly flows by calculating the coefficient of variation
for each month over the period of record or the modeled
periods.
SWAT setup

The DEM (Fig. 1) was generated from contour lines
provided from the Major State maps (1/50000) [43] with
an equidistance of 10 meters. The land-use and soil maps
(Scale 1/200000) in the basin were provided by the IRD
(L’Institut de Recherche et Dévelopement). These maps
were developed using previous studies done on this area
[37, 38]. The land-use map shows the presence of Durum
wheat (39.5%), olives (11.5%), almond (4%), apples (1%),
apricot (0.5%), tomatoes (0.3%) and water melon (0.2%)
highlighting that the irrigated crops present only 1.7% of
the whole area of the watershed (some olive trees, apples,
and tomatoes).
The soil map presents four main units: poorly evolved
soils, Carbonate soils (calci-magnesic), Iso-humic soils,
and mineral soils resulting from erosion (association). Each
unit groups several soil types. The identification of each
soil type was done using some previous studies describing
the soil profiles in the Merguellil catchment (Direction
des sols 1963-1982). However these profiles do not cover
the entire area. Based on the results of soil sampling done
by Dridi [46], the missing soil profiles were completed.
The new soil map consists of 32 different soil types. For
each soil type, physical parameters not available in the
dataset such as the available water content, the saturated
hydraulic conductivity and the bulk density were calculated using the soil water characteristics calculator [47].
Observed daily precipitation data at 13 rain-gauges
(Fig. 1) for the period 1986-2005 were obtained from the
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DGRE Kairouan (Direction Generale des Resources en
Eaux) and INM (Institut National de Meteorologie). No
temperature gages were located within the watershed, and
even the available stations in the proximity of the basin
[Kairouan (1901-1979), Makthar (1901-1979) and Sbiba
(1964-1982)] have records that do not cover the simulation period (1986-2005). Consequently, minimum and
maximum interpolated daily temperatures were sourced
from MARS/AGRIFISH, Unit of the Joint Research Center of the European Commission. These data were developed in the context of the “Crop Growth Monitoring System” (CGMS) project, [48]. They consist on an interpolation into 50 km square grid of measured data, obtained
from existing meteorological stations across Europe and
North Africa for the time period 1986-2005. The projection of the Merguellil catchment on the MARS grid map
results into two grids, one covering the upstream and one
the downstream of the watershed. (Fig. 1)
The SWAT model was run on daily time step from
January 1986 to December 2005. The DEM was used as a
basis for modeling process. The stream network (Fig. 1)
was generated by incorporating a hydrographic stream network map provided form GIS MErgamant [49]. The study
area was divided into 30 sub-basins, corresponding to a
critical source area of 1085 km2 (the minimum drainage
area required to form the origin of a stream). This spatial

subdivision has been chosen in order to consider the most
complete climatic, soil and land-use data available. In order to eliminate minor land-uses, soils and slopes, a threshold level was selected in each sub-basin of 10%, 10%
and 10%, respectively. Given these thresholds, 299 HRUs
(unique land-use/soil/slope combinations within sub-basins)
were created.
Model calibration and validation

The SWAT model is a distributed-parameter model
that has hundreds of parameters. Some of these parameters
present initial or boundary conditions while others are forcing factors. Therefore, prior the calibration, a sensitivity
analysis developed by Van Griensven et al. [50] was conducted to assess the most sensitive parameters. These are
identified in Table 1.
TABLE 1 - Ranking of the five most
sensitive parameters (1= most sensitive)
Parameter
CN2
SOL_AWC
GW_revap
GWQMN
ESCO
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Description
Initial SCS CN II Value
Available soil water capacity
Groundwater "revap" coefficient
threshold depth of water in the
shallow aquifer for return flow
Soil evaporation compensation factor

rank
1
2
3
4
5
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FIGURE 2 - Modeled (thick line) and observed (dashed line) stream-flow (m3/s)
during the calibration (a) and validation (b) periods at Skhira Kef labiodh flow-gauge.
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Daily measured flow data were available during the
period 1992-1996 with some lacks during 1995. The calibration for the current study was carried out during the
period 01-01-1992 to 31/12/1994 with validation between
01/01/1996 to 31/12/1996.
Based on the above sensitivity analysis, the hydrologic
calibration procedure was carried out referring to daily flow
data at Skhira Kef labiodh and Hafouz telepherique flowgauges (Fig.1) over the period 1992-1994. In particular,
the most sensitive input parameters were adjusted so that
measured flow match values predicted by the model during this period. Measured daily flow at the same gauges
for the year 1996 was used for the hydrological validation
of the model. Figure 2 compares simulated with measured
stream flow at Skhira flow-gauge during the calibration (a)
and validation (b) periods. The statistical indicators used
for the evaluation of model performance are the coefficient
of determination (R2) and the Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency (NSE) [51]. For both calibration and validation periods, NSE ranges between 0.6 and 0.7, while R2 ranges between 0.65 and 0.8.

ing the two periods of calibration (1990-2000) and validation (1986-1989). An example of the Calibration and validation of the downscaled precipitation using first degree linear
and a fourth degree non-linear are presented in Figure 5 at
El Houareb barrage rain-gage on January (calibration) (a)
and December (validation) (b).
The downscaled precipitation data from CGCM agreed
quiet well with the recorded historical data. All the 13 stations had R2 values in the range of 0.70-0.97. The same
statistical parameters were calculated for precipitation as for
temperature. These statistics show that non linear model
fit better with the observed data. Hence we adopt for the
non linear model.
Impact of climate change on temperature and precipitation
distribution

Future daily climatic data are generated by applying the
non linear model to the future CGCMs data.
For each scenario and in each climatic station, monthly
non linear regression is applied to daily future predicted
data of the CGCM.
CGCMpredicted_downscaled = A0 + A1*CGCMpredicted +
A2*(CGCMpredicted)2 + A3*(CGCMpredicted)3 + A4* (CGCM4
predicted)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Downscaling climate variable

The downscaled temperature data from the CGCM
agreed quite well with the recorded historical data during
the two periods of calibration (1990-2000) and validation
(1986-1989). During all months, the Regression coefficient R2 ranges from 0.90 to 0.99 for the two temperature
stations. Figure 3 shows and example of the monthly calibration for the period (1990-2000) (a) and validation for the
period (1986-1989) (b) for the downscaled temperature from
CGCM on December and February in the station number 1
using the linear and non linear test. The result of first
degree linear and a fourth degree non linear model were
similar except for low and high temperature In order to
select the most adequate regression model that fit better
the observed data, statistical parameters such as median,
min, max, 25% quantile, and 75% quantile were derived for
observed and downscaled minimum and maximum temperature (from linear (lM) and non linear models (NLM)).
The adequate model is the one that statistics fit well those
derived from the observed data.
For example, Figure 4 shows the comparison between
the statistical parameters mentioned above calculated for
the minimum temperature at station 1 for the calibration
period. In this figure, it is clear that non linear model fit
better with the observed data than the linear model particularly in October. After confronting all the statistics for
observed maximum and minimum temperature with those
derived from the two downscaled models (LM and NLM),
we opt for the non linear model.
The fit of the downscaled rainfall data was also relatively good as compared with measured historical data dur-

With CGCMpredicted-downscaled are daily downscaled future climatic data for each scenario and each station;
CGCM predicted are daily future climate data for each
scenario during the period 2010-2099;
A0 is a constant, A1, A2, A3 and A4 are monthly regression coefficients derived from the non linear regression in
each station.
Predicted long term average temperature max and
min are compared with historical data for different scenarios in different time Period. During all periods, all scenarios show an increase in maximum and minimum temperature for both stations. Figures 6a,b and 6c,d show the average monthly changes in maximum temperature for station 1
and 2 respectively. Change in maximum temperature varies
from 1 to 6 degree in different scenarios with the highest
occurring in June for A2 scenario during the period 20702099.
Predicted long term average precipitations (mmday-1)
are compared with the historical data for different scenarios
in different time period. Figure 7 shows the average monthly
change on precipitation at “El Houareb barrage” rain rage.
In general, all scenarios predict a decrease in almost all the
months except in November for the near future. During this
month, all scenarios predict an increase of about 0.1
mm.day-1 for B1, 0.2 mmday-1 for A2, and 0.5 mmday-1 for
A1B scenarios. The reduction in rainfall amount is notable in February and April with a decline of 0.4 mmday-1
from the historical data 1986-2005.
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FIGURE 3 - Tmax calibration on Decmber (a) and Tmin validation on February (b)

FIGURE 4 - 25% quantile (a), 75 % quantile (b), maximum temperature (c) and median temperature
and (d) calculated for the minimum temperature at station 1 during the calibration period (1990-2000)

FIGURE 5 - Calibration (a) of PCP downscaled on January (1990-2000) and validation (b) of PCP downscaled for September (1986-1989)
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FIGURE 6 - Mean monthly Tmax (°c) of the Merguellil catchment under current climate and downscaled GCMgenerated temperature for station 1 (a-near future and b-far future) and station 2 (c-near future and d-far future).

FIGURE 7 - Mean monthly precipitation (mmday-1) of the Merguellil catchment at El Houareb barrage station under
current climate and downscaled GCM-generated precipitation for different scenarios (a-near future and b- far future).

Table 2 shows the seasonal average precipitation
(mm.month-1) and temperature (°C) for four seasons: Autumn (SON), winter (DJF), spring (MAM) and summer
(JJA) during the historical period (1986-2005). For all sce-

narios, all seasons will experience an increase of temperature and a decrease in precipitation. Such changes will vary
from season to another.
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In autumn (SON), the decrease in precipitation is between 20% for A2 scenario and 28 % for A1B scenario.
During this period rainfall would fall from 33 to 24mm
month-1. In winter (DJF), the decrease in precipitation would
reach 28 % for scenario A2 which will affect more the ecosystem of this already small water resource region. The increase in temperature is more severe in summer (JJA) for
all scenarios and reaches 30 % for A2. Summer precipitation would also decrease especially for A2 and A1B scenarios (-50%). During this period, rainfall would fall from
13 to 6mm month-1. These significant changes in temperature and precipitation would intensify summer droughts.
TABLE 2 - Seasonal average precipitation (mm.month-1) and
temperature (°C) during the historical period (1986-2005) at
catchment scale.
Season

Months

Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn

DJF
MAM
JJO
SON

PCP
(mm.month-1)
28
28
13
33

Mean Temp
(°c)
11
17
28
20

Swat future simulations

For future simulations, we used daily temperature and
precipitation for each station from the downscaled GCM
output (for scenarios A1B, A2, B1) for the year 20102039, and 2070-2099. The 4 first years were skipped for
model warm up. These data were then put into the SWAT
model which modeled daily stream.
On catchment scale, all scenarios show a decrease in
precipitation on near and far future (Table 3). This decrease
would lead to a decrease in the TWY (which is river discharge plus groundwater recharge). As temperature increases, potential evapotranspiration is also expected to
increase. Scenario A2 for the period 2074-2099 presents
the extreme case with the highest PET of 1623 mm-year.
TABLE 3 - Water balance component based on historical data of
(1986-2005) and future climate scenarios.
Period

Scenario

1990-2005

Actual
B1
A1B1
A2
B1
A1B
A2

2014-2039
2074-2099

PCP
(mm)
329
290
277
266
248
219
225

TWY
(mm)
28.69
19.38
26.98
13.45
13.19
8.26
9.54

PET
(mm)
1435
1487
1456
1498
1559
1558
1623

AET
(mm)
310
278
254
263
246
222
228

Figure 8 shows the average values of the total water
yield (TWY) based on the historic data of 1990-2005 as
well as the anomaly graphs for scenarios B1, A1B and A2
for periods 2014-2039 and 2074-2099. Generally the total
water yield decreases with the altitude. High values are
noted in the mountain regions (Dj Trozza in the south,
Kesra in the north), while low values are noted in the
eastern part (Fig. 8a). The near future simulations show
an increase of the total water yield in the high altitude
regions (Dj Barbou, El ala, and Dj Oueslat) of the catch-

ment for all scenarios (Figs 8b,c,d). This increase is more
noteworthy in El Ala region and reaches 200% for scenarios A1B and A2. While the south and the east part of the
catchment would experience a reduction in the already
small water resources. This reduction is more notable in
Zebess. In the far future (Figs. 8e,f,g), all scenarios show
a decrease in water resources in all part of the catchment
except the small increase in the western part for B1 and
A2 scenarios. It should be noted however that an increase
of 200 % in the western part of the catchment amount to
water resources of about 48 mm/year, which is still quite
meager in water resource sense but could have a substantial impact on the ecosystem of this semi-arid region.
In the calculation of actual evapotranspiration, soil
moisture and groundwater recharge, we assumed that the
land cover in the future will stay the same as period of
1986-2005. Hence our results provide an indication of
future changes rather than an actual scenario. As temperature increase, actual evapotranspiration is also expected to
increase if there is enough water in the soil. Our calculations show AET decreasing in all the catchment because
of the reduction in the soil water content except at El Ala
region where AET increase due to the increase of the soil
moisture.
Climate change is expected to have a profound influence on soil moisture. All scenarios predict a decrease in
soil moisture for most region of the catchment. This decrease is more severe in the south in the near and far future for all scenarios. However, Scenario B1 (2014-2099)
and scenario A2 (2014 and 2039) show an increase in the
North West part of Skhira sub-basin.
Flow regime alterations under changing climate

We conducted IHA analysis on four sets of daily
stream flow values. First, we calculated IHA hydrologic
parameters for modeled daily stream flow under current
climate from 1990 to 2005. Second, we calculated hydrologic parameters for the three future flows predicted by
statistically downscaled GCMs corresponding to the three
scenarios for the period 2074–2099. Finally, the coefficient of variation for the four datasets was calculated for
each month.
To evaluate the impact of climate on flow regime, we
compared the parameters calculated from the simulated
data under current climate (1990–2005) to parameters
calculated from the GCMs with predicted future climate
(2074–2099).
The hydrographs under predicted climate for 2074–
2099 differed markedly from the current conditions (Fig. 9).
Monthly flows decreased considerably compared to current conditions and did not exceed 1 m3s-1. Except for
scenario B1 on September and November and scenario
A2 on November where the discharge exceeds the current
mean discharges.
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FIGURE 8 - Average total water yield (mm/year) during the simulation period (1986-1990) (a)
and the anomaly graphs for A1B, A2 and B1 scenarios for periods 2014-2039 and 2074-2099.

FIGURE 9 - Mean monthly flow of the Merguellil River using simulated
flows under current climate and downscaled GCM-generated stream flow.
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Timing of the 1-day minimum was about 45 days earlier under future climate scenarios (24 January for B1 and
A1B and 31 January for A2) compared to current conditions (11 March), but the 1-day maximum was almost 35
days later under future climate scenarios (4 March for B1
and A1B and 14 March for A2) compared to current conditions (1 February). In addition, the flow regime under
predicted future climate scenarios will have an extended
period of time with zero flow (247, 241, 242 days respectively for the scenario B1, A2, A1B) compared to current
conditions (173 days). These analyses indicate more prolonged drought in the catchment.

flows will be lower and the river bed will even dry completely. In addition, low water periods will last longer under predicted future climatic scenarios.
We assessed the variability by calculating the coefficient of variation of mean monthly discharge over the simulated data for current and future climate. Thus, the coefficient of variation is a measure of inter-annual variation.
For the most part, the predicted future coefficient of variation was greater than the current coefficient of variation
(Fig. 11). The exception was in March where the coefficient of variation was a little bit higher under current climate.
CONCLUSION
The study was performed using the process-based
semi-distributed hydrologic model SWAT, which integrates
hydrological, agricultural and crop growth processes. Calibration and validation as well as sensitivity analyses were
performed to increase the reliability of the model outputs.
The model was successful in reproducing water flow.

FIGURE 10 - One-, 3-, 7-, 30- and 90-day maxima flows for the
Merguellil River, using simulated flows under current climate and
downscaled GCM-predicted stream flows.

FIGURE 11 - Coefficient of variation for mean monthly flow of the
Merguellil River using simulated flows under current climate and
downscaled GCM-generated stream flow.

There were significant changes in the magnitude of the
1-, 3-, 7-, 30- and 90-day maxima under predicted future
climate compared to modeled current conditions (Fig. 10).
On average, the magnitude and duration of yearly floods
under future climatic scenarios is expected to decrease comparing to current conditions. However, the magnitude of
the 1-, 3-, 7-, 30- and 90-day minima were all much lower
under predicted future climatic scenarios than under current
conditions. This suggests that, on average, the lowest water

In this study, the CGCM data were statistically
downscaled using the non linear model based on fourth
degree regression on monthly basis. This downscaling
showed an increase temperature for all scenarios in near
and far future. This decrease concerns also precipitation
expect in November in A2 and B1 where we note an
increase of about 0.6 mmday-1. When looking on longterm average changes to climate (2070-2099), the results
pointed out that the seasonal distribution of rainfall and
temperature would be affected differently from season to
another. All seasons will experience an increase of temperature and a decrease in precipitation. Change in temperature and precipitation would intensify summer droughts.
In winter, the decrease in precipitation would affect more
the ecosystem of this already small water resource region.
The combination of increased temperature and reduced
rainfall would have a significant effect on water resources
in the Merguellil catchment. In the near and far future the
decrease in precipitation would lead to a decrease on the
TWY. Potential evapotranspiration is also expected to increase due to a rise in temperature. Since the amount of
water resources is expected to decrease in all scenarios,
the actual evapotranspiration would also experience a reduction.
Different spatial responses to climate change were observed in the catchment for near future simulations. Higher
altitude regions would experience an increase of the total
water yield, while a reduction is foreseen for lower parts.
In the far future, a noticeable decrease would affect water
resources in all parts of the catchment.
The objective of the last part in this work aimed to
examine the potential impacts of future climate scenarios
on river flow regime at the catchment scale. Monthly flows
decreased considerably compared to current conditions.
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These analyses indicate more prolonged drought in the
catchment. On average, the magnitude and duration of
yearly floods under future climatic scenarios is expected to
decrease. The lowest water flows will be lower and the river
bed will even dry completely. In addition, low water periods
will last longer under predicted future climatic scenarios.
A probable consequence of these changes could be a trend
towards increased irregularity in river flow regimes.
It should be highlighted that prediction of future
landuse/land cover is an important but difficult problem in
climate change studies. One limitation of this study is that
we that assumed that the land cover in the future will stay
the same as the simulation period.
This work has shown how a modeling tool can be
used to study the response of hydrology and crop productivity to change in climate factors. The modeling results
indicate that, in this Mediterranean region, the watershed’s water resources are highly vulnerable to change in
rainfall and temperature, which affect the hydrologic
regime of the catchment. We provide an overview of the
impact of climate change on various hydrologic components for the Merguellil catchment. These analyses could
be very useful in strategic planning of water resources
management and crop production for the future years. As
different parts of the catchment are affected differently, a
number of management options could be considered in
order to alleviate the climate change impact on this catchment. The result will contribute to the scientific community’s understanding of climate change impact on water resources and provide information to support future water
resources planning and management in the Merguellil and
other catchments with the same climatic conditions.
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ABSTRACT
This study aims to establish a preliminary framework
for modeling and simulation of urban dynamics at the Istanbul metropolitan area. The past, current and possible
future land-use dynamics is described and analyzed by
means of spatial information sciences. For simulation,
two different stochastic algorithms including Logistic Regression and Cellular Automata based Markov models are
used. The core data set is satellite images. In order to
achieve spatially consistent datasets that cover large areas
with both high detail and high temporal frequency, including historical time series, remote sensing is used. The
core data set for the land-cover information within this
study consists of satellite images, which are acquired by the
Landsat satellites in 1984, 1995 and 2006. The land-use
information for the year 2017 is predicted. The differences
between observation and simulation are presented. Advantages and disadvantages of both algorithms were discussed. According to the achieved results, the proposed
framework might be used for aiding authorities via simulation results of their taken decisions.

KEYWORDS: Land-cover/land-use, spatial information science,
remote sensing, cellular automata, logistic regression.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the analyzing and interpreting of urban development has attracted increasing attention from
researchers for modeling possible environmental impacts
of urban sprawl dynamics on both global and regional scale.
According to the United Nations [1], the proportion of the
world population living in urban areas increased from 13%
in 1900 to 29% by 1950, and it reached 49% in 2005. The
rate of urban growth in the world apparently will continue
unabated in 21st century. At regional scale, the problem has
many adverse impacts on environment and sustainable
development. The complexity and variety of factors affecting the urban growth, and the interactions among them, are
the most pronounced problems in sustainable urban management [2]. Although to model urban dynamics, to simulate the taken decisions attracts many attentions from the

decision maker’s side, the task is not easy. Urban growth
is a complex process that encounters a number of sophisticated parameters, such as land-use suitability, city development level and economical phase that interact to produce
the urban growth pattern. The complexity of the problem
mainly depends on huge data requirements and spatial
analyses, where spatial information science could provide
the adequate basis. Therefore, extensive researches and the
developments in spatial modeling based GIS lead to a
better understanding of the spatial and temporal processes
of urban growth and its applications [3-6], where spatial
agent-based modeling, Cellular Automata (CA) and the
fractal growth of cities attracts a lot of interest [7-9]. Most
of the developed models are cell-based methods that can be
categorized as models that use CA [10, 11], models that
use transition probabilities in a class transition matrix [12,
13] and GIS-weighted overlay models [14].
Studies on urban growth modeling state that there is
no consensus on the selection method of appropriate urban
growth parameters and transition rules, since both depend
mainly on the examined urban structures, dynamics and
environmental conditions. Hence, the main objective of
this study is to define a framework and methodology for
the urban growth model simulation of the Istanbul metropolitan area. The study focuses on to analyze and predict
the urban growth patterns using the Logistic Regression
(LR) and Cellular Automata (CA-Markov) based Markov
Chain models at Istanbul metropolitan area over a time
period of 30 years. The results of the simulation can be
effectively used to understand the relationship between
the spatial pattern and urban growth in Istanbul metropolitan area. The accuracy of the achieved results for both
methodologies were evaluated and compared.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Area

Urban growth problems have a stronger impact on
most of the regions of western Turkey. The proportion of
the urban population in Turkey is increased from 24% in
1927 to 64.9% in 2000. This trend continues, because
the urban population in Turkey was 75% in 2008 [15].
The Istanbul metropolitan area (Fig. 1) covers an area of
2000 km2, while the metropolitan area occupies 5700 km2.
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The Istanbul metropolitan area had a population of about
4.7 million according to 1980 census data which has more
than doubled and reached about 10 millions in only two
decades. Istanbul metropolitan city has also the highest
proportion (99%) of the urban population living in provincial and district centers.

FIGURE 1 - Regional scale, Turkey and the Istanbul metropolitan
area.

According to the estimations performed by State Statistical Institute, population of Istanbul may reach about
20 million in 2032 [15]. With the lack of proper and sufficient infrastructure, the growth rate in Istanbul has had a
significant negative effect on the remaining agricultural
and forest lands. Hence, the rapid land-use changes are of
utmost importance.
Data

image processing of satellite images, spatial data modeling, spatial analysis, information presentation and dissemination on both spatial and time domain. In order to detect
the dynamics of the interaction, digital land-cover classification was performed. The purpose was to establish the link
between the spectral characteristics of the image to a meaningful information class value. In this study, the Iterative
Self Organizing Data Analysis Technique (ISODATA) unsupervised classification algorithm was used for 1984,
1995 and 2006.
In this study, four land-use categories are identified in
order to provide the high classification accuracy including
water (sea and lake), forest (involving natural and seminatural vegetation, brushes etc.), open/cropland (barren land,
pastures, arable and harvested agricultural land, mining
areas), urban (involving impervious surfaces such as residential areas, markets, narrow roads etc.). Additionally, main
road networks of Istanbul were obtained using the screen
digitizing technique from satellite images, and also industrial areas were selected from the municipality GIS basemaps. Finally, the urban and industrial spatial information
integrated with the classified images to examine their affect
on urban growth process. The flowchart for the process is
provided in Fig. 2. The classification accuracy values for
years 1984, 1995 and 2006 are 82%, 85% and 87%, respectively, where the results were achieved with 50 training samples of each land-cover collected in the field measurements and from land-use maps. The land-use changes
from 1984 to 1995 and 2006 are obtained, and the crosstabulation matrix of the land covers between the initial and
final classified images are prepared to obtain the land-use
transition areas.

In order to determine land-cover/use and for simulation of the land-use model, space-borne and airborne images were used. The core data set were images, where photogrammetry and remote sensing can provide spatially consistent datasets that cover large areas with both high detail
and high temporal frequency, including historical time series.
The core data set for the land-cover information within this
study consists of satellite images, which were acquired
by the Landsat satellites at 1984, 1995 and 2006. Since
the 1980s, the land-use pattern of the Istanbul metropolitan area had changed drastically, and a period of eleven
years was selected within the historical time series. Hence,
the first image was dated 1984. By using this temporal frequency, year 2017 can be estimated. Aerial photographs
and orthophoto maps were used for ancillary information.
For image rectification, 1:25000-scaled topographic maps
were used, where the achieved accuracy was about 0.5 pixel
root mean square (RMS). The first degree polynomial
transformation and nearest neighbourhood method were
used.
Methodology

In order to model the spatial-temporal interaction among
the land-covers and driven forces of urban growth, remote
sensing and GIS technologies can used, including digital
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FIGURE 2 - The flowchart of the urban growth simulation.
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LR and CA spatial models are used to analyze and
predict the urban growth in Istanbul metropolitan area.
These stochastic models use a grid of 30 m cells as an
observation on the Istanbul metropolitan area related to the
classified images.
In this study, LR model was used to accomplish two
tasks, which are evaluating the influence of driving forces
on urban growth and simulating the future land-use patterns. The land-use/cover of the study area is represented
as a regular grid of cells including urban or non-urban in
LR model. The dependent variable, which is a Boolean image, is taken as a real urban change map between 1995 and
2006 in LR modeling of the study area. Its value is equal to 1
for the conversion from non-urban to urban; otherwise its
value is 0. In this way, the significant predictor- independent variables, which are driving forces on the urban sprawl,
in the LR modeling are defined and estimated to explore
dynamic nature of urban sprawl in Istanbul. These variables are the spatial influences of existing land-use status
and major highways which mainly depend on distance
to nearest water, urban, forest, major road, industry and
open/cropland cluster.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For each discrete time period, from 1984 to 1995 and
from 1995 to 2006, spatial and temporal land-use changes
in Istanbul metropolitan city were explored and future urban
growth for 2017 was simulated. Two different stochastic
models, namely, LR and CA-based Markov models were
used and compared. The flowchart (Fig. 2) at data and
methodology part was implemented. The results of classified images are illustrated in Fig. 3 for the years 1984, 1995
and 2006, where the dark grey spots indicate the urban
settlement. The results can also be compared using the Table 1.

In recent years, modeling cities with CA is a new
popular spatial simulating approach because its usage is
simple to predict both basic and complex land-use changes
during the urban expansion. The urban CA model uses the
neighbourhood transition rules (e.g., what cell’s state is
such as urban or non-urban, how close the cell to the center
of the city, or protected zones, such as watershed or forest) to simulate the land-use change from one cell’s state
to another, such as the developments from a non-urban to
urban cell during the urban growth. This transition rule is
working as a local function of what is going on in a specified neighbourhood of the cell for each pixel of the spatial
data at a time related to urban theories [10]. At the same
time, the results of CA model can be improved by various
neighbourhood types and sizes depending on the spatial
resolution and land-cover features. Moreover, the transition rules based on neighbourhood interaction provide most
important advantage to CA models according to other spatial models due to having a dynamic self-organizing structure to generate alternative urban designs based on planning objectives [16]. In this study, the Moore neighbourhood, having 24 pixels in a 5 x 5 window, is used to run
the transition rules according to the transition probability
of land conversion which are recovered in Markov analysis.
The future urban land demand is also estimated based
on Markov transition matrix which predicts the number of
new pixels that will be urbanized in a specified time period related to the existing urban space. Finally, the transition rules applied on a cell-by-cell basis are uniform in entire gridded spatial data, and this process is repeated on
annual basis to reach the urban growth rate during the
time period.

FIGURE 3 - Land-cover results for years 1984, 1995 and 2006.
TABLE 1 - Observed land-use characteristics
at Istanbul, in 1984, 1995, and 2006 (Unit:ha).

1984
1995
2006

Water

Forest

774763
775556
776477

279848
270106
263508

Open/Crop
Urban Industry Road
Land
220753
32349
2484
1498
185835
70310
6158
3730
177189
83444
7352
3725

The results showed that the most striking land-use
change was among forest, open/crop and urban land, where
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For estimation and simulating the urban pattern in
2017, two methodologies were introduced being LR and
CA models. For both models, firstly, simulation between
1995 and 2006 was conducted and major findings were
used for the years 2006 to 2017. For LR, evaluation indicators were principally derived from comparing the simulated and actually existing urban patterns on the images.
The results for the years 1995 and 2006 are presented in
Table 2. The results indicate that the selected independent
variables have varying importance to the result urban
change. The coefficient of open/crop land distance variable
(-0.05104) is greater than others, since open/crop land, which
were closer to urban centers, was more likely to be converted
to urban areas.
TABLE 2 - Results of the Logistic
Regression model for Istanbul, 1995-2006.
Variables
Coefficient (B)
Number of total observations
927165
Constant
0.77372473
Water-dist
0.00001222
Forest-dist
—0.00025240
Open-dist
—0.05104565
Urban-dist
0.00142537
Industry-dist
0.00003655
Road-dist
—0.00002854
Test
-2log(likelihood)
40004.4180
Pseudo R_square
0.49
Percent Correct
84.5
ROC
0.95
* ROC = 1 indicates a perfect fit; and ROC = 0.5 indicates a random fit.

CA has been used in many applications and is a dynamic spatial modeling method, which can be easily used
to simulate the future development of urban plans having
‘what if’ cases by decision makers. Land-use change transition probability in Markov analysis indicates the probability of making a transition from one land-use class to another one within two discrete times. The Markov transition
probabilities of the observed landscape changes from 1984
to 1995 and from 1995 to 2006 are illustrated in Table 3.
TABLE 3 - Land-use change transition
probability in Istanbul (1984, 1995 and 2006).
1995
Water

Forest

Open/
Crop land

Urban

Industry

Road

1984

transition was from forest to open/crop land and from that
into urban land. Urban and industrial areas greatly increased and open/crop land and forest areas significantly
decreased during the study periods in 1984, 1995 and 2006.
The northern part of the city has a dense forestry area and
urban settlements were at the southern part of the city. However, due to un-controlled urbanization, it is common to
come across industrial sides within the urban areas. Industrial sites were distributed irregularly at the urban area.
Industrial and residential growths occurred in regions
close to the main roads. According to the analyses, open
and crop lands at the southeast and southwest of the study
area transformed into urban areas. As a result, the total
amount of urban land has increased by 2, 5 and 6% during
the examined time periods. The transformation was generally close to the highways.

Water
Forest
Open/Crop Land
Urban
Industry
Road

0.998
0.002
0.012
0.001
0.001
0.000

0.000
0.851
0.144
0.002
0.001
0.002

0.002
0.104
0.701
0.009
0.009
0.041

0.001
0.039
0.122
0.973
0.041
0.094

0.000
0.002
0.014
0.003
0.938
0.009

0.000
0.002
0.007
0.012
0.010
0.854

1995
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Water
Forest
Open/Crop Land
Urban
Industry
Road

0.998
0.001
0.012
0.004
0.001
0.000

0.001
0.898
0.109
0.001
0.000
0.000

0.001
0.092
0.815
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.009
0.058
0.994
0.002
0.002

0.000
0.000
0.006
0.000
0.997
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.997

2006

By examining the land-use transition probabilities of
both time periods, it can be recognized that the urbanization of open/crop land was one of the driving forces and it
had great impact on the resulting general trends. Therefore, open/cropland areas should be considered while selecting new residential and industrial areas. The simulation
of Istanbul metropolitan area for 2017 is presented in
Figs. 4 and 5. According to the results, the urban areas will
continue to increase rapidly. According to the analyses, the
urban growth rate for the second study period (1995-2006)
is less than first period (1984-1995). Urban areas at Istanbul were increased (about 117%) within the period (1984–
1995), however, the urbanization rate was slowed down to
19% in 2006, where results can be examined at Table 4 in
detail. Land-use distribution values, which were simulated
from Markov model for the year 2017, represent more realistic states according to our local knowledge and experience about Istanbul metropolitan area (Table 5). Land-use
distribution simulated using CA-Markov model for 2017
shows a consistent pattern of urban and industrial areas gra-

The urban distance variable had a significant weight
(0.0014) in the prediction of urban sprawl. On the other
hand, some of the parameters including distance to water,
road and industry had very little influence at the LR model.
At the end of process, the estimated coefficients of the
variables are used to predict the probability of the urban
growth in LR model. Finally, two urban expansion maps of
2006 and 2017 for Istanbul are obtained. The results show
that LR model might be used to determine the driving
forces of land-use change by careful selection of the predictor variables.
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FIGURE 4 - Simulated land-use
change using CA-Markov model in 2006
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FIGURE 5 - Simulated land-use
change using CA-Markov model in 2017.

dually increasing at the open/crop land (Fig. 5). Also, the
results indicate that the selected time intervals greatly affect
the prediction rate of the land-use changes, since the simulation by stochastic models depend on previous discrete
time. In order to obtain an urban growth model fitting to the
observation, shorter and longer time periods are necessary.

2017. Results of the stochastic models including LR and
CA-Markov analysis were compared. Two simulations for
the urban expansions of 2006 were performed via LR and
Markov models for the period 1984-1995, and land-use
classification results from the remote sensing images were
compared. The spatial and temporal analyses indicated that
the rapid conversion of non-urban to urban areas generally
occurs in the regions being nearest to sub-urban city centers
and open/cropland areas. In particularly, major urban expansions occur outside of the existing settlements in rural
areas. This study clearly presents that spatial information
sciences served quite well in understanding the dynamics
of the urban development process, and modeling the interaction between non-urban and urban land units for sustainable urbanization in the region. In this context, LR and CAbased Markov models aid to retrieve necessary information
to predict land-use changes over time for decision makers.

Observed and predicted urban areas under LR and CAMarkov models are shown in Table 5. It should be emphasized that the performance of the CA-Markov model is
better than the LR analysis for the Istanbul metropolitan
area in 2006.
TABLE 4 - Observed land-use areas
in Istanbul in 1984, 1995, 2006 (Unit:ha)
Water Forest
2006
2017

775547 257798
776464 256355

Open/
Crop Land
162546
170746

Urban

Industry

Road

102862
95940

9212
8466

3730
3725

TABLE 5 - Observed and predicted urban
areas in Istanbul, in 2006 and 2017 (Unit:ha)
Observed

Predicted
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The air pollution control and evaluation has acquired
high importance in the modern world. Depending on the
per-manence of the pollutants in the atmosphere, the pollution could be local, regional or global.
The contribution of many developing countries, such
as Cuba, to global climate change is very low. In these
cases, while providing importance to reducing national
emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG), the priority actions
would be addressed to adapting to climate change and to
reducing emissions that determine local and regional pollution, which have adverse effects, especially on health.
The present paper examines Cuba's contribution to
global greenhouse gases emissions, which turns out to be
modest. Then, the problem of local pollution in the nation
is addressed, reporting data from experimental measurements and comparing them with national regulations. The
methodology employed and the results obtained on the
levels of pollution generated by the national energy sector
and corresponding impacts on health and its costs are discussed. The work may provide support for decision makers on the priorities in the use of available resources, with
the aim of environmental preservation. Some approaches
about how to deal the right balance of local and global
responsibilities for countries as Cuba, are also presented.
As the development of those countries proceeds, their contribution to GHG emissions is expected to become more
relevant. Some planned countermeasures for reducing such
a trend are illustrated.

KEYWORDS: Air pollution, greenhouse gases, local pollution,
regional pollution, dispersion modelling, Cuba

The impacts of the energy facilities on the environment and human health are very diverse and they include,
among others, the emission of atmospheric pollutants.
Depending on their permanence in the atmosphere, they
could produce local, regional or global air pollution. The
gases with long residence, as the greenhouse gases (GHG),
i.e. CO2, CH4, N2O and others, have global effects. Primary sulphur and nitrogen oxides produce local effects, but
they are transformed into sulphate and nitrate aerosols that
can remain in the atmosphere for several days and travel to
a few thousand km; therefore, they also cause damage at
regional or continental scale. Finally, other airborne emissions, such as hydrocarbons and heavy particles, can only
cause local damage.
The trend of growth of the average temperature in correspondence with increasing concentrations of GHG in the
atmosphere is an unmistakable sign that the greenhouse
effect and its consequence, the global warming, is a threat
that hangs over the earth. The energy sector's contribution
to these emissions is significant. At national and international levels, awareness is gained from this situation and
actions to mitigate it must be undertaken. Cuba's contribution to global climate change is undoubtedly very low; however, this is a topic to which an increasing importance in the
country is being given.
To illustrate local pollution levels in Cuba, the paper
presents the results of the study of the thermal power
plants (TPP) in operation in the country during 2003. Eight
TPP were evaluated, all units with 50 MW or more of installed capacity, for a total of 21 units with 2749 MW of
total capacity, grouped in 12 emission points.
The studies were performed with SEIA1: Integrated
system for the evaluation of the environmental impact of
energy facilities in Central America and the Caribbean.
SEIA estimates the emissions, processes the local meteor1
SEIA (From its acronym in Spanish language Sistema de Evaluación
del Impacto Ambiental de instalaciones energéticas).
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ological data, calculates the local (with ISCST3 model
[1]) and regional atmospheric pollutant dispersion, and,
finally, it evaluates the human health impacts and their
associated damage costs.

inefficient energy systems and eliminate distorted energy
subsidies. The most polluting countries should apply heavy
taxes on emissions.
Countries contribution to global GHG pollution

Greenhouse gases pollution

Recently, after more than 10 years of research and
analysis, considering the most accurate and updated data on
what has happened and could happen on Earth in relation
to climate, a panel made up of 2,500 scientists said: "It is
very likely that climate changes experienced around the
world is due to human action: it is due to the indiscriminate increase in the emission of the greenhouse gases.”
The panel has assessed an increase of 0.6 degrees in
global temperature over the last century, which has heated
the surface of oceans, melting glaciers and snow in the
snowy peaks. As a side effect, it has caused, at short-term,
the change of the shape of the coastlines in many parts of
the world. The panel even dared to assert for the first time
that there is a close relationship between global warming
and events like Hurricane Katrina.

The energy sector's contribution to greenhouse gases
emissions is significant; indeed the main source of CO2 is
the burning of fossil fuels. This section discusses the contribution of several countries to global emissions of CO2
due to fossil fuel burning and cement production. These
activities represent nearly 80% of total CO2 emissions and
60% of all greenhouse gases.
According to 2002 estimates made by the Department
of Energy United States2, total CO2 emissions by the above
activities amounted to 25,575 million tons (MM Ton), and
the 20 countries that contributed most to these emissions
are included in Fig. 1. Their emissions account for more
than 75% of the total. The first contribution is from the
United States, with more than 22%.
Cuba´s contribution to global GHG pollution

The above-quoted one is a much stronger statement
than that in 1990, when the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) wrote the first of these reports.
Back then, scientists had said that climate change could
be caused both by nature and man. This doubt is due to
natural forces that naturally shape the climate on Earth,
for example the glaciation periods, and the recent change
in the Sun power.

In Fig. 1, Cuba ranks 75 and its contribution is only
0.09%. The 74 countries that exceed Cuba, contribute
with 93% of the total. A similar behavior is observed if
we consider the total emissions of all greenhouse gases.
According to recent reports, these emissions in the world
(2002) amounted to 48,078 million tons of CO2 equivalents, disaggregated as shown in the second column of
Table 2.

However, today there is no doubt that man has overcome these natural forces to create an imbalance. The CO2,
the most important greenhouse gas, is the result of burning
coal, oil and other fossil fuels. The IPCC report states that
the atmospheric concentration of this gas has increased
from 280 to 379 ppm during the industrial era. There is an
excessive accumulation of these GHG gases in the atmosphere, at a rate that the planet itself is unable to recycle.

Moreover, according to the National Inventory of
Greenhouse Gases Emissions for 2002, updated for 1990,
1994, 1996, 1998 and 2000 [2], net emissions estimated in
Cuba of the three main greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4 and
N2O) during 2002 totaled 24 million tons (see column 3
of Table 2) which represents 0.05% of world emissions.
As it can be seen, even if the greenhouse gases emissions
were reduced to zero in the country, the climate change will
occur at roughly the same level. This indicates that the
actions of adaptation must have primacy over those of
mitigation.

The report makes projections into the future and
shows several scenarios depending on actions taken
today. The most optimistic (i.e. if mitigation strategies
are followed to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases)
foresees an increase of 1.7 degrees centigrade in the temperature of the planet in 100 years.
A commitment at government level is indispensable
to achieve emissions reductions: the Kyoto protocol has
been just a beginning. In the opinion of many, it did not
meet all expectations and is being replaced by a new agreement to establish new commitments from the year 2012.
Nevertheless, the Kyoto Protocol has created a scenario in
which significant results have been achieved and created
conditions for the maturation of more objective approach
to the future.
The implementation of a climate policy could also
create opportunities for savings. In some countries, it is
possible that this policy will encourage the reform of

Nevertheless, the country has taken important actions
to insert itself in the Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM) established under Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol. A preliminary analysis of a dozen project ideas submitted for CDM have shown that, the use of electricity
generation from renewable energies (hydro, wind and biomass), the biogas use and the increase of energy efficiency
would reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 2.3 million
tons of CO2 equivalents with respect to the baseline emissions.
A similar situation occurs in many small developing
countries; their contribution to global warming is very
2

Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy. See website:
http://cdiac.ornl.gov/
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FIGURE 1 - Ranking of the world's countries by 2002 total CO2 emissions from fossil-fuel burning, cement production, and gas flaring.

TABLE 1 - Emissions of greenhouse gases in the world and in Cuba, 2002
Pollutants
CO2
CH4
N2 O
HFCs, PFCs, SF6, and other Ozone Depletion
Potential gases (ODP)
Total

Global Emissions
ton CO2-e
3.539E+10
6.853E+09
3.809E+09

Cuba,
ton CO2-e
7,344,870
8,081,220
8,915,600

Cuba,
% of Total
0.02
0.12
0.23

2.026E+09
48,078,329,983.36

24,341,690.00

0.05

low, in contrast to the high levels of local pollution presented by any of the following reasons: use of outdated
technologies with low efficiency and fuel of low quality
without abatement technologies, located in major settlements, etc.
However, some big developing countries are now contributing to world GHG pollution in a relevant way. China’s
greenhouse gas emissions and policies are frequently invoked in international debates over appropriate climate
change policy [3]. Chinese CO2 emissions are high due to the
country’s large population, strong capital investment and
urbanization, and heavy reliance on coal, but are constrained
by low incomes. Current forecasts are speculative, but foresee Chinese emissions to grow rapidly with its economy.
Cuba and other small developing countries should avoid
such a trend in their future emission levels of pollutants. The
rest of our study, bearing this in mind, will concentrate
upon the local pollution problems in Cuba, illustrating a
case study and its results.
Cuban Case Study at local level

In Cubaenergía, several studies have been completed
to assess local air pollution and health impacts due to air

pollutant emissions from different sources: power plants,
generation sets, industrial boilers, refineries, landfills. The
studies were performed with SEIA3: Integrated system for
the evaluation of the environmental impact of energy facilities in Central America and the Caribbean. This software
was developed by the Group of Environmental Impact,
based on the Impact Pathways Methodology [4] adapted for
applications in Cuba [5]. SEIA estimates the emissions,
processes the local meteorological data, calculates the local
(with ISCST3 model [1]) and regional atmospheric pollutant dispersion, and, finally, it evaluates the human health
impacts and their associated damage costs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The evaluation was performed with the presented system SEIA 1.0, based on Impact Pathways Methodology.
This methodology contains four steps: characterization of the
source, dispersion of pollutants and estimation of concentrations, evaluation of impacts, and, finally, the economic
3
SEIA (From its acronym in Spanish language Sistema de Evaluación
del Impacto Ambiental de instalaciones energéticas).
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evaluation. The paper deals especially with the first two
steps. The study was, however, completed in all steps and
the results appear in the Project final report PRN/5-1/2 "Development and implementation of a system (software) for
the assessment of environmental impacts of energy facilities."

effects dis-appear. All the exposed populations may be
affected, but susceptibility varies with the health and age.

For the emission estimation, a methodology based on
4 levels was used: a) measurements, b) theoretical calculation of combustion, based on the operating characteristics of the facility and the fuel composition, c) same as b),
but considering the results of basic measurements of the
composition of the exhaust gases that are carried out routinely in the thermoelectric power, and d) use of emission
factors.

The obtained concentration values obtained were compared to the values of the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NC 93-02-202/1987 [6], NC 39: 1999 [7], NC
111-2002 [8]) for 1 and 24 hours. For the annual concentration, the references for SO2 and NO2 are the guide values
of the WHO, 2000 [9] and for PM10, the United States
standard; because in Cuba there are no standards for a year
(see Table 3), is adopted.

Although for sulphur and nitrogen oxides the available literature is not as extensive as in the case of particles,
their effects are demonstrated, at least being a part of the
mix of pollutants under consideration in many studies.

Pollutants

TABLE 1 - Reference regulation levels for pollutants in Cuba

From all the pollutants emitted by the power plants
were those selected being considered as critical by the
World Health Organization (WHO) due to their recognized
impacts on human health: sulphur and nitrogen oxides and
particulates. Another important pollutant is ozone, but it is
not a primary pollutant (it is not emitted directly by sources),
but is formed by photochemical reactions in the atmosphere
from nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons, so that its modeling is much more complex and beyond the scope of this
work.
There are important evidences about the health effects of particulates, which are present in urban centres of
both developed and developing countries. The studies
include impacts on mortality and morbidity, both acute and
chronic, predominantly in the respiratory and cardiovascular
systems. The impact risks increase with the level of exposure, and it has not confirmed a threshold below which

Pollutant

Reference values (µg/m3)
1 hour
24 hours
500
50
85
40
150
50

Annual
SO2
50 *
NO2
40 *
PM10
50**
*WMS, 2000
** United Stated, National Ambient Air Quality Standards, US NAAQS
Receptors

For the selection of the receptor network, some sensitivity studies were completed with simplified models (Berland for 24 hours and 20 min, SCREEN3) which permitted
a preliminary assessment of the spatial distribution of the
highest concentrations. Sensitivity studies with the ISCST3
established that selected grid reflects the maximum values.
For each TPP, 400 receptors were evaluated. The receptors are located on the central points of the cells of 5 x
5 km that make up a domain of 100 x 100 km centered on

TABLE 2 - Pollutant inventory
TPP/ Units
MAXIMO GOMEZ
1. Units of 50 MW
2. Units of 100 MW
ANTONIO GUITERAS
3. 330
C. M. CESPEDES
4. 158
10 DE OCTUBRE
5. Unit of 60 MW
6. Units of 125 MW
ANTONIO MACEO
7. Unit of 50 MW
8. Unit 3, 100 MW
9. Units 5 and 6, 100 MW
FELTON
10. 250
EAST OF HAVANA
11. 100
OTTO PARELLADA
12. 64

SOx
g/s

ton/year

NOx
g/s

ton/year

PM10
g/s

ton/year

129.8
2979.3

4093.7
93955.8

5.0
114.7

157.7
3618.4

5.5
127.2

174.7
4009.8

2534.2

79919.8

96.3

3036.3

108.1

3407.8

1145.1

36112.2

67.2

2119.2

50.7

1600.8

66.7
2173.6

2103.1
68547.3

6.4
90.8

201.8
2862.5

3.4
93.3

108.5
2943.6

167.5
637.6
985.8

5281.3
20108.3
31088.5

6.9
26.3
40.7

218.2
831.0
1284.8

7.2
27.4
42.3

226.7
863.5
1334.9

2658.4

83834.7

116.2

3663.5

114.5

3611.5

2269.6

71575.1

82.4

2590.4

96.6

3045.1

196.9

6210.4

18.9

596.3

10.2

320.4
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the emission source. This type of grid receptor network
(Cartesian with uniform spacing) is appropriate for the
subsequent assessment of the impacts and costs. For each
receptor, hourly concentrations during a year were estimated, in correspondence with the meteorological data.

• The incremental concentrations of SO 2 , NO X and
PM10 in the local domain of the evaluated TPPs (100 x
100 km),

Other required data

Table 4 shows the annual emissions (tons/year) of SO2,
NOx and PM10. The emissions in g/s, required by dispersion model ISCST3, were estimated considering a uniform
distribution of emissions throughout the year.

The methodology requires the location and technical
characteristics of the TPP (stack height and diameter,
temperature and velocity of exhaust gases), and the pollutant inventory. Digital elevation models of the modeling
domains were processed in order to obtain topographical
information. In addition, it was required the hourly meteorological data of representative surface meteorological
station. Required primary meteorological data include wind
speed and direction, temperature, cloud coverage, height of
cloud base, pressure, relative humidity and precipitation
rate.
To create the input file for ISCST3, primary meteorological data were processed with the pre-processor
PCRAMMET [10]. The utilized version includes several modifications to take into account the Cuban conditions (tropical atmosphere, the absence of upper air data,
tri-hourly surface data), conducted under the National Project ¨Atmospheric Environmental Externalities of Electricity Generation” [11].
RESULTS
The results provide important information on three issues:
• The inventory of emissions of criteria pollutants associated with electricity generation from fossil fuels,

• The incremental depositions of SO2, NOx and PM10 in
local domains.

The presented results were obtained with the ISCST3
model for periods of 1 and 24 h as well as 1 year, with the
following specifications:
• Options Regulatory Model
• Actual height of the receptors and sources
• Uniform distribution of annual emissions
• Hourly or 3-hourly meteorological data
• Wet and dry deposition of gases
For PM10 and NOx, the hourly, daily and annual incremental concentrations are below the reference values.
However, as expected, given the high concentration of
sulphur in the national crude oil (burned in most of the
evaluated power plants), the incremental concentrations
for sulphur dioxides are higher than the hourly and daily
references. Table 4 shows the maximum concentrations for
all periods, in µg/m3. The numbers of receptors exceeding
the reference values are indicated too.
ISCST3 model estimates wet and dry deposition of
gaseous and particulate pollutants. The particles deposition has a considerable influence on the concentration
values. Table 5 presents the results in g/m2. For each TPP,
the first row shows the average value in the domain, and
the second row, the maximum value.

TABLE 4 - Hourly, daily and annual maximum concentrations (µg/m3).
TPP
MAXIMO GOMEZ
ANTONIO GUITERAS
C. M. CESPEDES
10 DE OCTUBRE
ANTONIO MACEO
FELTON
EAST OF HAVANA
OTTO PARELLADA

Max.
NoRecep
Max.
NoRecep
Max.
NoRecep
Max.
NoRecep
Max.
NoRecep
Max.
NoRecep
Max.
NoRecep
Max.
NoRecep

SOx
1h
1455.7
114
1261.2
96
815.6
18
702.1
3
2851.8
291
1065.9
36
677.4
2
398.0
0

24 h
318.2
906
269.0
606
154.9
177
203.2
90
662.2
1028
182.3
407
432.1
30
375.7
18

Annual
20.8
0
22.3
0
22.4
0
14.0
0
32.1
0
35.9
0
9.6
0
10.6
0
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NOx
1h
56.0
0
47.9
0
47.8
0
31.0
0
117.8
4
46.5
0
24.5
0
38.1
0

24 h
12.2
0
10.2
0
9.1
0
9.3
0
27.4
0
7.9
0
15.6
0
36.0
0

Annual
0.8
0
0.8
0
1.3
0
0.7
0
1.3
0
1.6
0
0.3
0
1.0
0

PM10
1h
89.4
0
76.1
0
46.9
0
26.3
0
151.9
1
61.7
0
40.6
0
33.6
0

24 h
17.3
0
16.6
0
7.8
0
7.4
0
31.4
0
10.3
0
24.4
0
26.2
0

Annual
0.7
0
1.0
0
0.8
0
0.5
0
1.4
0
1.3
0
0.3
0
0.4
0
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TABLE 3 - Incremental depositions (g/m2).
SO2
1h

TPP
MAXIMO GOMEZ
ANTONIO GUITERAS
C. M. CESPEDES
10 DE OCTUBRE
ANTONIO MACEO
FELTON
EAST OF HAVANA
OTTO PARELLADA

24 h

NOx
Annual 1 h

24 h

PM10
Annual 1 h
24 h

Annual

Average 0.0336 0.0361 0.1550 0.0001 0.0001 0.0014 0.0015 0.0018 0.0177
Max

0.7058 0.7058 3.6297 0.0003 0.0005 0.0122 0.0600 0.0909 0.7410

Average 0.1022 0.1076 0.2656 0.0001 0.0001 0.0011 0.0466 0.0491 0.1326
Max

2.2100 2.2502 3.3010 0.0003 0.0006 0.0148 1.0033 1.0215 1.5335

Average 0.0102 0.0103 0.0378 0.0001 0.0001 0.0009 0.0006 0.0006 0.0050
Max

0.5651 0.5651 2.4787 0.0004 0.0004 0.0165 0.0369 0.0369 0.2397

Average 0.0165 0.0216 0.0840 0
Max

0.0001 0.0011 0.0008 0.0011 0.0108

0.6001 1.1269 3.8781 0.0002 0.0004 0.0145 0.0336 0.0654 0.4117

Average 0.1015 0.1061 0.2029 0.0001 0.0001 0.0013 0.0460 0.0481 0.0948
Max

1.6006 1.6006 2.2631 0.0005 0.0010 0.0167 0.7341 0.7341 1.0322

Average 0.0153 0.0160 0.0829 0
Max

0.0001 0.0009 0.0007 0.0008 0.0101

0.3706 0.3801 3.2325 0.0003 0.0004 0.0147 0.0337 0.0485 0.7221

Average 0.0255 0.0117 0.1971 0
0
0.0021 0.0011 0.0007 0.0296
Max
0.8122 0.3377 6.2953 0.0002 0.0001 0.0195 0.0403 0.0268 0.9363
Average 0.0024 0.0012 0.0321 0
Max

0

0.0017 0.0001 0.0001 0.0086

0.0871 0.0388 0.9812 0.0002 0.0002 0.0370 0.0045 0.0030 0.5544

As the critical load values for Cuban conditions have
not been established, it can only be noted that the maximum values obtained for SO2 are in the order of, or exceed, those established for various European ecosystems
(250-1500 eq/ha/year). Considering 1 eq/ha = 0.0032 g
SO 2/m 2 (obtained from: 1 eq H+ =16 g S, 1 g SO2 = 0.5 g
S, 1 ha = 104 m2), the average values reported in column
5 vary between 4.6 and 44, while the maximum ranged
between 187.1 and 1836 eq/ha. For nitrogen compounds,
the critical loads for Europe range from 5-35 kg N/ha-year,
so the NOx depositions are not close to critical values.
The critical load depends on the past and present management, the ecosystem type and the soil conditions. It is
not known how these critical load values proposed for
Europe could be applied in other regions.
CONCLUSIONS
The case of growing pollutions and greenhouse gas
emissions from big developing countries shows how it is
important that developing countries too face the pollution
question by time, and adopt adequate policies in order to
limit it. Cuba, however contributing to global warming in
a negligible way, is already tackling the question of atmospheric pollution, starting from pollutant emissions from
power plants.

The people residing in these areas have a high risk of
serious health effects. In particular, recent studies have
reported that levels of environmental exposure until short
time ago were considered to be harmless, could cause adverse health effects on the general population and, particularly, on more vulnerable groups such as children, asthmatics, chronically ill and elderly people, without the recognition of specific response thresholds for different pollutants.
WHO and its regional offices have established new guide
values to criteria air pollutants, based on latest available
evidence from toxicological, clinical and epidemiological studies. These values are stricter than those previously
established in 2000 and used as reference in this work.
Given that Cuba's contribution to global climate
change is very low, but reduce to zero our greenhouse gas
emissions, this will occur at roughly the same level, the
adaptation actions must have primacy over mitigation one.
During 2002, Cuba emitted about a 0.05% of total greenhouse gases generated worldwide (24 million tons of CO2
equivalents vs 48.078 million tons). This argument allows
us to conclude on the need to prioritize immediate actions
and resources for reducing emissions of pollutants that
produce local pollution.

The paper presents the incremental concentrations of
three criteria pollutants (PM10, SO2 and NOx) in the local
domains of the power plants in Cuba during 2003. The
paper shows that the incremental daily and hourly concentrations of SO2 exceed the standard values. Really, local
pollution levels are higher because there are other sources
such as transport sector, refineries, industrial boilers, etc.
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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS:
landscape metrics, satellite data, IFF, vulnerability, watershed.

From a holistic perspective, a river ecosystem and its
surrounding landscape can be considered as a unique and
continuous system where the status of each element strongly
conditions the healthiness of the others: e.g. in presence
of a landscape with mature vegetation fragmented and low
connected and also of a degraded riparian buffer, the river
auto-depurating functioning results heavily compromised.
The assessment of fluvial functionality jointly with
vegetation cover structure and connectivity, therefore, become fundamental in order to point out different levels of
watershed vulnerability.
For analyzing the vulnerability of a fluvial basin at different hierarchical levels (patch and class), we propose an
approach that integrates satellite and field data. It was tested
on the upper Sinni River watershed (about 1,600 km2) in
Southern Italy.
The assessment of landscape vegetation cover structure and connectivity was performed on a detailed landcover map derived from multispectral satellite data and elaborating different landscape metrics. At river ecosystem
level, we evaluated the fluvial functionality by performing
field surveys based on the assessment of the Riparian Channel Inventory index adapted for Italian environments (IFF).
The landscape metrics analysis revealed that the portions of the territory closest to the river show a high level
of fragmentation mainly concerning the transitional vegetation. The IFF values underlined a river functionality strongly
influenced by both the riparian vegetation status and the watershed land-cover structure. By classifying and integrating in a GIS environment the obtained results, we implemented the watershed vulnerability map suitable for supporting monitoring and management activities at basin
scale.

INTRODUCTION
The European Directive 2000/60/EC clearly establishes
the importance of an integrated communitarian policy about
waters, which must take into account the fragility of aquatic
ecosystems, in general, and highlights that all the instruments have to be applied at watershed level because of the
links existing inside such systems.
From this perspective, it is important to consider the
role played by rivers in landscapes. For example, the presence/absence of riparian forests affects species habitat and
movements, enhances species diversity, improves water
quality, etc. [1, 2]. All these functions are strictly related
to the fluvial structure; moreover, such ecosystems are considered as dynamic mosaics of spatial elements and ecological processes hierarchically organised. Rivers and their surrounding territories have to be considered as integrated ecological systems and not only as “corridors” for the landscape [3]. It is also enhanced that, for such an interaction,
a degraded landscape causes a damaged river and vice
versa [4]. Landscape transformations are regarded as a very
important threat for the river health; moreover, recent studies have underlined the influence of land-cover arrangements on fluvial ecosystems [5-7].
Starting from the considerations quoted so far, it is intuitive the importance of an evaluation of vegetation cover
structure and connectivity for assessing the ecological status
of a fluvial basin as well as of analyses which take into
account the aspects of functionality of the river ecosystem.
In this paper, we propose an approach that integrates
satellite and field survey data analyses in order to point out
the fragility of a watershed from a holistic perspective. The
information carried out can be read on levels of watershed
vulnerability giving an efficient support for monitoring and
management activities at basin scale.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

a very luxuriant vegetation and wider riverbed where we can
found rare species such as Lutra lutra and Ardea cinerea.

The investigation was performed on the upper Sinni
River basin (about 1,600 km2), located in Basilicata Region, Southern Italy (Fig. 1). The south-western part of
the basin presents a landscape with typical mountainous
characteristics and a quite low anthropical presence; it is
characterized by few patches of pastures and by very large
areas covered by forests and transitional woodland shrubs,
mainly belonging to the Pollino National Park, and showing a positive persistence in vegetation activity [8, 9]. In
the level areas, the man-made patches become slightly
larger mainly representing cultivated areas arranged with
sparsely vegetated areas and natural grasslands. Northwards, such areas border badland formations characterized by strong erosional processes largely affecting natural vegetation [10-12].

The Landscape Ecology analyses

The assessment of landscape vegetation structure and
connectivity was performed on a detailed land-cover map
obtained by classifying a multispectral satellite summer
image acquired from the Landsat 5 TM (Thematic Mapper)
sensor (spatial resolution of 30 m). To perform the classification, a hybrid classification approach was used, experienced as very useful for high heterogeneous territories [13].
A preliminary unsupervised classification was performed by using the ISODATA algorithm to obtain a set of
unsupervised training sites. Other training areas were identified, based on field territory knowledge, obtaining thus
the complete set of training signatures. By using the Maximum Likelihood supervised procedure, we performed the
final classification (Fig. 2).
The land-cover map obtained from this procedure has
been the basis for landscape metrics calculation. Since the
aim of the work is to evaluate the general vulnerability of
the landscape vegetation structure, among the several existing metrics, we choose a subset of them which gives information about the aspects of landscape structure considered more critical, such as the shape, the connectivity, the
interspersion.

FIGURE 1 - Study area location: the upper Sinni River watershed.

Along the river, many interesting environments are
present: places with turbulent and fast running waters,
mainly populated by Salmo trutta spp., as well as sites with

We calculated at patch level the FRAC (Fractal Dimension Index) and SHAPE (Shape Index) and at class
level the IJI (Interspersion Juxtaposition Index), PLADJ
(Percentage of Like Adjacencies) and COHESION (Patch
Cohesion Index) indices. For the class level, the calculation
was performed for the more structured vegetations: forested
areas, transitional woodland-shrubs, shrubs.

FIGURE 2 - Land cover map of the upper Sinni River watershed.
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All the computations were executed by using the software FRAGSTATS [14].
In a GIS environment, the elaborated indices were reclassified into three ranges from 0 (null) to 3 (maximum)
in term of vulnerability meaning.
Such classified indices were mapped and integrated by
taking into account the maximum frequency at class level
and the majority at patch level. The vulnerability maps at
patch and class level have been further integrated by using
the geometric mean to obtain the final vulnerability map.

The total score of the index provides a value, which
corresponds to different levels of functionality ranging from
the best (I class) to the worst (V class); also four inter-classes
are present, e.g., I-II, II-III, etc., (Table 1).
Each class can be mapped along the two riverbanks
providing a user-friendly interpretation also for non-experts,
and thus it is really useful for final decision-makers in fluvial
resource management.
For the present work, also the relative weight of the different aspects considered by the index was calculated
(Table 2).

The IFF field data

At river ecosystem level, we evaluated the fluvial functionality by performing field surveys based on the assessment of the Riparian Channel Inventory index adapted for
Italian environments (IFF).
The IFF index derives from the RCE-I (Riparian Channel Inventory), conceived at the end of the 80’s by R. C.
Petersen [15], of the Limnology Institute of the Lund University in Sweden, and has been defined for the Italian
rivers based on its application on several different Italian
typologies. In the present study, we utilized the index version published on 2000 [15].
The IFF index considers all the features of a fluvial or
stream habitat: land-use, vegetation riparian buffer, biological characteristics, hydrological and hydraulic characteristics, and has been widely applied in Italy to all river typologies. Such an index is carried out by walking along the
entire river from the mouth to the source and observing the
variations in the different characteristics of interest.
The IFF is obtained assigning different functionality
scores by answering to 14 questions regarding the various
aspects of the fluvial habitat.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figures 3 and 4, it is possible to see the elaborated
maps at patch level (SHAPE and FRAC) as well as the
indices calculated at class level (IJI, PLADJ, COHESION).
The analysis of patch structure and perimeter regularity allows for the identifying of two types of vulnerable
areas. The first ones correspond to natural vegetation (e.g.
forested and transitional areas) showing a higher regularity that suggests an involution of the interested patches
and, therefore, a degradation of such natural habitats. The
second ones concern anthropic land-covers (e.g. agricultural
areas) showing a lower regularity and suggesting the presence of colonization phenomena, which act against more
natural surroundings (increasing anthropic pressure).
At class level, it is possible to notice that the most vulnerable areas can be identified mainly in correspondence to
the sclerophyllous vegetation; transitional and forested
areas show a general medium and low level of the vulnerability, respectively.

TABLE 1 - Protocol of application of the Italian IFF index.
IFF Score

Functionality
level classes
I
I – II
II
II – III
III
III – IV
IV
IV – V
V

261 – 300
251 – 260
201 – 250
181 – 200
121 – 180
101 – 120
61 – 100
51 – 60
14 – 50

Functionality

Colours

Very good
Very good - Good
Good
Good – Mediocre
Mediocre
Mediocre – Poor
Poor
Poor – Very poor
Very poor

Blue line
Green/Blue line
Green line
Yellow/Green line
Yellow line
Orange/Yellow line
Orange line
Red/Orange line
Red line

TABLE 2 - Relative weight of the negative contributions per functional groups of IFF questions.
Functional Group
of Questions
1–4
5–6
7 – 11
12 – 14

Characteristics
Watershed land use and riparian vegetation status
Hydrological and hydraulic elements
Stream morphology
Biological elements
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Relative Weight (%)
54,9
16,1
21
8
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FIGURE 3 - SHAPE (Shape Index) map (on the left) and FRAC (Fractal Dimension Index) map (on the right) calculated at patch level.

FIGURE 4 - Landscape Metrics calculated at class level. On the top, the IJI (Interspersion Juxtaposition Index) (measure of interspersion),
on the middle, the PLADJ (Percentage of Like Adjacencies) (measure of dispersion), and on the bottom, the COHESION (Patch Cohesion
Index) (measure of physical connectedness).
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FIGURE 5 - Vulnerability map, obtained by integrating the information deriving
from landscape metrics at class and patch level; the IFF classes are overlaid.

From the integration of the maps described so far, we
obtained the final vulnerability map (Fig. 5). By analyzing
the vulnerability levels jointly with the original indices, it
is possible to observe that the forested areas generally confirm a low level of vulnerability, but also present large areas
with a medium level. Such areas are those influenced by
the higher shape regularity at patch level, corroborating
the hypothesis of an anthropical influence on the sites.
In particular, in the north-western area of the studied
territory, we found a very large forested patch (Malboschetto Wood within the Pollino National Park), located
in proximity of the main fluvial axis, which shows a very
regular shape of its perimeter.
Sclerophyllous coverages confirm what was already
found at class level; in addition, also transitional woodland-shrubs have numerous portions that belong to the
most critical levels. Many high vulnerable patches of such
covers are located in the neighbourhoods of the river, and
very often in correspondence to its critical segments in
term of functionality (see IFF lines), especially along the
right bank of the river, which also presents a functionality
level considerably lower than that shown along the left
river bank. Furthermore, very long segments of lower functionality are localized in correspondence to forested areas
increasing the vulnerability of those portions of the territory.

CONCLUSIONS
The proposed approach based on the integration of
satellite and field data seems to be promising for supporting monitoring and management activities at basin scale.
For our test area, the landscape metrics analysis revealed that the portions of the territory closest to the river
show a high level of fragmentation mainly concerning the
transitional vegetation; such a configuration decreases the
depurating power of structured vegetation. The obtained
IFF index values confirm that the River functionality is
strongly influenced by both the riparian vegetation status
and the watershed land-cover structure.
The main peculiarity of the proposed approach is represented by the easy exportability to other environments
by selecting the most suitable protocol for measuring the
river functionality and by a user-friendly interpretation also
for non-experts of the produced vulnerability map, which
can represent a precious support for final decision-makers
involved in fluvial resource management.

Such a situation is confirmed by the analysis of IFF
questions (Table 2) underlining that the functional group
of questions related to the riparian vegetation status and
the land-use of the watershed close to the river contributes
for about the 55% in terms of negative scores on the total
of the detected negative answers.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The local downscaling of rainfall predictions provided
by climate models is crucial for the assessment of climate
change impacts on most ecological processes related to
the land/water cycle, such as vegetation dynamics, soilbacteria activity, and ecological response of water-bodies. In
this study, we present a methodology to analyze the predictive performance of a Regional Climate Model (RCM) with
regard to daily rainfall fields. A comparison between statistical properties of rainfall observations and model control
simulations was performed through a robust and meaningful representation of the precipitation process. Our objectives were, first, to evaluate RCM bias data at basin-scale
against daily rainfall records coming from a rain gauge
network, and then to propose a simple framework to investigate possible alterations of the daily rainfall occurrence and intensity under climate change by way of a stochastic model suitable to investigate both ordinary regimes
and extreme climate events.
The RCM adopted for the study region produced a
general underestimation of mean storm intensity for all
seasons in the control run. From the bias analysis at daily
scale, the RCM has shown a good capability to simulate the
occurrence of wet periods being able to reproduce the winter storm systems, but a poor capability to simulate the
orographic (relief) precipitation that are peculiar in the dry
periods. The entity of the observed bias has clarified the
need to operate a correction of the climate model output
to obtain more realistic input data to be used in impact
studies at the local scale. A further result of the adopted
bias correction was the significant reduction of the effects
of climate change on daily rainfall statistics corresponding to rainfall features much closer to the historical data
than in the raw RCM output data.

KEYWORDS: Climate change impact, local precipitation scenarios, stochastic downscaling.

Remarkable research work has been so far undertaken
toward understanding the predictability of the climate system by improving the climate model physics, resolution,
and parameterizations for unresolved processes, which
result in the development of high-resolution Global Circulation Models (GCMs) and Regional Circulation Models (RCMs). Nevertheless, the simulated climate behavior
is still far from being consistent across the range of space
and time scales which are basically needed to undertake
eco-hydrological impact studies. As climate models use
crude simplifications of complex atmosphere-land processes, their outputs cannot be expected to exactly mimic the
observed local dynamics. Consequently, a basin-scale
assessment of climate change impacts may produce large
biases in the simulation of river flows if the raw output
precipitation from a GCM (or a RCM) is adopted. Particularly, the scale mismatch between climate model output
and the spatial resolution (river basin or subdivision of a
watershed), at which eco-hydrological models are applied
(e.g. [1-3]), is the main limiting factor to the direct use of
climate scenarios in impact prediction. Several eco-hydrological impact studies require, in fact, accurate model simulations not only of time-mean conditions but also of the
day-to-day (and even sub-daily) variability. In this framework, a rigorous model evaluation of the simulated daily
precipitation statistics is an important step in assessing the
models’ credibility for climate impact applications [4].
Various downscaling techniques are used to bridge the
scale gap as reviewed in Fowler et al. [5], from simple ones
using trends in climate variables from GCM simulations
to force the historical climate records (e.g. [6]) to the widely
used dynamical downscaling by nesting some RCM within
a GCM (e.g. [7]). Other downscaling approaches are those
based on statistical transfer functions linking local climate
to the output of a GCM or RCM (e.g. [8]), and those classified as climatic analogue-procedures.
Nevertheless, despite the physical consistency of the
dynamical downscaling and the undoubted improvements
in the RCM’s simulations of annual and seasonal atmospheric cycles, the bias inevitably remain [9] depending
strongly on bias inherited from the driving GCM [5]. More-
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over, larger errors are found in daily precipitation statistics,
such as wet-day frequency, precipitation intensity, and
quantiles of the frequency distribution. In particular, the
simulation of too dry summer conditions represent a problem for the climate models in Mediterranean region as
pointed out by Frei et al. [4].
In the case of predicted daily precipitation over a given
study area, comparison with observational datasets should
be focused on the daily behavior of alternating dry and wet
periods, this being one of the crucial aspects for the hydrological and ecological processes characterizing Mediterranean environments. So far, this kind of consistency
analysis is seldomly reported in the validation of global
and regional climate models.
To obtain realistic atmospheric forcing from climate
models, bias correction methods are needed. Different approaches are proposed in the literature, as in the review by
Déqué [10]. The general goal of these approaches is to accurately reproduce the local phenomena and their statistics
starting from larger scale states predicted by the climate
models. A bias correction scheme using a stochastic model
of storm arrival, duration and intensity was adopted in this
paper in order to project the rainfall regime including the
extreme rainfall conditions (also considering extremely prolonged dry periods).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The output of a high-horizontal-resolution RCM named
EBU-POM has been adopted which was specifically developed for Southern Europe, Mediterranean and the Balkan
areas (Fig. 1) within the SINTA Project [11], a scientific
cooperation by the Italian INGV, the Serbian Republic
Hydro Meteorological Service (RHMSS) and the University of Belgrade (UB).

25 km). The atmospheric model component is the EBU limited area model, a version of the NCEP’s Eta model, while
the ocean component is the Princeton Ocean Model (POM)
[12]. In this study, the boundary conditions for the RCM
simulations are taken from the SINTEX-G global model
[13, 14]. An overall validation of the EBU-POM model was
done using the CRU CL 1.0 dataset covering 1960-1991
[11, 15-17]. Therefore, a control run spanning over a 30-year
period (1961-1990) and one covering the first part of 21st
century (2003-2030) under SRES scenario A1b have been
considered for the study.
Before any bias correction method is developed and
implemented, it is important to investigate the predictive
performance of the adopted climate model. In this study, the
predictive performance of the RCM was analyzed through
the comparison between the empirical statistical distributions of simulated and observed daily rainfall series for the
reference period (1961-1990). Then, to investigate the temporal persistence (dry and wet spell durations) of rainfall
series, a statistical approach to treat the intermittency structure of rainfall at-a-point was adopted through the Poissonian Rectangular Pulse (PRP) scheme [18]. The same
approach was used to generate unbiased daily rainfall scenarios through stochastic models with forcing parameters
which combine local observations and RCM projections.
The whole analysis was developed with respect to the data
records coming from the existing observation network.
The proposed methodology was applied to the Candelaro river basin in Southern Italy (Fig. 2) corresponding to
six RCM grid elements covering about 2.000 km2. The
main course of the river has a length of 67 km and a drainage area of about 1.800 km2 characterized by a mean elevation of 300 m ranging from 0 and 1150 m above sea level.

FIGURE 1 - Computational domains of the EBU-POM model. The
atmosphere domain is in grey, while the ocean domain is the black
rectangle [11].

The model is a coupled atmosphere-ocean model, with
atmospheric resolution of 0.125° x 0.125° (about 25 km x

FIGURE 2 - The rainfall network of the Candelaro river basin as
well as the corresponding RCM grid cells.
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The basin is representative of the Mediterranean semiarid climate, with average annual precipitation of 600 mm,
marked inter-annual fluctuations characterized by a wetwinter and dry-summer. Rainfall events, occurring mainly
in the autumn and winter seasons, are irregularly distributed,
short and intense. Therefore, also the hydrological regime is
characterized by a seasonal and intermittent behavior with
ephemeral summer flows and occasional flood events.
The main economic activity in the river basin is the intensive agriculture causing a severe pressure on water resources.
For these reasons, the basin is part of the rural case study in
the CIRCE research project, aiming to assess the climate
change scenarios and impacts in the Mediterranean region
(CIRCE-IP project, no. 036961) and the pilot-basin for
the MIRAGE project aiming to provide specific key
knowledge for a better assessment of ecological integrity in
Mediterranean temporary streams (MIRAGE No. 211732).

fall intensity at a given time is obtained as sum of intensities of all occurring overlapping storms at that instant. It is
assumed, moreover, that the event characteristics (duration,
storm intensity and inter-arrival time) are independent from
the occurrence time and identically distributed random
variables. At the basis of the storm representation with the
PRP model, it is assumed that ic and tc are exponentially
distributed, with parameters µI (mean intensity of pulse)
and δ (mean duration of the pulse), respectively. The stochastic properties of the PRP model under the above assumptions were derived by Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. [19],
and particularly the first and second-order statistics of the
Poisson-composed rainfall process X(t) result in the equations (1), (2.a) and (2.b) representing the mean, variance
and autocorrelation, respectively,

The observational dataset consists of twelve historical
daily records from the national gauge network extended
for the same period of the model’s control run. Therefore,
we compared this observational dataset with the six model
grid cells covering the study area. To operate the comparison, the daily observations have been averaged over
the grid cell domains and weighted on the influence areas
corresponding to the rain gauge stations falling into each
grid cell (Fig. 2). The influence areas were defined with
the Thiessen polygons around each rain gauge station.

σ 2 = var[ X (t )] = 2λµI2δ −1

m = E[ X (t )] = λµ I δ −1

(1)
(2.a)

R(s ) = Corr [ X (t ), X (t + s)] = exp(− δ s ) s ≥ 0 (2.b)

with s indicating the time lag.

Quantile maps, rainfall duration curves (RDC) and
rainfall depth-duration-frequency (DDF) curves were used
to compare daily rainfall observations with RCM control
simulations dividing the dataset into seasonal subsets.
The quantile mapping is commonly used to compare
the empirical probability distribution of two datasets by
portraying the quantiles of the distribution of sample data.
Therefore, this statistical tool is particularly efficient to assess the predictive performance of simulated daily rainfall.
Relationship between the magnitude and frequency of rainy
days is instead evaluated by plotting the RDCs. This type of
plot shows the percentage of time that a given rainfall rate is
equal or exceeded for the observed and simulated variable.
The RDC tool allows for the representation of rainfall
regimes in a given period of time (say a year or a season)
including the evaluation of the overall amount of dry days.
Concerning the rainfall intensity regimes, the DDF curves
are used to describe rainfall depth as a function of duration
for given return periods or probabilities of exceedance.
To investigate the intermittency of wet and dry daily
clusters, three storm statistics were considered which correspond to the PRP parameterization. In the PRP model
which was originally developed by Eagleson [18] for the
synthetic rainfall generation, the rainfall process is represented by a temporal sequence of rectangular pulses with
random height, ic, representing the average storm intensity,
and a random duration, tc (Fig. 3). The occurrence of rainfall events is modeled by a Poissonian distribution with the
storm arrival rate represented by a parameter λ. The rain-

FIGURE 3 - Schematic representation of PRP model [19].

These equations highlight the simple parameterization
of the PRP stochastic process being dependent on the three
storm parameters λ, µI , and δ.
As in Burlando and Rosso [20, 21] or Kilsby et al. [22],
the stochastic modeling of local rainfall process explicitly
allows for a re-parameterization based on projected statistics
derived from climate models. In particular, the re-parameterization under climate change is based on observed properties of rainfall and the structure of the stochastic model
[21]. Change factors for the rainfall process can be derived
from the RCM control run and the future scenarios by the
ratio between the PRP storm parameters of the modeled
scenario and the control run under the reasonable hypothesis that the model mismatch is due, above all, to an imperfect parameterization of the precipitation physics inside
the model itself. Therefore, the foreseen alterations of rainfall regime were derived from the scale factor obtained as
the ratio between the PRP parameter for 21th century run
(21c) and the control run (20c), through the following equation:
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ϑiRCM (21c )
(20 c ) RCM
ϑi (20 c )

(3)

where ϑ i* represents a generic storm statistic used to
parameterize some stochastic rainfall model while

ϑiOBS

RCM

and ϑi
are the correspondent statistics, respectively,
extracted from the observational dataset and from the
RCM-simulated time-series.
Using the structure of the PRP model makes it possible to reproduce internally consistent rainfall records of
any required length in order to evaluate the hydrological
impacts that may occur, even under extreme weather conditions. The derivation of re-scaled parameters to be used as
seeds for the stochastic generation of storm events was
applied to the available dataset, thus obtaining a
downscaled set of daily rainfall consistent with the scale
of the observation points.

For the reference period 1961-1990, the predictive
performance of the EBU-POM model was investigated with
regard to daily rainfall fields through the empirical frequency
distributions of simulated and observed time-series. For a
first comparison, the quantile maps were plotted considering the daily average precipitation over the whole basin
and analyzing 30-years dataset grouped by seasonal subsets. In Figures 4 a and b, the maps for the winter (JFM)
and summer season (JAS) are represented with the model’s
quantiles corresponding to the y-axis and the observation’s
to the x-axis. A general underestimation of modeled rainfall was found for all seasons (autumn and spring not shown
for brevity), with a very marked divergence in the summer season resulting in a much drier modeled climatology
than that observed. The unrealistic reproduction of rainfall
in the summer time may be explained by the coarse model
representation of local scale processes driving intense
convective precipitation events which are prevailing in
the dry season. The overall result of this comparison is a
marked bias in the modeled rainfall intensity.
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FIGURE 4 - Quantile maps of the basin-scale averages of the daily rainfall extracted from the available rainfall stations and the RCM control simulation (1961-1990): a) winter season; b) summer season.
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FIGURE 5 - Duration curves for the observed (solid line) and simulated precipitation (dotted line) for the reference period (1961-1990): a)
winter season; b) summer season.
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FIGURE 6 - Storm events ranked according to durations in observed and RCM simulated precipitation for the period 1961-1990: a)winter
season; b) autumn season.

Further details in the model performance were derived from the RDCs in Fig. 5 which reports the seasonal
relationship at the basin-scale between the magnitude and
frequency of rainy days. The reported RDCs are related to
the observed rainfall (solid line) and model rainfall
(dashed line) for the winter (JFM) and summer season
(JAS). A generalized and significant over-estimation of
the dry days was found in the model run for all seasons,
and, in particular, the RCM generates 50% and 24% more

of dry days than in the observed records for the summer
and winter season, respectively (Fig. 5).
In Figure 6, the number of storm events was ranked
according to the respective durations in the observations
and RCM simulations. Generally, the RCM was found to
underestimate, for all seasons, the number of storm events
and their durations. The only exceptions are shown for the
events with duration equal to one day in the winter and up
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to two days in autumn, when the RCM overestimates the
number of storms.
Information on the RCM ability to reproduce the observed rainfall depth-duration relationship was derived from
the DDF curves. DDF curves for a given return period are
described by a power law for storm durations lower than
one day while the linear law is used to interpret daily
rainfall series. In this case study, the rainfall depths conditioned on storm duration were extracted at seasonal scale
from the observed dataset and RCM control run, and then
compared in DDF curves (Fig. 7) in terms of mean values
for each duration (i.e. P = 0.5 and return period equal to 2

years). The linear trends were obtained neglecting those
rainfall depths conditioned on durations with frequency of
occurrence lower than 5%. For example, for summer season, only storm durations up to 4 days were considered for
observations and 3 days for RCM control run (Fig. 7). Both
the observations and simulated storms are in agreement
with the linear behavior proving the capability of the RCM
to simulate the rainfall behavior. Nevertheless, the bias in
the DDFs between RCM data and observations was found
in all seasons, particularly, a negative bias characterizing
winter, summer and autumn while positive bias was detected in spring (Table 1).
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FIGURE 7 - DDF curves for observed (solid line) and RCM simulated rainfall (dotted line): a) spring season (1961-1990).; b) summer season
(1961-1990).
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TABLE 1 - Analysis of RCM predictive performance through the assessment of the model/observation bias of the DDF slopes (R2: regression
coefficient).

Slope
R2

OBS

OND
RCM

Bias

OBS

JFM
RCM

Bias

OBS

AMJ
RCM

13.2
0.94

10.2
0.94

37%
-

13.6
0.94

8.5
0.92

+53%
-

12.1
0.95

18.5
0.93

Bias
37%
-

JAS
RCM

Bias

17.5
0.91

11.1
0.94

-37%
-
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FIGURE 8 - Exponential probability charts for the storm intensity analyzed at grid-cell scale for the simulated and observed rainfall; in solid
and dotted line the exponential theoretical distributions of simulations and observations, respectively: a) autumn season; b) summer season.
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The underestimation of storm intensity and frequency
of occurrence were jointly investigated using the PRP
scheme with the aim of finding a bias correction approach
for the wet and dry intermittency structure. The PRP
scheme was applied for both RCM control and scenario run,
and for the rainfall observations by decomposing the datasets
into dry and wet clusters of days, and computing the corresponding daily intensity for each wet period. For the
reference period, in Figs. 8, 9, and 10, the exponential
probability charts were employed to plot the three storm
variables and evaluate their fitting to the theoretical distributions (dashed lines) characterizing the PRP model. To
highlight the spatial variability in the data, this analysis was
performed considering each of the RCM grid cells separately. The ordinary components of the empirical distributions (frequency of occurrence below 0.9) of the observed
and modeled variables reasonably follow the theoretical distribution, while the tails (intense storm and drought events)
do not.
The RCM underestimation of the rainfall intensity is
clear from Fig. 8 showing the probability plots for the
summer and autumn seasons. In Figure 9, the exponential
probability plots for the wet and dry durations are reported
for the wet season (autumn and winter) showing a good
agreement for the wet durations in autumn, while the RCM

overestimates the length of the dry periods in winter. For
the dry season, Fig. 10 shows a large underestimation of
the spring storm durations, for the RCM simulations and,
more importantly, an unrealistic overestimation of the dry
inter-storm periods in spring and summer.
Among the advantages of the PRP representation of
the local scale rainfall is the possibility to reduce the entire
analysis to three main parameters characterizing the underlying exponential probability distributions of storm intensity, duration, and dry period. Therefore, mean storm intensity (µI), mean wet duration (δw) and mean dry duration (δd)
were seasonally computed for the reference period.
The assessment of the model-observation bias was,
therefore, performed by the ratio between each corresponding storm parameter (Table 2). The model bias may be
summarized in a poor capability to represent the intermittency of the daily rainfall, particularly for the dry
periods of spring and summer showing an average overestimation of about 2.5 and 2 times with regard to the
observations, respectively. Moreover, a general underestimation of mean storm intensity for all seasons in the control run was also remarked. On the contrary, a good agreement
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FIGURE 10 - Exponential probability charts for the wet and dry durations of grid-cell scale simulated and observed rainfall; in solid and
dotted line, the exponential theoretical distributions of summer and spring, respectively. a) spring dry duration; b) spring wet duration; c)
summer dry duration; d) summer wet duration.
TABLE 2 - Analysis of RCM predictive performance through the assessment of the model/observation bias of the storm parameters, mean
storm intensity (µI), mean wet duration (δw) and mean dry duration (δd). Parameters are seasonally derived for the reference period 19611990.
SEASON
δd
[days]
δw
[days]
µI
[mm/day]

OND

JFM

AMJ

JAS

OBS

2.55

2.45

3.10

4.25

RCM
Bias=RCM/OBS
OBS

2.83
1.11
4.36

2.92
1.19
4.61

7.69
2.48
3.38

8.69
2.04
2.73

RCM
Bias=RCM/OBS
OBS

4.20
0.96
3.02

4.24
0.92
2.58

2.27
0.67
2.48

2.35
0.86
2.43

RCM
Bias=RCM/OBS

1.06
0.35

1.12
0.44

1.17
0.69

1.84
0.76

between the model and the observations was found in the
wet duration for autumn and winter seasons. On the basis
of bias analysis, the EBU-POM has shown a good performance in the simulation of wet periods, being able to
reproduce the autumn-winter frontal systems, but a poor
capability to simulate the orographic precipitation that are
peculiar in the summer season.
Under the reasonable hypothesis that the model mismatch is due, above all, to an imperfect parameterization
of the precipitation physics (i.e. model errors), the scale
factors of the aforesaid statistics (equation 3) between the
21st century run (under the A1b scenario) and the control
run were assumed as the expected alteration of the rainfall
regime (Table 3). This scaling approach, though simple,
allows to overcome the often large bias of model predictions, yet keeping track of the overall climate alterations
captured by the atmospheric model. This approach represents a consistent way to overcome the well-known deficiencies of the delta-change methods. In fact, the use of
change factor methods to downscale time series from
climate models is limited when changes in the variance of
processes are foreseen, as they only scales the mean, maxima
and minima of climatic variables, not considering the change

in variability of climatic processes [ 11]. On the contrary,
the use of the delta-change on the PRP parameters enables
to account for change in the variance of the rainfall processes, an important issue in water resource assessments
under climate change [22].
TABLE 3 - Expected change factors of the storm statistics under the
alteration of the rainfall regime (A1b scenario) between the 21st
century run (2003-2030) and the control run (1961-1990).
SEASON
OND
JFM
AMJ
JAS

Δd
1.13
1.01
1.02
1.69

ΔI
1.21
1.10
0.88
1.14

The ability of the rainfall generator to reproduce the
observed statistics is summarized in Table 4 for the reference period while in Fig. 11, the probability plots for summer dry durations and spring storm intensity are shown as
examples for the agreement between observations and the
downscaled model output (for the period 1961-1990). Then,
the re-scaled PRP parameters (Table 3) were used to generate statistically homogeneous time series representing the
final output of the adopted downscaling approach.
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a)
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FIGURE 11 - Assessment of rainfall generator ability to reproduce the observed statistics: a) spring dry duration; b) spring storm intensity.
TABLE 4 - Assessment of rainfall generator ability to reproduce the observed statistic data.
PRP statistics
δd
[days]

OND
2.55
2.50
2.09
4.36
4.20
3.53
2.98
2.90
2.68

OBS
PRP simulated
Error [%]
OBS
PRP simulated
Error [%]
OBS
PRP simulated
Error [%]

δw
[days]
µI
[mm/day]

JFM
3.38
3.53
-4.57
3.10
3.00
3.14
2.48
2.46
0.90
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3.07
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2.51
-6.54
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FIGURE 12 - Local scale precipitation scenario obtained using the PRP stochastic generation of storm statistics after re-parameterization; in
solid, dashed and point line, the exponential theoretical distributions of observation (1961-1990) and RCM (2003-2030) and synthetic data
(2003-2030), respectively: a) summer dry duration; b) summer wet duration.
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FIGURE 13 - Local scale precipitation scenario obtained using the PRP stochastic generation of storm statistics after re-parameterization; in
solid, dash and point line, the exponential theoretical distributions of observation (1961-1990) and RCM (2003-2030) and synthetic data
(2003-2030), respectively: a) autumn storm intensity; b) winter storm intensity; c) spring storm intensity; d) summer storm intensity.
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Among the major findings in the downscaled rainfall
scenario obtained from EBU-POM driven by Sintex-G
GCM, the mean inter-storm period is predicted to increase
by 70% in summer (increasing from 4 to 7 days) and 13%
in autumn; the mean storm duration is predicted to decrease
by 15%, 11% and 12%, respectively, in autumn, winter and
summer; and the mean storm intensity is expected to slightly
decrease in spring, while an increase in summer (14%),
autumn (21%) and winter (10%) is predicted.
Overall the study region is characterized, according to
the downscaled rainfall scenario (2003-2030, A1B), by
longer dry seasons, less rain in autumn and winter as well
as heavier rain events in summer and autumn than in the
20th century observations (Figs. 12 and 13). Nevertheless,
the adopted approach produces a significant attenuation of
the climate alteration predicted by the EBU-POM model
with projected rainfall regimes that are much closer to the
historical data than in the raw model output.

Concerning the study area and the adopted RCM simulation, the rainfall projections obtained with the developed
downscaling method have highlighted a sensible attenuation of the drying climate scenario produced by the model
projection.
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ABSTRACT
The presented project initiative CLIMB (‘Climate Induced Changes on the Hydrology of Mediterranean Basins – Reducing Uncertainty and Quantifying Risk’) has
recently signed a Grant Agreement in EC’s 7th Framework Program (FP7-ENV.2009.1.1.5.2). In its 4-year design, starting from January 2010, the collaborative project
for specific cooperation actions (SICA) dedicated to international partner countries shall analyze ongoing and future climate-induced changes in hydrological budgets and
extremes across the Mediterranean and neighboring regions. This is undertaken in study sites located in Sardinia,
Northern Italy, Southern France, Tunisia, Turkey, Egypt and
the Palestinian-administered area Gaza. The work plan is
targeted to selected river or aquifer catchments, where the
consortium will employ a combination of novel field monitoring and remote sensing concepts, data assimilation, integrated hydrologic modeling and socioeconomic factor analyses to reduce existing uncertainties in climate change
impact analysis. Advanced climate scenario analysis will
be employed and available ensembles of regional climate
model simulations will be downscaled. This process will
provide the drivers for an ensemble of hydro(-geo)logical

models with different degrees of complexity in terms of
process description and level of integration. The results of
hydrological modeling and socio-economic factor analysis
will enable the development of a GIS-based Vulnerability
and Risk Assessment Tool. This tool will serve as a platform
for the dissemination of project results, including communication with and planning for local and regional stakeholders. An important output of the research in the individual
study sites will be the development of a set of recommendations for an improved monitoring and modeling strategy for climate change impact assessment.
CLIMB is forming a cluster of independent projects
with WASSERMed from the Environment and CLICO
from Socio-Economic Sciences and Humanities Call of
FP7 in 2009 (see Fig. 2). The intention of this clustering is
to foster scientific synergy and cooperation between the
partner projects to achieve improvements in policy outreach on different spatial scales.

KEYWORDS: Climate Change, Mediterranean, CLIMB, hydrological modeling, vulnerability assessment, risk modeling
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THE CLIMB MOTIVATION

THE CLIMB OBJECTIVES

According to current climate projections, Mediterranean countries are at high risk for an even pronounced
susceptibility to changes in the hydrological budget and extremes. These changes are expected to have strong impacts
on the management of water resources, agricultural productivity and drinking water supply. The regions of the Mediterranean landscape are already experiencing and expecting a broad range of natural and man-made threats to water
security. Threats include severe droughts and extreme flooding, salinization of coastal aquifers, degradation of fertile
soils and desertification due to poor and unsustainable management practices. It can be foreseen that the changes in
the hydrologic cycle will give rise to an increasing potential for tensions and conflict among the political and economic actors in this vulnerable region. There are a number
of major obstacles to implementation of adaptation
measures designed to achieve sustainable management of
water resources. Effective adaptation measures need multi-disciplinary preparation. While there is scientific consensus that climate induced changes on the hydrology of
Mediterranean regions are presently occurring and are
projected to amplify in the future, little knowledge is available about the quantification of these changes, which is
hampered by a lack of suitable and effective hydrological
monitoring and modeling systems.

With regard to the objectives specified in the ENV.
2009.1.1.5.2-topic [1], modeling capabilities must be improved and appropriate tools developed to advance the
capability to assess climate effects on water resources and
uses. The project consortium will employ a combination of
novel field monitoring concepts, remote sensing techniques,
integrated hydrologic modeling and socioeconomic factor
analyses to reduce existing uncertainties in climate change
impact analysis, and to create an integrated quantitative risk
and vulnerability assessment tool. Together, these will provide the necessary information to design appropriate adaptive water resources management instruments and select
suitable agricultural practices under climate change conditions. The integrated risk and vulnerability analysis tool will
also enable assessment of risks for conflict-inducing actions,
e.g. migration. The improved models, new assessment tools,
and their results will be evaluated against current methodologies. Improvements will be communicated to stakeholders and decision makers in a transparent, easy-to-understand form, enabling them to utilize the new findings in regional water resource and agricultural management initiatives as well as in the design of mechanisms to reduce potential for conflict. The latter task will be addressed through
an interface to the cluster project CLICO, funded under the
SSH.2009.4.2.1-topic [2] (see also chapter 3).

Current projections of future hydrological change,
based on regional climate model results and subsequent
hydrological modeling schemes, are very uncertain and
poorly validated. The conditions required to develop and
implement appropriate adaptation strategies are lacking. If
adaptation initiatives are proposed at all, they are rarely
based on a multi-disciplinary assessment covering both natural and associated social and economic changes.

An analysis of climate change impacts on available
water resources is undertaken in study sites located in
Southern France, Sardinia, Tunisia, Northern Italy, Turkey,
Egypt and the Palestinian-administered area Gaza. The work
plan is targeted to selected mesoscale river or aquifer systems in the above-mentioned partner and SICA countries,
representing water management units for regional water
authorities (see Fig. 1). Selection criteria included an ex-
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FIGURE 1 - The partner countries of CLIMB (+ Canada) and the location of study sites.
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pected high susceptibility to climate induced changes in
water availability, runoff-regimes, runoff extremes and water
quality. The selected sites comprise one to several of the
following components, which impose a threat on future water security: high agricultural productivity, irrigation, heavy
multi-source nutrient loads and pollution, sea water intrusion or growing water use rivalries.
The site-specific analyses will enable improved assessment and quantification of region-specific vulnerability and
risk factors for agricultural, drinking, residential and industrial water. Advanced climate scenario analysis techniques will be employed and dynamical and statistical
downscaling of available ensembles of regional climate
model simulations will be performed. This process will provide the drivers for an ensemble of hydro(-geo)logical models with different degrees of complexity in terms of process
description and level of integration. The outputs of the climate-hydrological modeling chain will deliver estimates of
changes in hydrological components, such as timing and frequency of extreme and effective precipitation, run-off, instream mean flow, soil moisture or groundwater balance.
Field monitoring and measurement strategies for surface and subsurface hydrological processes will be tested
and adjusted to the specific requirements in the study sites.
Synergistic radar and optical remote sensing techniques
will be extensively employed to provide steady state parameters (e.g. land-use, land-cover, soil hydraulic properties),
to retrieve dynamic model parameters (e.g. soil moisture
and roughness, vegetation structures), to monitor process
variables (e.g. infiltration, water stress) and to validate
model results. Data assimilation procedures will be developed in order to incorporate relevant data and process
understanding into existing modeling concepts, thereby
significantly reducing uncertainty in predicted hydrological quantities. An important output of the research in the
individual study sites will be the development of a set of
recommendations for an improved monitoring and modeling strategy for climate change impact assessment. Once
the model concepts are optimized to adequately represent

the current-state hydrology in the study sites, they will be
tested over a range of selected climate change scenarios to
project future hydrological budgets and extremes. The integration of hydrological model results and socio-economic
factor analysis will enable the development of a GIS-based,
modular Vulnerability and Risk Assessment Tool. This
tool will serve as a platform to disseminate project results,
including communication with and planning for local and
regional stakeholders as well as for the discussion and comparison of results with the teams working in the before
mentioned cluster.
THE CLIMB STRUCTURE
The project duration of 48 months is necessary and
justified due to the difficult data situation in the region, the
complexity of methods, the interdependency of work packages (WP) and the necessity to coherently disseminate the
results and implications to local and regional stakeholders
throughout and, especially, at the end of the project. All
efforts in the scientific WPs will be dedicated towards a
gradual reduction of uncertainty in assessing climate change
impacts on the hydrology of the sites under investigation
and shall provide a better basis for achieving water security in southern Europe and the targeted SICA regions.
CLIMB’s work plan is divided into eight work packages. In an effort to establish a close link between Theme
6 (‘Environment (incl. climate change)’) and Theme 8
(‘Socio-Economic Sciences and the Humanities’) of the
programmatic setup of FP7, the funded projects under the
Call ENV.2009.1.1.5.2 (WASSERMed & CLIMB) and
SSH.2009.4.2.1 (CLICO) are embedded in a cluster of independent EU-projects focused on climate-induced changes
in water resources as a threat to security (Fig. 2). Thus,
WP 0 is intended to identify and foster the scientific synergies between CLIMB, WASSERMed and CLICO for a
more efficient policy outreach.

FIGURE 2 - The project cluster of WASSERMed, CLICO and CLIMB.
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WP 1 manages and co-ordinates the CLIMB consortium internally. WP 2 is providing and developing the common data infrastructure for and throughout the project. The
WPs 3-6 are focused on scientific research, development
and innovation of technologies. None of these WPs stands
alone, but they are interconnected by means of interfaces,
dependencies and feedback loops to ensure an iterative reduction of uncertainty and a more accurate assessment of
water-related ecological and economic risk. WP 7 is devoted to the interaction with stakeholders. It builds upon the
scientific progress and accounts for a coherent dissemination of project findings. The characterization of the various
study sites (WP 3) is the scientific starting point of the project. All activities in WP 3 will be accompanied by intense
field campaigns for data collection, conducted by concerted
partner actions in each site. WP 3 is sub-divided into three
focal areas: i) screening and collecting existing ecological,
meteorological, hydrological and socio-economical data
(WP 3.1), ii) conducting hydro-geophysical field measurements to gather relevant information for in-depth hydrological process understanding (WP 3.2) and the parameterization of hillslope-scale hydrological models, and iii) to upscale and regionalize process descriptions using multisensorial and multi-scale remote sensing imagery (WP 3.3)
and determine spatiotemporal distributions of crucial parameters (e.g. land-use, soil moisture, roughness, infiltration,
plant growth) for model applications at the catchment scale
(WP 5).
The principle idea behind the structuring of WP 3 and
WP 5 is the conviction that the gradual improvement of
data availability and accuracy, will consequently lead to
improved model parameterizations and, thus, to a reduction of uncertainties in hydrological modeling. Most importantly, the partners complement each other in providing and interfacing surface water and groundwater models
of different complexity and level of integration. This will
ensure that for each identified climate change related water
security issue and site, there will be an ensemble of hydrological models in changing configurations.

This provides the opportunity to combine, compare, and
cross-validate a wide methodological range in this field, and
will support the reduction of data- and model-prone uncertainties and the identification of the most efficient model
complexity given specific boundary conditions and data
availability. After calibration and validation of the model
ensembles to current climate conditions, they will be run
over a range of selected climate change scenarios (elaborated in WP 4) to project hydrological budgets and extremes.
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FIGURE 3 - Organizational structure of CLIMB work packages.

TABLE 1 - Hydrological model ensembles in the study sites.
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In parallel, WP 4 will aim at designing robust procedures allowing auditing (intercomparison and verification)
of products coming from different global and regional climate models. These procedures will account for the statistics of average and extreme fields, for water balance conservation in the atmosphere and for problems related to
spatial and temporal grid discretizations adopted in the
different models. Further, the WP 4 will aim at bridging
between the typical scale of climate models and the smaller
scale required for hydrological modeling at the catchment
scale (WP 5).
WP 6 establishes a comprehensive risk modeling approach for water resource problems under expected climate
change in the selected study sites, integrating and quantifying the existing uncertainties (WP 6.1), stemming from insufficient data, inaccurate model descriptions, future climate projections and socio-economic vulnerability factors
(WP 6.2). The results of the risk model are used to elaborate recommendations for future water management. The
integration of hydrological model results and socio-economic factor analysis will determine the development of a
GIS-based, modular Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
Model (WP 6.3), which shall serve as a platform for the dissemination of project results, and as a communication and
planning tool for local and regional stakeholders (WP 7).
EXPECTED CLIMB IMPACT
CLIMB’s work plan is targeted towards a substantial
advancement of process knowledge and modeling capabilities for a better understanding of the interactions between the biosphere, ecosystems and human activities and
thus to better assess climate effects on water resources and
uses. The project combines genuine science activities with
a strong link to practical application in the targeted regions
of the Mediterranean area and thus provides a balance between the three building blocks of environmental research,
namely understanding, assessing impact and responding to
threats to security in man-environment systems. An increase in general knowledge of water management issues
in arid climate, that may be applicable to some EU areas
more prone to changes brought about by climate change
and/or global warming, can lead to the development of
potentially innovative practical and/or theoretical approaches
and technologies. It is intended to intensively share and exchange expertise with the Mediterranean Water Scarcity and
Drought Working Group of the Mediterranean branch of the
EU Water Initiative (MED-EUWI, http://www.euwi.net/ wg/
mediterranean). This can be very beneficial to provide supportive guidance for a more concise implementation process
for current water-related directives, such as the EU Water Framework Directive 2000/60/EC [3], or the EU-Flood
Risk Management Directive 2007/60/EC [4].
The multi-disciplinary setup of CLIMB requires complex and well structured data storage and processing systems. The anticipated GIS-Server system will enable an

efficient and standardized use of data gathered by a multinational Consortium, due to the realization of a modern
geodata-infrastructure as stated in the EU-INSPIRE directive 2007/2/EC [5]. By using European-wide standards
re-quested therein, this project will presumably be one of
the first examples dealing with the cross-border application of INSPIRE for environmental modeling and management. In order to ensure cross-border data exchange by
defining new standards and rules for environmental data
handling and data transfer, it is obvious why this project
has to be based on a European-wide (and beyond) approach.
Taking into account the latest advancements in the field
of climate change impacts on the environment, the development of new technologies is focused on the provision of
new monitoring systems and modeling tools to significantly
reduce uncertainties of climate change impacts on the hydrology in the specified regions. The elaborated climate
scenarios and downscaled regional climate model outputs
(WP 4) serve as driving inputs for subsequent hydrological
models, which transfer the future climate signal into hydrological quantities at the watershed level. The presented
project explicitly investigates the varieties of different model
response, stemming from a set of 12 internationally renowned hydrological and hydro-geological models, which
are applied in changing configurations in the different study
sites. This innovative methodological approach will result
in a yet unknown possibility to quantify model-prone uncertainty in hydrological predictions. When proven successful, there is reason to expect that CLIMB tools will be
internationally recognized and widely adopted by following
research activities and operational water resources managers for the development of sound and sustainable adaptation
measures to counteract adverse effects of climate change on
the natural and human systems.
All activities shall be conducted and evaluated in close
co-operation with regional agriculture and water resources
experts. This co-operation will serve both to ensure a focus
on adaptation measures appropriate for the region and ensure an optimized dissemination of project results. Valid
findings will be made available for improved site-specific
monitoring and modeling systems for water resources and
use assessments under changing climate and land-use conditions. Improvements compared to existing measures will
be communicated to stakeholders and decision makers in a
transparent, easy-to-understand form, enabling them to utilize the new findings in regional water resource and agricultural management initiatives as well as in the design of
mechanisms to reduce potential for conflict. The SICA partners are in charge to substantially contribute to the focused
interactions with stakeholders and dissemination activities
to establish enduring local and regional stakeholder networks. Potentials impacts of CLIMB may contribute in
various ways to:
§ foster and intensify the dialogue between scientists,
managers, water experts and stakeholders in addressing
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local impacts of climate changes and identifying means
for their assessments
§ rise awareness among stakeholders about climate change
impacts on water resources and land-uses, which will
lead to adequate approaches and adaptation strategies
for water resources management and for food security
§ empower stakeholders and scientists by providing new
tools of decisions making in assessing climate change
impacts
These science-management-policy links are indispensable to provide visibility of the research findings beyond
the borders of the scientific community, and will allow for
an uptake of research results into policy and management
practice. The diversity of study sites is expected to foster
additional benefits for the development and implementation
of adaptation measures, as larger scale stakeholder networks
can develop when commonalities in problems and problem
prevention can be addressed and mutually discussed through
the respective connection to the CLIMB consortium.
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ABSTRACT

THE EUROPEAN RESEARCH AREA AND THE
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMMES

The European Union, together with the European Research Area (ERA), have fashioned a concept for developing the region into the worldwide leading arena for research
and innovation. The core organisational tools here are the
Research Framework Programmes. Under the auspices of
the current 7th Research Framework Programme (2007 –
2013), the essential topics and guidelines for a European
research promotional policy are defined, which are publicly announced through regularly scheduled calls for proposals. Respective involvement is open to institutions from
the European Member States, candidate countries to the
European Union, Associated States and international partner countries. As essential actors within the international,
inter-sector and inter-disciplinary consortia, primarily universities, research facilities, SMEs (small and medium-sized
enterprises) as well as participants from the public administrative arena are slated to appear.
Despite a plethora of pre-existing institutions that are
active in a consultancy capacity for promotion of European
research, there often exists, for actors from the scientific
and/or commercial sectors, a huge lack of clear understanding regarding the European programmes, as well as concrete support for access to them. In the form of the Bavarian Research Alliance GmbH, there now exists a new initiative for providing Bavarian actors from the scientific and
commercial sectors with an opportunity for international
participation, and for offering them support during the application process of submitted proposals. The following
article introduces the offerings and procedural steps of the
Bavarian Research Alliance as a central contribution to the
internationalisation of research and innovation.

KEYWORDS:
BayFOR, ERA, Environment, European R&D programmes

In order to establish the European Union as a worldwide leading arena for research and innovation, since the
year 2000, the concept of the European Research Area
(ERA) exists. This is a long-term goal to secure possibilities
for employment by means of the use of scientific resources,
to increase competitiveness and to improve consensual
awareness regarding national and European research activities. Furthermore, mobility of scientists should be increased,
and already existing research infrastructures should be advanced [1].
The most essential tools for building up this European
Research Area are the European Research Framework Programmes, which exist since 1984. They are aimed at the
promotion of world-renowned and state-of-the-art research,
with scientific excellence being the crucial criterion [2]. The
current 7th Research Framework Programme (FP7), with
a budget of 54 billion euros, consists of five major building blocks, the specific programmes “Cooperation”, “Ideas”,
“People” and “Capacities”. Included in this list as well is a
specific programme for the (non-nuclear) Joint Research
Centre and the Framework Programme EURATOM, with
the nuclear activities of the Joint Research Centre. Welcome to participate in the FP7 are facilities from any Member State of the European Union (e.g. universities, universities of applied sciences, non-university research facilities,
Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises) as well as European
Union Candidate countries (Croatia, Macedonia, Turkey),
and the so-called “Associated States” (Iceland, Israel, Lichtenstein, Norway, Switzerland). “Third countries” are invited to participate as well, i.e. those countries of the world
with which the European Union has been striving towards
collaboration in research and development (International
Cooperation Partner Countries, ICPC).
EUROPEAN R&D-PROGRAMMES
WITH THEIR FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
The contents and scientific enquiries for public calls for
proposals are generated primarily by the Directorate-Gen-
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TABLE 1 - Activities and Sub-Activities of the thematic priority „Environment (including climate change) within the FP7-Cooperationprogramme [4]
Activities

Sub-Activities

Climate Change,
pollution and risks

§ Pressures on environment and climate
§ Environment and health
§ Natural Hazards

Sustainable
Management
of resources

§ Conservation and sustainable management of natural and man-made resources and biodiversity
§ Management of marine environments

Environmental
technologies

§ Environmental technologies for observation, simulation, prevention, mitigation and adaptation, remediation and restoration of the natural and man-made environment
§ Protection, conservation and enhancement of cultural heritage, including human habitat
§ Technology assessment, verification and testing

Earth observation and assessment
tools for sustainable development

§ Earth and ocean observation systems and monitoring methods for the environment and sustainable
development
§ Forecasting methods and assessment tools for sustainable development taking into account differing
scales of observation

Horizontal activities

§ Dissemination and horizontal activities

erals of the European Commission (e.g. DG Research, DG
Environment, DG Energy etc.). Additionally, positions from
the European Parliament and the European Council are submitted, i.e. the Brussels Administration identifies the scientific topics for the framework programmes and provides a
“top-down” list for them, prioritising where European-financed demand for research exists. Then scientific consortia
are requested, through so-called “calls for proposals”, to develop high-potential approaches to solutions for the drafted
research problems (“bottom-up“). Each call regarding a concrete topic is in reference to a specific work-programme
and can be downloaded online from the Information Service of the European Commission CORDIS [3].
A good example for the structure of the FP7 Cooperation Programme, in this regard, is the thematic priority “Environment (including climate change)”. Over the course of
the entire duration of the FP7, there are five central activities herein with corresponding sub-activities. Within these
sub-activities, “areas” are, in turn, defined at a subordinate level, within which concrete topics are proposed
(see Table 1).
Allowances should be made in this process for the
specific scientific-criteria and formal-criteria of the respective promotional instruments (i.e. project types, funding
schemes), which are indicated in the calls for proposals. In
the area of collaborative research, one differentiates cooperation projects of varying sizes (e.g. small to mediumscale focused research projects, large-scale integrating projects), networks of excellence, coordination and support
actions. Should it be the case that, on the part of the European Commission, a specific country is preferred for research cooperation, then, network projects are designated
as so-called “SICA-Actions” (Specific International Co-

operation Action). In the sense of a further opening-up of
the European Research Area, the EU Commission, moreover, places high priority on strengthened international cooperation with other research areas (e.g. North America,
Asia, and Australia).
CONSULTANCY OFFERINGS FOR
EUROPEAN RESEARCH PROMOTION
In the sense of internationalisation of research, there are
numerous consultation structures for European Programmes.
At the level of EU Member States, these are, for example,
the National Contact Points (NCPs), which offer content
and administrative information for the topics of the FP7. At
the same time, there exist at most universities meanwhile
research departments, in which information can be prepared
regarding calls for proposals and the formal characteristics
of an application. Nevertheless, universities often lack the
structures necessary for active support during the drafting
and development stages of European projects. In SMEs,
in particular, both the requisite resources and experience
are lacking that would facilitate the long process for development of a European research project.
THE BAVARIAN RESEARCH ALLIANCE
GMBH WITH THEIR OFFERS OF SUPPORT
For improved support of Bavarian actors from the scientific and commercial sectors regarding their access to
European R&D programmes, the Bavarian Research Alliance (BayFOR) was founded in the end of 2006 [5]. The
private non-profit enterprise with its headquarters in Munich and a branch in Brussels has two participating asso-
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ciates (University of Bavaria; University of Applied Sciences Bavaria) and is being funded by two Bavarian State
Ministries (Ministry for Science, Research and the Arts;
Ministry for Business, Infrastructure, Transport and Technology), and the Bavarian State Chancellery.
BayFOR maintains three different business domains:
§

European R&D-Programmes.

§

Coordination of the Bavarian Research Cooperations.
Since 1985, the concept of research cooperations has
worked for interdisciplinary research projects and close
to application research projects in Bavaria. These cooperations are unique networks of scientists, structured
in so-called “worlds of science” (Cultural world; information world; living world; material world). The researchers operate from different locations, and work together on complex topics in widely differing disciplines
[6].

§

International scientific coordination between BavariaQuébec and Bavaria-Alberta (Canada). Bavaria and the
North-American Region of Québec have been working
closely together for many years in the areas of science,
research and technology. BayFOR supports here the
exchange between individual scientists and their facilities.

In the BayFOR core business domain “European R&DProgrammes“, scientists and enterprises are informed, advised and supported throughout the procedural sequence of:
formulating an idea, making the respective application for
that idea during the proposal writing and, finally, submitting a project based on that idea. Scientific officers are responsible for special scientific-related thematic areas (Environment; Energy; Life Sciences, Knowledge Based Bio
Economy; ICT; Nano-sciences, materials and new production technologies; Socio-Economic Sciences and the
Humanities). Their own academic background makes it
possible for the BayFOR scientific officers to have subjectbased access as well as language facility vis-à-vis the scientists. By means of the comprehension and recognition of
relevant European background documents, they can also
acquire access to the development of a research topic.
For awareness rasing concerning European participation opportunities, organisation and execution of events are
equally vital, in which the characteristics of a European participation are introduced and networking for relevant actors
is accomplished. Concurrently, actors from the scientific
and commercial sectors are pro-actively informed as regards
concrete calls for proposals funding. Draft versions of work
programmes of the European Commission are used as a
source of support for this. Finally, potential applicants are
strategically advised for efficient participation in researchrelevant EU programmes. This involves, for example, clarification of who could be regarded as a potential partner for
project participation, as well as support during the search
for suitable (inter-)national partners. During the compila-

tion phase for the consortia, it is important to keep in mind
that European research funding prefers a cooperation that
would overcome the boundaries of countries, disciplines
and sectors. In the sense of strengthening industry within the
European Community (i.e. its competitiveness), private
SMEs are called upon to get involved in the European project consortia. The EU has determined, via their official
definition of a SME, the number of employees (fewer than
250), the annual revenue (max. 50 M euros), as well as the
annual balance sheet total (max. 43 M euros) as threshold
values. By means of inter-sector cooperation between actors from the scientific and commercial sectors, project results should acquire a stronger application-oriented character, and transfer of both technology and science should
be enabled.
For the case involving a European application, various active methods of support are offered at BayFOR. For
analysis of the demand for a particular applicant, the following topics are taken into consideration: definition of a
competitive research plan, assessment of the financial needs
of an applicant, as well as examination of the plan as regards European relevance and/or European added value.
Via the BayFOR branch in Brussels, which represents the
Bavarian universities and colleges for applied science at the
European level, contact is established early on between the
international project consortia and the European Commission. A clarification can then be made as to whether a call
for proposals is being properly interpreted by the consortium in the light of the European Commission requirements
to be fulfilled. Regarding strategic-policy lobby-work for
consortia in Brussels, one must also consider their placement within the framework of scientific congresses, which
are organised on site by BayFOR, and for which a scientific
exchange with representatives from the European Commission is offered.
Concerning support for the proposal-writing process,
the following are also significant factors in the transfer of
and strict compliance with all scientific-relevant and formal
application criteria:
§ Scientific and/or technological excellence: Concept
and objectives; progress beyond the state-of-the-art; S/T
methodology and associated work plan; overall strategy
and general description of the work packages; timing
of the different work packages, deliverables and milestones
§ Implementation: Management structure and procedures;
participant description; budget calculation; resources to
be committed
§ Potential impact: Strategic impact; plan for the use
and dissemination of foreground
§ Ethical issues and consideration of gender aspects
Furthermore, relevant administrative application characteristics are considered by BayFOR. The characteristics
that must be put forth by the participating institutions within
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the consortium include (participant identification code;
budget calculation; handling of the electronic proposal submission system EPSS). Relevant for provision, also
graphics, as a component of an application (Pert diagram,
Gantt chart, consortium as a whole etc.) as well as support
for the layout of an application, count in this regard.
Should a project application be positively evaluated by
independent experts, and an invitation is issued for contract negotiations with the European Commission, BayFOR generates support as well during these negotiations
(preparation of the Grant agreement; Description of Work,
handling of negotiation electronic facility etc.).

[4]

European Commission (2008) FP7 Cooperation Work Programme 2009 - Environment, including climate change. In:
C(2008)4598 of 28 August 2008, pp. 2ff. Brussels.

[5]

Bavarian Research Alliance (BayFOR): http://www.bayfor.org

[6]

Parlar, H. (2009) The European research policies. In: Science
& Technology 4, 42-43. (ISSN 1757-2770), United Kingdom.

[7]

Silva Rodríguez, J.M. (2009) Working together to strengthen
research in Europe – European Research Area conference,
p.3. Brussels (21.10.2009).

BayFOR participates in the meantime in various European consortia also as project partner and is, in this case,
usually responsible for project management and dissemination of project results (e.g. CLIMB; CAMbrella; EEN;
WINALP). Assumption of scientific-related and financialadministrative responsibilities, securing of internal and
external communication structures, and punctual reporting
vis-à-vis the European Commission also belong to this list
of tasks to be undertaken.
CONCLUSIONS
The European Research Area offers great possibilities
for international cooperation, funding of research institutions, knowledge transfer as well as for research infrastructures. Within the further development of the ERA, the
Research Framework Programmes will form the crucial instruments. To participate at the European level in a successful and competitive way, there is still a need to give support
to scientists as well as to other relevant actors who form
the research consortia. The Bavarian Research Alliance
offers this support to researchers as well as small and
medium-sized enterprises on a local scale in Bavaria. This
local support can only be successful if main elements are
included in the political development of an attractive, effective and efficient ERA: “the free circulation of researchers,
knowledge and technology to offer maximum freedom and
opportunities to all players in Europe; strong science, well
linked to society to address major societal challenges; and
close links between research, education and innovation to
support European competitiveness” [7].
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